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Chapter Il Introduction 
The title of this thesis has been chosen with two ob-
jectives in mind: to show by an analysis of h.J.s editorial~ • 
... ; . _, 
. poetry, prose and conversations· that Whitman had sharply 
defined views about Democracy which remained conatant 
throughout his life and to suggest a teaching device~ used · 
' with success, tor presenting to bigh school students the . 
more metaphysical and philosophic views of the poet. 
As Allen~pointa out, "Vib.itmen was definitely inter-
... 
ested, in and was keenly observant of, American democracy 
in operation. nl The tel'lll "Practical Aspects" as used here 
does not involve Whitman' a metaphysical or pantheistic 
views or critical interpretations of them. In no way, how-
ever, does the term·imply that sucb interpretations are in-
val.ld~2 In ~-ract~,· · thtf fourth. part of this tlies'ts. hopes. to 
make understandable the more abstract parts of Whitman's 
social philosophy by showing the continuum which can be 
traced from the practical aspects as presented in this paper 
to the metaphysical and p8.llthe1stic aspects which exist side 
by side with the practical. That an attempt o:r this sort 
presents many difficulties has been commented upon else-
where: "The ••• fundamental wea\O'leas in Whitman I s secial 
.. 
! ' ., ~ 
. ! • ~ ; .,. J.4 
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·I 
pretations suggested by Allen are the meat of this an,ily-, 
sis. To arrive at any definite conclusion after sitting 
through the reruns that have been written about Whitman• s 
social thought, one. had beat keep in mind Vlhitman•s own 
remark about himself and about his work: 
Do I contradict myself? 
Very .. well then ·I contradict myself, 
... ,,.,,. • .,,. ....... .,,, <, ••• ···""'"'' ............. -~ ..... ..... 
.. • • 
.... ,,• ... .. • 
..... ..... ........ .. .............................. _ .... _ .. • •• ···.·-- ............. ., ••••••••• 
con ain multitudes) 
---------------- -in-1ce·eping with Whitman's self-admitted complexity, critics 
continue to find him a difficult subject for research. 
~ Bailey writes that "in dealing with other poets it is 
natural to write a chapter on lyrics, another on dramas, 
another on na;rr~t~v~ POf3.JUS.,. and so on. But 1n Whitman 
there are no divisions or form and scarcely any -of sub-
j ~9 t, JQµ ~g}J.t_ . in.d.eed class_i!'y .. his work · unde:P sucl1 
headings as Poem~of Youtli" and Sea, Poems of Democracy 
and Politics, Poems ot Sea and Land, Poems of War, Poems 
ot Mysticism, Faith and Death. But many ot the poems 
would have a· claim. to belong to all these classes; very 
5 few could be d~f1n1tely and exclusive,i:v c:,o~'3Jgneg to one." 
Bailey and Allen were n~t the first and last to comment 
""""';,1.~. -upon the problems involved in an analysis of Whitman•s 
a ~. 'o • ... I•• .. t" - .., •. • • 1 - - ...... ticulty and attempted to organize Le~ves of Grass so as 
' . . . 
a. ._t;·:. u 
tq make an examination manageable. In 1942, Story at-
-- _:---._,., 
' / ::; ''f 
;) j_ ~ 1 '~ ~. 
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l 
7 ' tacked the problem, and as late as 1957, Miller went to 
8 'great length to point out an order in a seeming chaos. 
Bailey-• s remarks notwithstanding, Wh1 tman has left us 
an att1rmat1ve and positive collection of materials through 
which we can gain insight to his own version of ~emocracy. 
"He intanded the thread-voice running through the separate 
chants to be that of 'an aggregated., inseparable, un-
9 
al1\zr ~" 
.. 
Throughout his lite, Wl).itman fought tirelessly to 
direct the thinking of bis fellow Americans towa:rd an ,ac-
ceptance of and a belief in democracy as the only possible 
means by which mankind could develop the potential pro-
ductive power· of the individual, tor "Whitman was a 
Jacksonian Democrat whose life wa,s mostly spent in t_he 
midst or a cul.ture still prevailingly individualistic and 
10 not even on the verge ot a transition to socialism." 
His efforts, f'or purposes of analysis., tall into three 
convenient c.ategories: (1). a.s expr·essed 1n his journalism 
through 1858, (2) as expressed in Leaves or Grass~ (3) 
' 
as expressed in his later prose writings and conversations • 
. Whitman grew up in an era of extreme nationalism 
which .incorporated into itself a sense or destinyo As 
-~ .... ~,1!fiii' ... ~,.;!....ea •. ;,, ...,it·· ..., ..-.-i.-..111"~" ,. · ~ 4,W,· no:••• J/!o~~ · l' · '·'i~:Jl'• ~~ ':~ "t!!5lirt . ............ ' · ,._. ' ,411,. ''"''' """'if t,,,,......... , '  -~ ' during any era minute ad.,justments ang m,j11r- ~hJ?.nge.m oc,,,. . ~-. 4 --~ 
..... 
, 1 un...it'""ft"" di ted t:'he worki~f'!' pft._ .... ,.,. -~ h-1;; u, '°~ Tl'!.~ $JD.e.- ~ ifi~ ~ ·~ a V US . U•• - 66C) - GU,' ilO '-'.i, •--. ,C"'•aM • --
. 1 
4 
. _'J. 
democraQ.J:-. but alth•Yugh he adjusted, he nev9r veer~d from 
the goal he had in mind. Before the Civil War, he dealt 
~/ with pressing social problems, alavery,, capital punish~ 
ment, sutfrag{',; during the war, he concurred with the at-
titude about war which his Quaker raligio~s leanings sug-
gested; after the wal', he lashed out at the economic 
problems, the urbru"l 1ndustr1alizat1on, the4·blindness of 
. _. .. ., ..• , .•. ,.,,, •• •. -.• / .. ·-· .,.,,.,,~_.,,._..-•• ,., .•. , ;o,--·.• ,,.,-·,-.·~· •• ,. ··.:.,.-~,,--,.·.-.--
to destroy 
Whitman's concept of the American democracy of brother-
hood. "Whitman was not a world-escaping Utopian •••• He 
had a program of equality for immediate social effective-
11 ness ••• an attitude o:r comrades." Perhaps the soundest 
\ 
evidence of his unbending faith in and fight for human 
rights is traceable in his attacks upon graft during the 
pre-war and the post-w~r periods, as may be seen in 'lhe. . -~--.-~·--· ~ . ...:... ··-·· . . - .. -- . 
18th Presidencz and "Democratic Vistas." Asselineaµ. 
summarizes Whitman's feelings: "La cause de l 1human1t,, 
' 
" 12 a sea yeux., se confondait avec celle de son pays." 
During the quarter ·century following his death, 
.., 
·- ... "thr·ougo.· -the e-rrorts or 111raubel and o:thers,' Whi'tinan 're~:,· .. --- . ·-· -............ . 
mained on the poll ti cal scene as a controverslal · .figure. 
· 13 Some writers claimed for him the title of' socialist; . 
others, that of "the world• s foremost poet of' democracy~ ;14 
. ..• .- ~·· . - ......... -~ . j ·.:91f.".'1t-r. .. " ••• ,,.,,.~ .,.,'Rld.$:'''9 ~ .. ~.-~.,.~'"'-~..., .... ~ ....................... ·,·-., ~ .. ··•q ,:/!I·~-~·'-"....-::" .. 
·, V"lllllJ' . · . . a.· . Ru s" · 1 n yn th"'+ - e +h... n l ~ a t. l'P'l'tQ ~ t: poo +. - A + ""- ~--- -,"lJ."ii, ~L~,~· ~·. · . 1. . ' · . . . ., $ .. ~ • • .i':!'. .... ......£d_I ~~ . ~ -::,.~ ~· u. a;. ,,,. ~:::i .:, •. ':i,1- V ~·J.. 1.'"'"''""'~ \>· 0$· (:""':[,.' ,,.. _.._ ~ .... ... - ~ ....... ~ ..... -·· .. .., . ... .. ... .. .-..;,-· - ~.,., .. -···· ... -.~ .. ~ "·.. -,.. 11 ""'- ..,,. .. -- --. .. " .... . ' ~ • - ·-~~· • • • .. .... !Itri ,... .... .... 
• ;I (, 
-- .• • 
~ . . i,~ l~ 
-- ~ -- ' -· . i - · · · ·& era o·t humanity" ;·'~another. simply ·that o:f "an individuel-l --
"He is f .,.ha -o-.;.. -,1/j .,. · .t' ~ u v.a. I 
:'.t t ' 
.,ff •. ,·'.; . •. 
\.i ',. 
,, . . - . 
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democracy because America is a democracy and he wrote abqut 
America.. nl 7 
The· idea of using the "Practical Aspects" of Whitman's 
social thought as a basis for an •nalysis is neither new 
nor unique; both Arvin and S1llen aummar12ed Vvbi tman • s 
thoughts on these .matters, and used the swmnary as. a 
general outline or framework for a lengthy discussion ot 
" 
role in American l~tters. Arvin of~ers a ten point program 
which he feels " ••• was the political philosophy that dom.in- ,. 
ated American life during Whitman's impressionable years 
. 18 -
and that sank deep into th~ fabric of his thought." · Be -
cause both summaries help to clarify the tenor of this 
paper, I include them here. A~in' s summary of America's 
political philosophy in the second quarter or the nine-
- .. , .. , ...... - ·- ·- ·.·. · ... ·-· .. ·.·-·-·· ... s---·· ._ 
teenth century is 
that the true principles of government were simple, 
clear, and easy to understand; that there were no 
mysteries in it to which the average mind could not 
penetrateo The people, the whole p·eople, it held, 
were the only source· of legiti!llate power; election 
should the·refore be free and suffrage universal. 
Hereditary offices and titles were banned, nor 
could· democr~~Y ~I?,g~e @Y favQ:reg c_l~sae:3 or 
monopolies· of whatever sort o The civil was to be 
para.tnount to the mill tary power, -and chui·ch and 
state were to be absolutely sevaredo The adminis-
tration of government should be thri.fty, homely, 
and severely circumscribed; if possible, there 
0 
~ '"'"t ... , ,. • - ., ., "! . a!l • ., • ""' '!'S .. ... .... _ "°'. ~ *" ... - !"." ~· ~r, · ~-.. ,, .. "~ :~.· tt .· ~ -···· ,,,_q,., .. ~-.. : . m..~ .... ....,.,..~: , ... , r,, .. ~\9'" ... ~ .. ;..::J- ~ ~· ........ --,~--. .,.. !¥N'1'.liJ · art!•:,r;.;,~~;.;~, ~~ .~·,: t!~,'-~- .... ~.:;:,,,,,~,,, -....-.;a,VJ! t~,: •· :.;....; .... -~-·1,.~'!: ,,.,.~' 1 ·. ·- • • • ,,,".f: A •. • ,i : 4 • ,.~~- ,'t- · ~·  · ~:r,  ., .,. .,,~.,n;~,iill? ...... --..., . - .~ -be ~xpA.na.ed on1 y on W'fl~rants 1?tnd. ijp~a i flt:?- ar,pt-oprt-
i.. a . •. ' - . 
- • l • erv.toug ~ · n~e !!ly 1~nter-ne.J 1mpro'l"e:men-r;a t;"~~e e c.,~v:i.ce 
oi: munopolists and salt-seeking proti 'ti-makers o 'l1lle 
Unioil of the StatefJ was sacred -and to c;l';lallenge it 
-As .... _ ..... ____ l,.,..,.,~ .: ~ --- - fT-i-- _,;t t::«.a,_-,4.,.._.. .-1..,,._,i. 
-~ ~~~~~vu, uu~ ~~ ~~= ~ uu-v~ v~ ~~:~~- -~~v: 
"II 
I 
·~ ,, ~· •• 7-
. . . 
I 
•· ,..,.4 .. -...... ,. .... ~ 
- .,\~.· 
I 
I 
·······-~., ....... , . 
. beyond the powers they expressly granted to the federal arm, were sovereign an~ independent. 
Politic.al government in generals· indeed, could 
6 
be more easily described in negative tha..~ in positive language: the necessity for it was a sad 
arid- not a ~appy one 0 and the ideal was to pare it down to e. minimumo Government might do the people, 
as \Vhitme.n wrote., •an immense· deal of harm,' but it could do little positive good~ and no political principle was· more fundamental than that according to which the best government is the one that governs leasto.L9 
.... . ... -~ Sillen proposes to explain Whitman's social -thought through 
a combination of Hegelian dualities. He reels that Whit-.J; 
man•s political philosophy is built upon the idea of the 
tree and perfect individual, and that upon that base 
Whitman " ••• sought to combine not only the individual 
with the en-masse~ but also the identity of the states 
with the superior identity of the Union, the most fervent 
love of country with the broadest internationalism, the 
valUEJ'S of· pre~industrta:1 · -ArneI'1(fa with those that 'must . 
govern an America that has achieved world power. n20 
Supporting S1llen 1 s proposal, Perry Miller places Whitman 
as an unrecognized member in the midst of the "Young ,,_ 
America Movement," the fervid literary group led by 
DuJokinck which was bent upon establishing tte copyright 
and· the worth of American national 11tera~~ra; in fact, 
Miller offers a number or statements from Duyckinck and· 
-~ 
suggests could have planted the seed of style and idea in 
) 
...•. .,..IC.#II.. .. ., 
...... 
' 
.··i}:(~' 
. " . ,, 
' '' .. 
--·-------:--
·-? 
• 
Whitman•s head. 21 
.. Althouglf both outli"nes are valid, I agree with Wall-
illg' that "the_ importance,. of democracy to Whitman is that 
, 
., 
it must .first be lived before it can be written about, 
and that· the largest life can arise .only out of the larg-
. "22 est asaociati~n with people. Therein lies the dyn~c ,, 
element or Whitman's oocial philosophy; he did associate 
· with life and with people in his various 
Binns observes, "every year he grew more conscious of his 
membership in the living whole of human life; and the con-
sciousness ••• brought faith and glory to Whitman •••• His 
writing ••• deals largely with ••• the concrete actual humanity 
'"·------- of New York. n23 I think Binns wo:.ild be wise to change the 
words "New York" to the United States, but fundamentally 
his statement summarizes my objective: to choose those poems 
. . .. ·-•·.· .. --. . -·· '- :~ .... ;,..:.. ... -·· - - -- .. 
. - ·-
'·-and those prose writings which show beyond doubt that Whit-
man was actually aware of and concerned with the practical 
aspects of American Democracy. 
Six themes recur with sufficient regularity to permi~ 
· - -the-ir--use·. ·aa- a framework 1n· ·W111cn to analyse· Whltman fa 
social and political thought through the three eras of his 
literary output: (1) nineteenth-century optimism and the 
' 
-· - . 
lft idea ot prog~~ss, .(2) the _rol~ ot ~!ver~~~_:;1th_ a d1=t 
-
..... ...._.. ••• ·.·,."·'\·.•· ·"·er.••·· ·.:::.- ----· - ... --- ~--- ~ 
- , ... _,_,,,,..., 
' ""!'I'" __ ,:_._ .. 
.• ~ ~· ~---......... '~""·'l'~Sl.81·- ... ~-- ~- ---- .. --_.  \ · · - · . ~~g~~ relationship to Demo~racy and law 3 { ~ 1 huma.n1, tari~n a..~d ·-·· ...;....~.JIii".;.' 
J:i:ii:;_:;i: 
. ~ ... -~~~;~~:·- -· ~~]:i·;,g,"!:--iCM£ .,'i"'o~ Ll.una:, ,., .. \Ii') .. slivery as-· a po11 ticai· and 
econom:t.c problem. (5) Union and the 1nd!vidue.l, (6) ' ,:; 
l 
• it I \)' 
:!-~ 
... / ,;, { . .,.t·. 
IP 
, .. 
J . ' .. ' • 
~' r..,' • 
' ; . '• 
f-... ; • . 
-- - ~- -~-- - " . ' 
... 8 ;/ 
machinations ot politics. These terms are arbitrary, and 
one need but recall Allen• s remark to realize, that the 
dividing line between them will at times seem invisible. 
Some overlap will occur, bui as the intricacies of Whit• 
man•s work unfqld, one finds the outline above to be a 
workable one. r4oreover;~:as will be seen, because Whitman 
emphasized certain aspects at certain periods, or because 
his an roach toe. artlcula 
different ways;, the above division permits enough freedom 
to make an analysis manageable. Consequently, my pl&.&--i is 
to trace each topic chronologically through the three eras 
of Whitman's literary. life, that is, through the journalism~ 
the poe·try, the prose. 
That Whitman dealt with ·other practical problems ot 
' democracy is true_. He co~ented upon education, schools, 
p - -·· .,. .. - - ... 
municipal water supply, and the cultural aspects of music, 
art and the theatre, but his c~mmenta.ry on these matters 
plays no role in the understanding of his po11ti~al and 
social thought. His knowledge of the social and political 
problems of American Democracy was gained first-hand / ~ 
through the wide variety- or his personal interests, and 
even as he expanded his scope of interest from the local 
to the national scene, so he broadened it frc,.,m_ tne. nationll. 
_ _...A ,,. ... -, -· ... - --~ . ··~-
--~-. _.._ •.. , .•• -~"#. 4~,.,.~ 4 ·.~.. 
_41._:. .....~ Jlf "-~~ - - ---.. - ~ ..... - _,.. ._.,.-.o:· 
passion; de polit:f.qU8~- lOCAl8.; 0St 
.. 
1,.; 
ainc:ii na.n ~ T\An ,:, ___ 'n'" 
---·-- z:,v- - J:''-'1.4 '-AV -.rvuw. 
ie po~te-laureat de la Democratie internationale."24 It 
......... 
.. 
t).JJ.X{:i· 
i . 
> ;:_,:. t '!· 
: --~ 
-<'~·., ·,· ,t (-.:. '' 
. ' 
·' 
. .. ~ 
I. 
• ·1':-
·J,_ 
... 
;, .. 
,.\ 
~-- ~~at ... slow -change ·from .the local to the. international_ 
that will be chartad here. "Whitman flou?»ished· 1n ·both ·,. 
halves of the century." . He broadened his scope .tro111 
democratic nationalism ·to democratic internationalism as 
he realized that. America's pre-war . problems were different 
from lts post-war problems.25 
It.: Q., 
,.•: 
. -- ... · ... - -~ ~ :;"-•• s• '.- -~ • 
•" i 
.. -·.~--- . ---··--·. _.,. __ . 
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.. ·•. 4 .......... ...,,,, ' ........ ' .:·~' 
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-
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Chapter II: Journalism 
Moat ot Whitman·, s journalistic writi"ngs appeared in 
three newspapers: The New York Aurora, 1842» The Brooklz.9 
Daily Eagle, 1846-479 The Brookl:vn Times, 1857-58. I have 
. indicated by means of name and date that ne\vspaper in which 
the particular editol'ial under discussion appeared. 1 
Turning then to nineteenth centur7 optimism ~cl the 
progress, we see that Whitman's faith in h1msel£ 
and in that which he espoused stands out as the compelling 
force within him. "His object was to establish a basis 
for faith in democracy by demonstrating in his own person 
the theory that all human qualities are latent in the indi-
2 
vidual." The same optimistic faith which marked his 
later life established the character of nis early lite. 
Writing :ro_r . the New York Aur_ora in 1842, Whitman had en-
dorsed the political cause which su£fered deteat. He 
immediately editorialized: "Yet is the scale turning-and 
that with no small rapidity. Hundreds and hundreds ot 
Democrats ••• were open in their expressions of· disgust and . 
. 
3 
. dj.s~~tisf~~t!on~ ~ ~ n By 18~6. his t'aith in democ~acy had 
expanded rrom party affiliation to the national makeup of 
America. In an editorial entitled, "Swing Open the Doors,n 
·· ra~:th in democracy:~ ".!!~~LtD ~~er:! .. ~.n] :· w.1t hB~&.~L~t~ · ............. .,. ... .... 
.. ,
the standard of freedom •••• Nor let us tear that this may 
result in harm." Again and again in the editorial.s, he 
.•. ,t,·' 
',.-,,-,·;·,,. "' "'~ 
' r 
' I . 
I 
I 
I 
... -
··-
11 
called tor a bl'eak with the traditions and .. the feudal 
ideas of Europe from which America had torn herseit. 4 
In comparing the wealth of Al.iierica and the poverty of 
Europe, the ease of life in America with the misePable 
existence of the worker 1n Europe~ he damned the "Na-
t1v1sts" for their attempts to restrict immigration to 
.America, 'for Whitman realized that the immigrant was the 
life•b'lood_ of America. 5 
Concurrently with his call tor a break with the past, 
I he endorsed the nineteenth-century concept.o~ progress 
~ 
throu·gh science and democracy, and although h1s-cr1t1c1sm 
was that despite improvements in science and politics, 
man is no happier, he placed his .faith in the Democratic 
party which had made progress toward man's freedom; pro-
gress in the future holds the complete answer for man-
kind.6, .. ce.-He wrot~ :ln 1847 that tbJ.;ty years from this date, 
America would be the first nation on the earth because 
God had destined that the freedom of down-trodden Europe 
J would be brought about by the example and means established 
7 by the UnJ.tled States. Where in the United States? "Where 
The Great StretchOt Power Must Be Yielded •••• [in) ·The 
boundless democratic free Westl" Only the West can do 
what the East and Sout~- are una.!?_le ~o-,~~ becau~he 
. ._ q,;•- ...... ~ .. _ . .,.....,.,....:.,.LU;J '"" J.... ...~ 
·'···. ~-· . 
. 1 t t. ~ d~~d ~~A ~h~ ff•~1--+~ ~ -+E+6~ ~-lj~ s ave a '~- _,ee a.,, e ~"'""=- · ~H!-'"-i ~.:-..!..f.~!l .tit: -:.~1.:~:-·~ i.. ~-~_. • ..;, •• •\.a. '!I 
._-,, 
-
,1111, "1: ~ • .. .-av 
eiremi.ualilllge:: "In all matters of both economics and 
-a.- ft w u ca thoroughly orthodox Jeffersonian, . 
--
I 
:0 L - : :, 
t ·.~ .. ;. 
.,,.• , .. , ~,. ... ·-~. . ... .. .. ,. 
., 
• 
. ·-- ,-.....,.. ...... 
-
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12 
bel1evi~g with religious ernestness in laissez-faire and 
individualism •••• During this period (1846-47] Whitman 
came nearest to arriving at a coherent social philosophy 
9 in ~s thinking about Democracy." 
r In dealing with point two, the role ot governm&Iltt 
with a direct relationship to Democracy and law, we must 
recognize. that its delineation is not simple. Therefore, 
r chronolo 
government and its helpmate, law. His early views on I 
Democracy, expressed 1n an editorial which answered in 
1842 a current criticism of Dickens, outlined many ot the 
l• • J ideas which he was to state later in the "Preface to 1855 
Edition Leaves of Grass." He wrote that the job of the 
writer who will present democracy must be to destroy the 
landmarks which pr1de?~d fashion of great families ·~ 
. 
. 
.:.--.·- ....... -··"· .... -- . 
create, to destroy the"'tyranny of partial laws [laws to 
benefit a few] , to show that human boings are links in a 
chain which implies pulling down of the high and a lift-
10 ing up of the low to attain commonaltyo In the same 
year in the .Aurora, he v1olentl"t attacked the Catholic 
~, hierarchy and its followers, the mass of Irish immigrants, 
tor .,attempting to in.fuse sectarianism into the American 
way of life which stipulates as a democratic ideal the · r-~ ...... it.11t-•·•,.......... ,..,.,,. ...,.. .. ,...,... . .• _ .... ......, .... ··~--- ·. . ~ ...... c-4e .... '1~··· ,1 - , 4•4 .. ._.4.,. ~ 11 o•p~TIO f--i l'\!i ,-.,f' A'h•,..,.Al-.. ~~,,.. ~te-1.-~ . 'J,!h1 tmn-1r 1- S"~;::, :,j'f /"',.1 ~F,t1 'ii ~ .. '"~"'" ~,! ~'t. ~ '"-!t:. -:-· .:... .... .,.,... t,_; ...._ ... .._.:..., ... We6 .a. .a. r.i.U. V .;r. w 'W' • -. -·- ....... ~ - - aw ...,..,. V - ,_,. ~ .__... ... J 
,,,,._. - -~...... .,._.. -. .. . - -- -· ..,__.. - -
. against any eJ.ement which would ~ve contributed to·a 
~ 12 watering-down of his concept of American democracy.--
' ' 
' J 
~~ ..... , •• , ••• ~.4,., _, .. ""·'""". • . . 
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Whitman saw himself as America. · A blow to America was a 
blow to him. He we1comed_rore1gners, but he wanted them 
-· to change into Americans. He wanted no little Italy, no 
section dominated by the· Irish, no area populated b7 Ger-
mans. America is free, he wrote; take it for what it 
.. 13 gives, but adjust to America and meke it a democracy. 
Come immigrants, he invited~ but leave your European ideas 
Must we imitate the Europeans? Let us make our own, design 
our own. Our scientists are as good it not. better.14 
In 1847, his song of democracy in the Eagle sounded 
the same as it did in 1842. Democracy guarantees free-
15 dom, and from American Democracy, we can expect the 
great future of the western world. '!'rue, he admitted, 
the unjustifiable act c·omes out of demc>,cracy, but the 
grandeur o·r democratic government purifies the trivial-
ities 1 for democ·racy is a "constant" in .America. Democ-
racy '-is ·.endued with immortal lite and strength. 1116 There 
is corruption in both the democratic party and in the 
<. American Democracy, but they are both a spring of purity 
f 
and health. UnfQrtunately. wealth tries to corrupt 
-democracy, but the new-' strength o:t the working man and 
the restless energy o:t the nation wi~l more than wipe out 
~ - .._.. - ~- :- •• -...... "1:FTttr.,,. ...... ~1 ·, 
the lure which wealth offers. 
-ame.rica ne thougnt ••• was the pe,ople;" writes -Emory Ho_llo-
way in th$ introduction to I Slt end Lock Out1 
.····-
' 
"' - . - --··· --. 
' . 
. F ;_ $ 
,, .. , ... ·.l. 
1,:.) 
.. 
. · . 
. . 
. ' ..
' l \. " 
,, 
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. 
the enlightenment6 regeneration or defense of that>people 
.. 
. 
· 18 he addressed many of his· exhortations." 
Holloway sums up Whitman• s contribution: to the Times: 
"The public spirit, the common sense, and the wide s,m~ 
pathies these editorials evince serve as a welcome gloss 
on the poetry he was t·hen v,riting, showing that if he were 
a mystical dreamer, at least he had come down from r.!s 
ream-
· 19 
ing." 
Government and Law, symbolizing external control of 
the individual, drew his attention .from the outset of his · 
journalistic career. Relentlessly, he attacked govern-
mental interference with the right to free expression which 
he felt was synonJDlous with life in America. As early as 
.- . 
1842 during his violent .. fight with the. qa~Jl.Q}.JQI QY~:r 
',,:• -· -
their sectarian intrusion of state laws, ~e. wrote:"••• 
the true democratic principle, tne genuine principle or 
the American system--teaches that the •best• governing 
"-. 
power is that which puts its power, in pla.7 'least 1 • n Be 
accused the government of financial meddling by which 
people were thrown into greater difficulties. He demanded 
" 
a reform of the government, a simplifying and a narrowing 
-and he satirically laughed: "they (the mass] have an idea 
. .._,a-~., . . • 
that the learned rathers in legislation can concoct a 
- -
I 
,·_,; ·,,;, 
,;. "·""' 
'l 
·' ., '· 
I 
. ., 
• ,1~1t ~:·---~~·~~-· • ~ 
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I 
· . ·20 •:'"'""···< panacea tor all evils." He was·no less critical of 
governmental influence in tree trade and the attempts by 
the "Home League" ~o legiplate protective tariffs, tor 
. 1 ; 
. . 
he felt that protective tariff o~ened the door to favor-
itism which ·violated hi-s basic concepts of equality. In 
the same year, 184;a, he expressed more strongly his hos-
tility toward law and government: " ••• we have no reverence 
sary evil; and the less we have of it,1 .the better." In 
his considerations of the independence of man, Whitman 
ridiouled any attempt to legislate morality; were it pos-
sible, man would hav~ legislated a utopia a million years 
ago. Law cannot supersede nature. You cannot govern 
men into happiness, and the doctrine "· • • that in order ( · 
_ to make men good and happy, yo~ must govern them, is in 
l. 
. ·. : - .· .. - . .. : - " -....... ,. - :_ ,:. •. ,:.~. ·-. - - . ··---· .. -- ~ 
a pretty fair way to be exploded, ••• (for] every being with 
21 a rational soul$1s an independent man." 
By 1846, in the ~agle, he altered his view slightly, 
but his basic doctrine was still the same: Government by 
compulsion is the greatest fallacy on earth. Man must be 
a law unto himself; if not, statutes are useless. He 
(° 
returned again and again to this theme_, because_. it em-
bodied a real threat to his co·ncept of the free individual 
- '-a,, ... .....,,.; 
. -· ....... ~~- ..., .... ,,,. 
ll> 
province of the statute book. A moztal P6volut1gn must 
' ., 
• 
':: ; . ; 
.. 
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come from the individual, he wrote " ••• must spi,ead from 
its own beauty, and melt into the hearts of men ••• " still 
. 
in 1846, Whitman took an even stroriger ·cut at governmental 
. . 
interterene.e. 'Nhereas in 1842 he had attacked govern-
mental meddling ~~ -~_14!oultd those who thought the govern-
ment infallible, in 1846 he interpreted. the problem· in a 
dii'ferent way. He accused the government of contributing 
· to the- we-a · ·· ·· 
09liged to make its citizens happy. Government•s job is 
to protect the weak and the m1nor1.ty from the strong. It 
should be " ••• a prudent watchman who prevents outrage ••• " 
In 1847 he extended his criticism to include an indictment 
-~ 
.... 
of the people: "P~ople expect too much Qf the government;" 
man must be his own master, for a government can do little 
good, but can do great harm. Democracy, on the other hand, 
.... _ •. ___ ... ---- - ~ . .:_-_ ··~--'-··'-··--' --~ .. -'.·-· -·. 
prevents harm, because it gives the individual the right 
to rree expression and makes " ••• no more laws than those 
useful for preventing a map or a bod:y of men from infring-. 
ing on the ri~ts of ot~er men." If government extends 
, 22 beyond the role of protector. it creates harm. 
9oncerning law and the concept Qf the interplay be-
' tween government and law, Whitman had this to say in 1842: 
" ••• 1 t happens that edicts cannot withstand 111 doing-
.. ..... ............. '-'11f14!>•.,.,,.. ... ., ....... ~ .... ~ .......... ~ ..... - .,,,,. ..... - . .--~'* 
that enactments al'.'e u.n~ble to enpergede nature.n23 Ilis 
vidual re-spons1b111t7 continued through 1846. He called 
.. ,. ....... 
I 
• f 
I 
• • • 
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,, 
~- t.·or-.the--ba1lot as "the most radically democratic form of 
settlement.," and he was sure that where reason .can con-
·-~ : 
· vince, force destroys. The law, he declared, ·can punish 
" ----. ...,.,-
infringement on the rights of others, tor that. 1s not 
moral, but the law does not exercise an influence for good 
or ·"evil; the lazy individual rests on the law to do what 
the individual should do himself. In the same year he 
,, .............. -·····-·"'' .·· 
' . 
and he call.ed to people not to hide behind the shirt of 
the church. 24 
Favoring tempera.nee as an individual thing, he laughed 
at attempts to legislate it by asking if'' anyone legislates 
against corsets and stays which also kill, 25 and he saw 
greater evil in the laws against intemperance than in 
1 t itse ,~.26 · n emperanc e J,..L 
- -· - -- - - . -- ~ :_ -
In 1857, hts criticism centere.d upon moral reformers 
whom he accused of fanaticism. He wrote a scathing at-
tack against reformers who " ••• assume that the time is out 
of joint, and., •• (who assume] that it 1·s they who are born 
to set it right," and· he returned to his attack on moral 
legislation in the same editorial: "There is no magic hey-
. presto-chan~e I .which can snatch the ro·und men .from the 
27 square holes and the square men from the roLlnd holes •••• " 
• • ..... ·""!~ • . .... ..,. •• ~-... -. ..,...... ............. ~ .. . ,• ~. . .. ~""'~ 4°'"' •. 
.. 
views on hlimanitar1an and egalitarian questions,_ the third 
point of th~s analysis. Writing in 1846 on the· subject of 
··f ..•. ,. 
.',,:,.:: ·' 
. -· .. ::u-=,.-i. ... ~ .. w.ar-:1':;:i;s:r-~· 
. 1$1 . ,' .,., 
'' 
. (' . ' -
\ii 
capital punishment, he published an artic1e erititled 
. 
. 
"Hurrah for Hanging" in which he satirized: "Homicides 
are 1ncreas1ng_in every part of the land •••• the gallows 
don't stop •eml Let its ·advocates not be backward.••• 
18. 
Let them ••• kill and slay faster--and, even if the more they 
l}ang the. more they prepare to hang·, let them keep 1 t up , 
still-for is not such the connnand of God?"28 He was still 
in l 
'-.-..." I 
~t .• goes unpunished ••• because juries ••• will not agree to con-
vict, with the blood of the criminal on their skirts • 
., 
-Thus we ask 1 t ·[ abolf-tiea--oi', the hanging lawJ in defence 
f 1 t n29 o. soc e Y• •• Eleven years later, Whitman endorse'd 
capital punishment: "Either society has as absolute a 
right to hang the murderer as it has to lock yp the street 
brawler; or the life of its worst member is s·acred .from 
._ ... ·.-....• · ---- ------······-··-·-- . ·.~ ~-...;"., - - -··--· ·- - -·- ~- ------··"· -----·· , .... ·. ·, .. · ·56· 
- -- -·-·- -·----·- -1 ts touch." · 
While editor or the.Eagle, Whitman turned to another 
' 
hwnan problem for which he felt democracy had the cure: 
man•s inhumanity to man. In 1846, he decried the stigma 
of th~ free slave which "polite society" had inflicted 
upon 1 ts house · servants who worked endless hours per day 
but who knew no sabbath. By 1847, he attacJ<td the ex-
at a pay rate barely surficient to sustain 11.t"e. He 
fer low 
. . .. ~ _..,.._ 
• ••• 0 
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pa~ which was the_pligb.t of the white collar workers,31 
and upon the loss of dignity and honor which a white 
... 
- 32 laborer experienced in slave territory. ._ 
i Ten years later, 1857, Whitman's interest in human 
relationship·s was as intent as it had been d:'aring the 
1840's, but in the·Times a new tone is ev1dont in his 
prose writing which rings 0~ poetry, n ••• deep·in every 
·· matr•s · bet · 
19 
'17 
- 33 still sad music o:f hW1'..an1 ty• 1 ••• rr and at the same time 
he expressed a view·which played right into the hands of 
the socialists, 34 who claimed him as their standard bearer 
shortly after his death: "He [the worker) must have a share 
of the •money• and the ·, 1·oar• of those who have them to 
u35 n distribute.... In 1858, he found the pseudophilan-
"' 
thropists,8 the ·reformers and the collectors for "South 
_________ ;-...;:....':;. ---·--·· ·-·------·----···--·---
Sea Island Missionn to be blind to the physical and 
spiritual wants of the poor and destitute in America, 
and he was appalled that " ••• the tinselled and the super-
36 ticial ••• olaim the great world's admiration." 
On no point was WhitID:Bn more consistent than on hia 
-- -- -
- ---·~--------· -- - - - --- - .. ·- --- -- - -belief in the evil or slavery, the fourth major item for 
analysis, but his hatred of slavery was much more t-h-QJl-
an emotional outpouring caused by being a northerner. 
-·---·--- • •-N~......,. -~-~.. '-~»!ti, ... .....,,..~ .... ·"$~ ... ~~~ .... ~ .... ~~ •;•-W,, Hi·s· hatred st~mmed from _!.ha fact that $ll~v.A.ry not ~nly -
. 
violated hi$ concept or tne brotherhood of man, but also 
r-:--. ------• 
~ . i ~ ~ 
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nom1cal1Y, politically because it involved his belief in · 
State's Rights~ economically because it pitted rr,e.negro 
. . 
labor against whi ta working labor and because 1 t gave rise · 
to the immoral· practise of trafficking in human flesh for 
financial gaino Some critics· have arrived at __ conclusions 
concerning Wh.itman•s views on slavery, not always., I feel, 
with a sincere desire to take .into account all that Whit-
., 
--~~ - - -
.... ,. -. .••. , ....... .. , ..... ,.,,....,_, ·--··" .,c·.·-•· •.... , ~--··"· 
at 
" ••• if Whitman had not been constantly promoting the cause 
of the white workingman, actual Negro slavery ~ould have 
caused him few qualms ••• "37 Allen, too, summarized Wh1 t-
man•s concern with the Fugitive Slave Act in the same, 
over-simplified manner: "Whitman believed the Constitution 
·I J:'e·quired that runaway slaves be delivered back to their 
.~~"~:ti.~,!~1. J>~~ .~~. r~S~,~'!!St ;~!.,~gjii.t.v~ Slave~.Act ~At,a •••• -•.•• _.:,. :.• ••. :.·.· - . ·--. . --::; •. ..:_.:..::,..-_.:.-.·.·.,-.'-....!:--__. 
pernicious solution •••• The implication is pl~in: only the 
38 abolition of slavery would solve the problem • .tr"' Actually, 
L Whitman worked in three areas or the slavery problem: 
Negro versus White labor, slave trading, and state•a 
rights. Chrono1ogically, let us look at Whitman's re-
marks on these three issues. First, however, we must 
consider an editorial tn the Aurora, thirt,e.en yaara betore 
Leaves of Grass~ in which he succinctly stated his under-
..~ ,·-· - - .... .....:.-4 .. 24 ...... ,~ ... "°';4~=""~ .. .,,.,.,... ~ ,.~:,.-<f> ..... "'7 __ ...,.. - .. -~..r:::itl -.~ .... ..: 
st~n.d:tnz ?f ~ ~hft!'e~t~r:!!}ti~ t!f hu"'::::. ns.t~r~ upon .~l-.ich 
~ .. ~.os:ai- ----·-..,. 
-· the entire matter of slavery rests: "Human nature is the 
----e -'--~'---Dtua I ffl:l,C, """ I: 1a a repu.blle or a despotism; and human 
~ . 
.~ . ,, 
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nature is so const1tut-ed that a desire to rais.~ one' s self 
( 
above hi~ peers. even though 1nrr,ing1ng on the rights of 
those peers, w111'. activate ·individuals and portions of 
communities. Who does not iove power? And few are the7 
that are w:lll!ng to forego the pleasant exercise of more 
. · 39 0£ j.t than their mates can boast ·of possessingo" 
\ 
I 
\ 
The polit1ca1 conflicts created by the "Wi~ot Eroviso" 
-'· ., ,,. , .•.• , •• ,, ..... ..,.._...,..c:-:-:-;::- •. ·._--.,-- ··~ •.•.•.••.• - •.. -::-.: .: ....... r-:.· 
s avery n any new y ac-
quired territory attracted Whitman· to battle. He accused 
' ) 
the South of not holding to the bargain 1 t had made with 
the Borth and or demanding too much from the democratic 
North. He stated that a few thousand slave owners do .,,. 
not represent the South, that it was Qharlatanism by 
\ which a few smart- southerners were destroying_ .northern 
logic. and he asked again whether a few poli~AEHi a.lav1 • ; •.• • ~ • • • •'• .,: • • ,. ..: ~ ~·-:_• · •• • .. ·.·-• .-L,- ",0 :c·~_:.-~· :':~---:·.' .... .,;::.:~~ .• ...::.-:....:.-~;;:c;.__~·-•-- --·• .--•·····- . -~ -•- -
owners run the mass of free white workers?40 In 18581 
his concern revolved around the idea that slavery placed 
the white worker 1n an unfavorable light, for in final 
analysis, s1avery is nothi.ng more than the pitting of 
slave labor against the common whi'te worke~ wco can earn 
no respectable 11 ving in· a slave oriented society, and 
here in one of his last editorials on slavery. he indi-
cated how completely he had swung'to a beliaf · that 
, ·-: .. _."-.~ ··;x.-····.· .. ·--- - . ·,· ··- .. - ........ . 
_ __._.:. - ~--- --
·-- ,--.. ------·· -~....... .,,.,,....,c'_ wil!ti£ _,. - ............... ~.. 1, • ., ., ___ ........ ·-,r· -....-· . ·· · - -
slavery __ . was finished: ff It •• ~r i,s l !:l -0onfl 1.~t h~tur~~:H) tm, . 
. .. ~ 
,.... pr:>...:,, ~ .......... .., • ...... ........ 
~-
....... , ... ~"t..•·-1'" ..... ---~ ... . ... 
totalJ.ty or White Labor, on the·"' one· side, and on the 
other., the j.nterf';rance and compotition at Blae·k labor •••• 
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Who believes that the Whites and Blacks can ever amalgamate 
~l'f. 
in America? •••• Nature has ·s·et an ,impassable seal against . 
. 
( 
it." And he returned again to wha·t he· believed to be one 
of the major dir.ficulties or slavery: a question . of " ••• 
White Workingman's Labor against the Servile Labor of the 
Blacks ••• n 41 V/ithout openly saying so, Whitman is strik-
ing out once again agai~st inequality, but his interest 1n ,,--
nequality of slave versus 
tree labor did not blind him to the .immorality of slave 
trade. 
In 1846, he called slave trading " ••• that most abomin-
able of all mao_'s schemes for making money ••• " and he was 
ready to go to war with Brazil to stop slave trading. 42 
By 1857, he pointed out the cause of the evil: "Because 
~he_ gover~n~ ~9! ,_§ .. !~YI t;raqe, 1_llaga1,, ... 1t _craat:ed a . 
-piracy which is worse than the evils of slave~y." But in 
the same year, 1857, he demonstrated the humanitarian 
aspect of his personality in that, although against slavery. 
he believed that on the whole the pl~ght ot the African 
~ 43 negro had ·been· ·1mproved ·oy American slavery, . and he be• 
lievedthat " ••• the 1-nstitution ot slavery is not at all 
without its redeeming points ••• n44 
w ~· 
cause it me.ant more 1lllf$i;r labor competit.ion, gannnd1 ,r _ _ ......... -~ ...... .,. 
because it meant more iiiegal slave trading. He expressed 
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himself so. In 1846, he appealed to the Democrats to' 
23 
.l 
------- l -----~ l .. -·- j 
Join battle.:~- to forbid the extension of s1avery into the 
new states. But 1n 1847 because of his firm belief in 
states rights, he de.~.lared th_at w~ 4t~1.1.gr~.§ J1itll. the.· 
South, but we must not interfere; we have no right to 
t'\ I• 
. i 
·tP.1it~.f~J''~ ip. $lave states,. but in new states, no sl-ave-s-.-45 
Before concluding~the discussion of Whitman an~ 
differing -with him only' as to the degree of concession " 
to be made to the South in order to maintain the Unio~, 
Whitme.n, fn 1850, wrote a poem called "Blood Money" pub-
lished by Horace Greeley in which he attacked Daniel 
Webster for the role he· played in .forging the "Fugitive 
Slave Act." Emory Holloway feels that· "It was not very 
good poetry •••• But it was better than a- newspaper edi~ 
. ' .. . .. . ... .. '. . . . . . . .. . . .• -- . :..,~ .. 
- ._ ... __ ., _ .. •-·-··-.·_ .... ·--· ·-· . ·------·.· ... ···::···-· ,.. 
· .... · .... -- .. - · -- -.. · ... • ·-.-- .. . -· ...... -.. ,,-,;"c· c., ·-'--'·' , .. ·.a., c.c·~ ---"'""·'";·.,·~,,-"·-- ........... --·----- -----, ·--- -··· - ------.· --..,.- .... -· ····· - .. ... . ...... . .... __ . -,· . . . .. 
\ torial. And it suggested to Whitman a new way to address 
the conscience of the nation."46 Secondly, gradually, 
Whitman changed from open r~dicule or aboliti~nists and 
their irresponsible, "red-hot"· outburst which he ex-
47 48 pressed in 1846, and 1847, to understanding in 1867: 
"T~ people ••• have perhaps come to the conclusion that 
while the ideas of abolition, and •uncompromising op-
position tot he further increase of slavery• are grea.t _ ~ -- ··~·* .. -.... , ............... ':t,,..., ' ·-- -~· ............... ~-.~~~· ~~;b,...-... ~,:,,/911 ~~·-· ..... 4~ .............. ,,..ll!t., . .r-,•• .... ~ :~~, .... ' . 
ideesi., th~rf' i~ no r~--rt:! (n~ler n~erl ~f' :-~"'!.~ing thsm 1Iit~ 
. 
' 
1 • ' •• - • •• • ' 1~ ... f'·~ . . - . • ~ }lie.lit', ... - - •• .,. .-" '· ... .-4,..  ~-
-- . 
. ,, the ground."- Likewise in an endorsement of Sen~tor-
' Douglas in 1858,· Whitman wrote: "Senator Seward's Rochester 
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speech, ~.aking higher anti-slavery ground than ever, 1,. 
· · · so· 
we11 for Douglas." · 
Jnother major concept o;t Whitman•s Democrat1.c America 
. ..-~· ...... ' ..... , 
1, bis idea of the rola .of the ~'1nd1¥!dUQ:1·" and-·the 
n,m1on," point· five of the six •major ones listed above. 
__ In one ot- his earliest editorials in the- Msw-¥0:r-k Aurera, -----------·----
he attacked John Ca1houn for proposing a nu~l~fication of 
. .· ..... -........ ,.·.-.,, .. ·. , ... , -· ....... •· ....... , . -5·1 ..... ·oc.... .............. .... 
. ............ ····"·"' .. ,.,-"'·'~"' ,._ ·-·· ........ ,.· • .... ' 
· threatened by possible secess·ion, Whitman wrote: "O, sad 
wou1d bs the hour when that Union should be dissolvedl" 
and he decried the talk of dissolution which came out of 
"Massachusetts and South Carolina." Aclmowledging the 
volatile tempers involved with the slavery issue, he ion-
·- ----· --~ 
dered why the leaders of the North and the South failed 
" 
to ~ee the only important issue: the Union. Personal 
.. ~:···''.!---·:·:.·.··c ,,--- -·---~---!.· .. .!,~.:._..:_,_~ -·- ·- --__ ::- ..• · • ..#-~·",,.··. ·~···.·· •• :·-.·--··-------~ •..•. -.·_· · .. · .. ---.------. ·.·.·.·., •.• ___ .:. .. : .. -~. ---·· - .·' . . ~ .. -
grudges must be·rorgotten, he wrote, and all talk of 
sovereign statehood looked upon as impossible, for no 
state has the right to nullify "E Pluribus Unum." Hardly 
any evil would be greater than disunion. In 1846, con-
trary to the call of the secessionists, Whitman called 
\. 
tor an expansion ot the United States •. The Mexicans 
have not played fair with us; he declared, they must be 
chastlzed: vie must ar.,nex Mexico. fir.et because the q •.• _ .• ·,•~ 
.... ,_,~ 1 ·---M· ~a'·- .... ~,~· ~•w,-. .,.-:~~-"' --·-·--'~ NP~ 
of ~,ranny; and by the annexation, our country will grow. 
.. 
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-Whitman saw the conquest not only as an extension·--_of the 
., 
United States to the Pacific, but also as a tribute to 
the victory of the.Anglo-Saxon character as personified 
52 by Genera~ Taylo~•s victory at Monterey. In the same 
year, 1ndicat1ng·h1s great belief in the strel'\.g~h ot 
.• 
union despite our decided lack of war materials_, __ he __ ~~~~---- ___________________________ _ 
pared the English fieet with~ours, 171 British ships, 5 
· ·· · Americ§.n, · ·but·· ·hEr ·concl:udtfd· "th'Eft ·we 
----4.---- -- -
a war fought over control of Oregon: "As for the vaunted 
ocean-sway of Great Britain, we laugh it to scorn, It 
can never compete with ua ••• " Nevertheless, a few days 
later he wrote to thank God that peace came over Oregon: 
-53 
we avoi~ed war with England. 
Whitman's faith in "Union" extended to other spheres. 
Despite his strpng feeling about the organized structure 
• •• -•~ •• • .. -•'--'-!'•'•,,.'' _,• . ...: .... H • -·~------•"'•-,,'"- .:•••."'•,,_ .,,,•,;• ... •••• .'_ '- -~.C.-' .,_ - .... , •• ·- .·, ·- ._.: ·-·"·' .. ----· - -· ··-=-=--·· ... ,.-.. ·-··-···-_·-····-··-·· .. _ ... ·•. ··---·· ., _! ____ •. .: .• - .. • .• _ --~ ~ •. ·- ·-· .• ·--
ot the oatholie church, ·Whitman berated the Protestant' 
sects in 1858 for f-all-ing to organize: " ••• each church ••• 
[has] little petty associations, rest~icted in their 
., 
membership •••• Thus they fritter away the moral power and 
useful influence •••• cannot they realize the fact that 
-· -. --54- - ..................... _,, .. ____ .. ___ _ __________________________________ ,__ ---
union is strengthf ••• " 
Emory Holloway in the introduction to I Sit Andltook 
Out state-§ that "• •• his [Whitman's] connection with so· 
·-·-··---·~· .. ·- .__ .... ·-· -~ ..... ')!,,l)',':lll, ·-~ - -~ ' ,•,,-_.,:4111,'- ---·-~·11 "·~-t:r'j:$~ -- .• ~......__. 
many newspapers throughout the formative period of h13 
.~ 
life haci a great influence upon liis -1nterest-s·,--n1:s· po'int· .. 
of v1ew •••• n55 Holloway's statement exp~ains much of 
• ' - I,\~.~'(.{\_)>(\,,' 
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Whitman's intense interest 1n politics. - '.The two decades 
p·rior to the war were packed full of part_isanship · for . 
every conceivable national problem: expai sion of means· · 
. ·J 
ot transportation, annexation of m~~~ t~ITit<:>ri.~1, ____ _ 
--· -- ~---·- -··· ... '·-1 
slavery, the growing importance _of America in the world,. fj' 
victories. at war, ~iolent religious revivals_~o1;1g Q'liAQ~ /- - . 
·-· . .. 
- -·· - -··-··-·-·-·-··-···-
things joined t,,g~ther to- make the Unite·d/Sta.tes a mass 
yet were too immature to deal with them rationally. In-
' numerable successes, failures,· and absurdities resulted, 
and directly in the middle of every controversy stood a 
multitude of partisan newspapers, each one editorially 
proclaiming for the cause it .. espoused. Our purpose here 
is not to evaluate their efforts, but we do want to ·point·· 
out that the influence of the times with its multitude ot 
. . ~----·~-:. ----~ ~-- ··~ •. - .,'_ .. _. ---·---"' ~ .. . 
factions and cross interests had much to do with Whit-
man's development, b~~ause, as a journalist, he had to 
deal with the issues of the day. Whitman had the courage 
of his convictions; he pulled no punches; he was slandered 
by rival editors, and at one time, even threatened bodily . 
by ~oodlums in the pay of h1a opposition-.56 In order to 
establi.sh the viewpoint of his pap~r; ·he wrote extensiyel.y ......... 
. - -
--- -- ... ---~ 
about the marieuverings_ of politics, and the role of the 
PM""' · ,_.=••'4CQ~ • ~441111 .,. ........... r 
-
-
...,.. ._.,. ..... 
As early as 1841, he made a speech aaJins "I beseech 
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............... 
7ou to entertJ1in a noble and more elevated idea of our aim 
and Stri.!gg_~8S as., a party than to suppose th~t WC are striv-
ing [to rais~ this or that man to power, n57 a statement 
that seems to cont~adict lli~ coJ:1.cElpt of il141v1d.uality:. 
Actually,. he was fighting against placing great power in 
'. 
the hands of one man, for to do so would i~egtat~Jy l_ead _ ..... _. 
to favoritism. In reality he was asking for an all em-
·bracing polittca.1 ·· ·a.rt'·· ···which wo -·· ··· 
ests of and protection tor the individual, a concept which 
became evident in 1842 when he fought Tammany, a political 
organization supposedly dedicated to the Democratic prin-
ciples which he endorsed. He battled Tammany because it 
allowed itself to be run by Bishop Hughes and his gang of 
Irish Catholics, whom the Democratic party did not want in 
58 its midst. During the same year, Whitman•s editorials 
.. -· ,. -
dealt with a wide variety of political matters. He~·.crit:t-
·• 
cized politics for being a series of cabals, for thwarting 
the speeches of the opposition; and he mocked at Temmany's 
election defeat because it indicated the evil of allowing 
a group to gain its end at the· expense of the people. 69 
Wh1 tman • s editorials tor the ~agle in 1845-1847 which 
concern. themselves With politics illustrate a Whitman 
faced with political defeat.. He pleaded f.or support of 
the Democratic nartv because it vuould -return lo~aJ l!e.'."9 .. ·~~ ~ . ;,, ~· . 
~~:~ .,..._.. . - . ~ " ' ~ .. ...,... . - . -spons'1.u1lity where 1t belonged 1n each locality, whereas 
r~~;f 
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• 
~ ' 
the Whig part7 tor having rebelled against the laws of 
the st•te. ·He calle.q tor individual voter respon~ioilit7 <>, 
to rid the state [New York] of corruption. Desplte de- ·· 
·----------------~--·------- - ·------------- -- -------------- - 't teat., :he----at-tao-k~d t:l'1e -Whigs again 1n 1847~ And deapi te . - · 
another defeat 3 he still retained an optimistic view of' 
60 
ultimate success. -- ----······---···- - .... ·-, --·--~- -·- . ------···---·--·--
. 
Keeping in mind that two editions of Leaves of Grass 
Brooklyn Times, we note a change of attitude toward 
poli tic·al parties in the editorials of the· Times. He 
saw party politics as the bane of local elections, and he 
f'elt that those who believed a political party to be either 
61 all good or all bad were either knaves or fools; "the 
curse of_ American politics ••• is that men love their party • 
.&. • _'\• ,_ 
better than their countr7;~·; party po~tttca ~P~. t_p.~ .t' •. - 4'_ - . . 
. ---- . . 
.: 62 
_madness of many for the gain of the few." · He discussed 
the superiority of southern political leaders, and he 
decried the political chicanery of the Democratic party, 
especially by President Buchanan in his dealing with 
Stephen Douglas. 63 
As far as the ch8llges which are manifest in Whitman's 
thinking about politics during his years as a journalis.t 
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Despite a change in his views ot abolition, capltal 
punishment~ and_ party politics brought abo~t by miLtur.ity 
rather than compromise with principles, Whitman, as we 
have seen, consistently marched straight ahead in his 
optimistic belief in democracy as the only possible cure· 
o-1: man~B- i11s... That- hi.s- e-on.-0-e-pts ef. Demoe-ra-cy do not coma·-··-·······---------
from an impractical scheme of Utopia is proved over and 
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Chapter III: Poetry 
-v• 
Section a: 19th century optimism and the idea ot 
progress 
30-
Chronologically, the "Preface to 1855 Edition Leaves 
of Grass should appear here. However, because I later 
compare the content of the "F:refa.ce" with "Democrat1-c 
Vistas" in order to illustrate the growth and change in 
in chapter four of this thesis all the prose writings 
excapt the editorials already discussed, I next a~alyze 
the poetry written between 1855 and 1892. Many of 'the 
poems which I use i,xpress:tmore thap one of the. six points 
enumerated above, and therefore I quote some poems many 
times, others only once. 
Adhering to the six salient points of the Practical 
Aspects or Whitman's Democratic ~oncept and recalling 
that there is a chronological overlap between the edi-
torials in the Times. 1857-58; and the first two editions 
of Leaves of Grass, 1855-1856, we turn to Whitman's 
second period# 1855-1891-92., the years during which the 
nine editions of Leaves of Grass were published. 
As we noted, Whitman continued his work as a 
---'\ journalist on the Brqok!yn Times after he had published 
-
.,<ff ,,r,,aa_ 
- -
two editions or Leaves of Gr-ass, a.nd we noted that the 
~ .. rt,· - ', .. , · ·c-· .,..... ·-· .. 
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- lditorials of the Times manifest a change in the tone 
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-~~. 
"the poetry influenced the prose, s-imilarly, the prose 
influenced the poetry. Whitman published "a poem in ·1asa, 
another in 1854--respectively five years and one year 
before the first edition of Leaves of Grass-which,- al-
. -
though in the style of the later poetry, have a concrete 
quality and an air .of directness-which- indiea-te-s an---!n- -
" 
tl<J fluence by the prose edito·rials; In "Europe, n published 
-
······1 <:, •. -
ceasful democracy has had upon- the d'owntrodden peoples of 
. 
-
Europe--probably a commemoration of the revolutions which 
swept across Europe in 1848--whose attempts to throw off 
the shackles of arbitrary government Whitman was cele-
brating: 
For many a promise sworn b:, royal lips and · 
broken and laugh' d at in the breaking, 
. ., . 
Then in their power · not for all these did 
the blows strike revenge, or the heads 
of nobles fall; 
The People scorn1 d the ferocity of kings. 
Whitman touches upon- three o~ his -major themes ot De-
mocracy in the poem: Man 1 s inhumanity to man in the form 
of feudalistic governments; the faith which Democracy 
spiritually instills in the breast or the downtrodden; 
- - ·-
·-~ 
tbe 1nhe1:ent r-tgbtness and eoodnf,SS of' liberty :i,n in.di-
..,.. .... .,,,..., ..... -~ -- ~ ..... .... .-.t ...... i.. • - ................. -4.... ....... ...... c.--- -. a...v - ~ ·..et .. j. 
vidualism which belongs to every man. An-t-1cipating 
,. some of the ida;1; latar ax.pressed in "D&mocratic V1atas, n 
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the s~cond poem, "A Boston Ballad" indicts the 
ot~those who died in the Revolution tor benign 
descendan~ 
acceptance 
of serfdom under a government which is as unde?!locratic as-., 
. 
. 2 1t not more so, than was the government of King George. 
Despite "Europe" arid "A Boston Ballad," W11itman•s 
-°'mQQra.tic co~Qe_pt e..~- e4Pre_ased .in Leav.e.s a£ Gras_s takes. 
'' .r 
a definite turn away from the editorials. Gone are the 
and ideas about problems. which the names, dates and places 
represent. By so doing, Whitman passes .from the local 
.. 
scene in time and place, to the universal scheme of things • 
Man's pro·olems in Ame~~ca become, in the poetry, the 
problems which have faced mankind for all of time, every-
where. Whitman's mess.age is no longer· partisan in a 
. . ' political sense. He remains partisan in that he calla 
to the oppres.sed, 1n that he damns apa·thy which exists 
' ' upon the labor of others, in that he knows what a tremen-
. 
dous for.ce the masses are, lal.ows what they could do, if 
he or anvone could arouse in them the faith needed to 
,,, ~ ' 
try, to fight for improvement. Whitman seeks in Leaves 
or Grass to create the instrument which will awaken the 
~ 
dormant power of the masses. He tried to do the same 
_ thing editorially, directly, by naming the hole out of 
.... 
W7"II C ·" ·- -- ----~- ___ ,, 1--4---lf H~.:.~f'Jn. m~u HH~~ t.. _pu.a.~ U-' m.:,a • 
-In the poetry, he attempted another approach. And, 
according to G1umnsre 1 his attempt was timelJ: n!'he world 
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......... ,-.. 
~- .. ;::;-:'·'' •. ;• · . 
_ .. :···/ .. 
. " .......... .,.. •.•....•... .--
wanted new poetl'J' and should have it,-not the warn lan-
guage of the gods, not Newton·even, but the authentic 
speech of man; not conventional·matter. but sigh~s and 
sounds and smells straight from life, ~lam.our of streets, 
harbours~ fac·tories. Ha [VJhitmanJ woU-ld lead a great 
g.e~c.,c:raa tic cJJ.Q;r~l wbere the voice of ever_y. man. and --Woman 
and child should be heard, -sovereignty of the people, 
"3 
and Whitman thought it wanted remains to this day a 
debateable question, but certainly, as we shall see, it 
received from Whitman's poetry the p±'erequisi tes which 
ffi '' 
Gumm.ere outlines; so much so, 1n fact, that many readers 
who today read Whitm&n still feel that he and his work 
are something less than socially acceptable. Beverthe-
, 
less, "Whitman's poetry and Whitman's democracy are in-
' 
separable. There was no Whitman outside of this, his 
4 
great life principle." 
One need not search far among Whitman's critics to 
find thos.e who attack his "great life principle." · "To 
Whitman it (his poetry) is often an occasion tor demo-
cratic speechifying, a much less happy because a mucl;l 
less universal use to put it to; for we are all, in all 
cow,tr!es and all ages aud all circumstances, essentially 
--
. .... 41,.,. 
moraliet: or concerned with morals. while comparativsl7 
few ·of the people ot the world are·concerned with American 
pol1t1ei o~. can find much support for their.daily life in 
....... -4 ........ 
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34 
flamboyant proclamations ot equality. · Whitman .fails· [in 
that) ••• ~e often gets nQthing at all out of the !'acts 
because he puts nothing in. A yellow primrose was to h1m, 
5 
And 1 t was ·nothing more." True, a yellow primrose was a 
yellow primrose, but it was something more too; and it is 
that something more ~or which vie are searching to indicate 
that the practical aspects remain, although clothed. in a 
·' dlt 
·--
practical in "Song of Myself:" 
Whatever interests the rest interests ma. 
politics, wars, markets, newspapers. 
s·ch.ools, 
The mayor and councils, banks, tariffs, 
steamships, factories, stocks, stores, 
6 
real estate and personal estate. 
The poetry or the 1855 and the 1856 editions expresses 
a bright optimism and a ben'evolent kindness for .tll,e. de-
linquents of the human race; in reading the poems of the 
first two editions, one cannot help being imbued with a 
feeling of belief in the future possibilities of mankind·. 
Specifically, according to Louise Pound, the first Leaves 
of Grass , is "devoted to praise of free indi viduali~:m and 
ot the body and its material environment. His-next group 
(is] 
·- A-
- ·- -- 7 davoted to tr1'1ndshJ.p e.nd tht9 1-:,ve of eomradas ~ n 
More than any other characteristic or his total work, 
. _.,.~ , 
-
' .. :,.. 
1-, . 
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remains, at lea·st if one takes repeated performance as ·a' 
standard for comparison., his most dominant one ... Directly 
.;, -:· from the journalism, into the 8 1855 Preface.," and through. 
the nine editions ot Leaves of Grass, a never ending. ever 
changing presentation of this theme occurs., nineteenth 
c~ntury c:,_ptimism and the idea of progress. '!!hat the con-
cept is· one not unique to Whitman in. the ninetee~th cen-
. tiicy" is known, · but de.spite 1 ts populaP1ty tiuEing Whitmant-s- -- - · · ·-· 
,-. 
era., it receives unusually strong emphasis in his work. 
Attempts have been made to explain the source of his faith 
and optimism. Allen feels that Whitman's "faith in the 
future rests on the typical ninete~~th-century belief' in 
cosmic me.l!oFation and social progress;"8 Asselineau., on 
the other hand, relates Whitman's faith;- as expressed in 
"Song of Myself," to "le prolongement natural des prin-
~ . 
. 
, ' n9 cipes quakers de sa mere. Faussett, implying that at 
age 29 Whitman was a late-maturer, and as such, still a 
highly impressionable adolescent, writes that "doubtless 
his sojourn in the South [1848] and his view of- the new 
West deepened his sense· ot America• s. unexampled poten-
tialities and his pride in being an American •••• He had 
marrie<i 1ihe States and that Demo.cracy \vhich he was later 
·10 to salute as "Ma Femme on .. But j~st exactly what was the 
. , ..,.., .r .. , ........ 
.. 
environment and impressionable personality re~ins highly 
conjectural. In any event, Whitman leav.es no doubt._a_b_o_u_t __ _ 
•. J:--r· ·: 
,i. ,;. 
. -· ?;" ~< •, ·;. (: 
., 
·~ 
-·. ;." 
Ms tu th, nor about his sense of the practical, nor· about 
,. 
the individual 1:i the mass in "Song of Myaelr:n 
Endless tm:f'olding or words or age-a 1 
And mine a wora of the modern~ the word En•Mass-e·. 
A word of. the faith that never balks• 
·Here or henceforward· 1-t· t:r·a.1:1-·tne ,i···---- ·to me 
I accept time absolute,ly. 
i. 
~i!t~. 
il 
t't·· 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . /~.(_; 
I accept Reality and dare not question 1 t, ff/ 
Materialism first and last imbuing.11 ·----------1 
If at times one questions Whitman's ·glowing optimism and 
faith, one has perhaps forgotten or never has had knowledge 
of the exuberance and vitality of youth which marked .tl:lf3_ 
f~:.~1; 
nineteenth ce~tury. "There is no·thing .false in the hearti- 1,,1w 
~:~-~. i·ft, 
::::1:: :::::~:c:::. ~:1~:::::t ~~;:::::le ~; 1; 1 .. ., .. jJt vigor . and hope not a1 together physical. in which more tef 
1~:; 
men and women shared than elsewhere on the globe • n12 JI' 
Jffk; 
.~,. Nor does Whitman let us forget it. "My faith is the J[ 
~?Jh 
rt.1tr greatest or faiths •••• I .launch all men and women forward I~! 
Iii 
with me Into -the Unk:nown."13· As Canby states., Whitman· J~t 
·- was aincei-e. .,11 iouiig \Vhitmin [believec,i): •• that the··-United ' --
him] 1 t was natural to see in the undif'f'erentiated mass·es, 
--... t_, ... ·f 
r -
I 
·' 
,, 
;,'. ,. 
,. 
37 
on· the move up, or on and beyond with· the rich and un ................................ . 
" developed West before them., the hope· and relianca of that 
future •••• By a natural translation, the noble savage ot 
Rousseau whom we were all to approximate in virtue had 
. i 
become. in the minds of this democratic environment, the 
... .honest, heal.thy~ full-bl-eed-edj uns-po-ile-d·worker· of··- --
.America." 14 
I 
carves out a new existence in the first two lines of the 
poem, and retains the optimistic cry of-new life through-
out -~1' 1 t envelopes au__ nature, .. all ot America---and 
people in it; expressing the conquering force of the great 
personality--"And nothing endures but personal qual1t1esn15 
-wh(?~_ve_l'. he might be, wbereYer he migb.t be, the poem 
lauds the untapped fertility ot and the ~turecontr1-· 
butions which the masses, who heretofore have been per-
secutad and exploited, will make to the growth and prog-
ress of America; the poem closes with a vivid picture of 
the "Shapes of Democracy total ••• shapes bracing the earth 
· 16 
and braced ·with the who1e ear~h~" Poetically,. Whitman 
is proclaiming a process still at work in our day: "Ex-
pansion is ••• the dominant idea ot our time." The world 
-· . -
9.f new· 
. < 
sociological ideas, "ot this new world, with all its 
- ---..a __ ..; __ .,, -.s •'1.. -1, .. ·- ____ , ...... ----- _ .... -i)Oiiera 1·or- e;vvv. CU,.l\.4 CJY..&..L, WJ.1,.U a. ... .a.11a .1tavu.a.u.".&.VMQ.~·1 o".a.~·, 
........ ,,·' 
. ::,.; 
l(~ •• -; :· 
··:• '•.• 
~~t~ 
:.~.:.:.:.:. 
h ·- . 
;,· -, 
' 
' J • J 
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,:1 
-
i 
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, 17 .• Whitman is the -seer;" - the poem shows his "conseiousi'l&·sa·"·'· 
I 
of social solidarity and wc:>rld-ci tizenship of all hu-
nit nl8 ma Y• In the same year, ~~56, he expanded that . 
theme. In response to a world that asked him for guid_ane_e, . 
Whitman wrote "Salut au· Monde, n and he includes in his~pl~ .;:,~;\-
the world of widened latitudes and lengthe-ned "B.~Jzons, the it~ 
people he hears :t the world that he sees and the mass of JM}})R; 
·~~~t·};.'. -.~;':· 
:~:~:: t:o i:l~:h:o::o::~::v::u::n: ::a a::::~~ · 111 
:::::: :: ::::t:u:0:0::::d 0:~::t:::c::::r:::ts. _____ ___,!,,..,_ti~~j'""1li 
· 19 you listen to mel" That "Whitman's passionate appeals 
to the common man to rise and make a new and better world 
are not ~!lsed exclusively upon roman~j_~- optimism~ [tha,0 
he believed with reason, that he was living i-n a crisis 
20 for democracy" is evidenced by his poetical offering 
of hope in "To a Foil'd European Revolutionaire" in which 
he 
to 
urges his European counterpart to "Keep on--Liberty 11 
21 be subserv 1 d whatever occurs." 
Those acquainted with Leaves of Grass know that Whit 
man did a great amount of editing during the cow:-se ot 
the nine editions of his book. Poems were added, changed, 
-· ' : 
.. deleted; prose became poetry, poetry becAme prose. The 
....... 
--
........ ..• 
a1terat!ons, although 1n.format1va, compl:loata the p;robleme 
·-or chronologlcal. research. one- J>08Dl which presents SUC·h 
problems is "By Blue Ont-ar!o' a Shore." Originally cal lad 
--: 
..... ~ ... 
---------~- - -~------~-.-~ 
--·· ' - .: 
...;,,. 
-
,_; ' ; ' . :!, ';- -'~--}"-"· 
.,_, ... 
, . 
• -- ~ .. , •. '· .•.J 
.• , I 
-
-.... 
-
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( . 
"Poem of Many in O~e" and origi.nally a part of the •1a55 
Preface," the poem appeared in later editions with many 
·I, --
modifications. With this in nnnd, some or the remarks 
, 
J\l:,5>11t _ ~+~ p9e:rn_'\!ill JtJm,a_;r b~_re and some later as the 
chronological arrangement perl!l.its. 
As an expression of optim1 am. and ~wth. the peem 
boldly declares: { 
.. I myself make the on1y growth by which I can 
be appreciated., 
my own forms • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
o days of the tuture I believe 1D you--I isolate 
22 
myself to~:your sake, 
The poem "proclaims Wh1 tman' s theory of the "nation an-
23 
nouncing itself;" but more specifically in this poem, 
"democracy meant to him, a jostling, genial, natural up-
surge of human life, still in the rough but moving_~..torward 
by its innate impulse to new and better forma than ma·nk1nd 
24 had ever lmow.n. n 
In the 1860 edition, a wealth of RQems continues 
Whitman's optimism; inoreover, "Sea poems de 1$60 refl~tant 
C 
UIII ... ~ ~)"~ ~ ~ 
~ - ~ la m;;,ue ~~dfiur- axpan.s:lonnist.; 4!' • ., ~L•t.J 
f//llllllr.,.,__.~ .. ~ ....... ......... 2:b .... 
ce point ne changerent jamais. n In "With Antecedents, n 
. ·, 
he recognizes tha past and knows tbat the rutur-.e will be 
' -· ~ 
·-
~ s \, 
~) • . ._. \. . 
great--a view e.xpnased, as we shall s·ee, in the "1855 
Preface" and in "Democratic Vistas"--"And that where I am 
or you are this present day, there is· the centre of all 
26 -
days, all races." The poem "Mediums" eulogizes the 
forces that will carry democracy forward by "invisible 
27 
r_aitll.,f' and "As l Walk These Broad Majestic Day_stl __ re.co.gal! 
~·-·-··~···-·_ ...._"··--·_· ____ ·: __ -:= ... ~=···:~· .... :,,....;J~l~l~l~l ___ n..,i. _ili.1-Q,.ze __ s.a-u...t .. .... h..,...e~va..ia ...... 1 ..... u_e~o .... f .... ,~b~u.-.t~ __ alH;l:Mjs~' or-t-..h;;t;el;;'t;;f1;;1e:'-b:-M::H:,_e*::Ha.a:-1"'fl~rHh:8-e--io:a:rma'V±-ff1teR-r-i_a_1_·_---_· ·-_ ..... _ .... _---~-_~" ..._ .. _ .._ ....._ .... ·_,· .... ~ 
• 't 
-
• 
average ••• (are] our visions, the visions of poets, the 
n28 n n most solid announcements of any. Thoughts contem-
lates "America ••• the continent of 
29 
spread of glories to the entire hemisphere in the future. 
But nothing rings as optimistically as "Starting.From 
P.aumonok" for the poem sings of Whitman•s start and 
growth, of his Leaves, of all he is and whence he came, 
of soul and body, of the role of the poet~ of love, 
democracy and religion, ot the flux and flow of lite, of 
the totality of things, of America, in short of all that 
. 30 
is Whitman in one gigantic burst of optimism. "Paumonok 
poem is the proclamatio~ of his gospel: America is a new 
~ 31 
world and he, Walt Whitman, is its prophet." For "the 
_poet ••• wished to "inc:~p.ate' his nativ~ soil, to 'strike 
up for a new world, ' to lead his nation to the creation 
..... .... ·AI.M 4.-, ~ 30- a,a. !M' ..... ~ 
cf a grander art and culture." "Still the future of 
the states I harbinge glad &ad subllme.n33 
The war seemed to dampen Whitman• s optimism slightly, 
d 
\,. 41' 
.... 
., 
Neverth~,less, · he never turned away'::from bis optimistic be-
liefs. ·He did make a fresh grasp toward nature~ As did 
Rousseau, Whitman had "faith in the innate goodness of man 
. . 
. · 34 
and· he .1.dealu.ed--~ Although the war drew men 
t-ogether, in 1865, he expressed in "Turn O Libertad" be-
35 
_ i!~f-~P-.§.~ _tp.e_ fu.J:;ure !IOU~_g __ .. &!?-~Ll.~~~-t? . :J..i}?~-~t:Y! _____ In tri~.--. _ 
same ye·ar Whitman w-rote "Pioneers l O Pioneers 1 n whtch 
calls for youth to enter into a newer and mightier world, 
through the passes, felling forests, to die advancing on 
~'~_-··_'·---~~~~---=-ot for "delectations sweet" but for "diet hard, and the 
'\ .. 
36 , blanket on the ground.," Even though "apr.~s 1860, 
revient comme un leit-motiv 1 1 affirmation. que ce qui 
importe ••• (~stj la ;ertu des citoyens et la prl,sence 
;,.. 
lth 
JI! 
:fit 
..... -.......... , .. -··· .J: 
y .. _: , 37 
salvatrice de l•asprit chez quelques or•teurs et poetes," 
I 
he swallowed his disappointment with tne post-war world 
by looking to the future. Nevertheless, "He never caught 
the imagination of all that, the new world ·the American 
artisans were making. never wrote it in fi.re, as he did 
in Pioneers. n38 Again in 1865, "Years or the Modern" 
sees the march of progress, democratic progress to all 
· · · 
1 corners of the globe: 
.. - .. -
I see not America only, not only Liberty's 
............ 
--
_.. ~ . ,. - ~ .. _. .. 8'.WW> ~ .._, 
nation but other nations preparing, 
....................................... •· .... 
;ii 
I! I"'' 
;,,~~ 
Ii ]t· '.· &lltL 
;111 
"f''' 
111 
. ..,{lf 
-~:'~. 
~.i ~~~ 
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. t r 
;,. .· : .', 
.. , 
.. 
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u 49 
. 
Ye,-ra propheticall the space ahead as I wal~, 
as I vainly try to pierce it,. is full of 
phanto 
.. l 
~·······~·······························~···· 
The ,:::::~~::nm:=3:1gant1c than ever, advance, II 
~~~ : ~~;J:Ss5 onward, Whitman, in the ~p~~~~y~~e~~m~~ more ~ 
--and-,m~Pe ·,1-nterna-tional::i·sti·c···· ··and ··les·s ····and····le·ss····nat:tonalistic ... --- ~mtf; 
"Il semble en particulier qu•apr~s la guerre~ Whitman ait 
, I I \ 
s-ystematiq-uement -elimine- de ses poeme€s -tous lea versets · 
, 40 
dont le nationalisme etait trop arrogant.n Nor is this 
idea, this expansive cha,nge in Whitman difficult to ac-
cept. His entire concept and his work are marked by a 
new vastness or scope. He deals with Qroad generalities, 
not 1n limited introspection; with a nation, a continent, 
the earth, not in pin-pointed loc·a11 ties. As indicated 
in the opening of this paper, Whitman changed with t~ 
times, and after the civil war, Whitman paralleled "America 
with its science, its expanding industry and railroads, 
its healthy progressive spirit CwhicrQ also sets out on a 
hopeful voyage •••• ~t is hard to know where the ship is 
I \, 
bound for, except that it is transporting mankind toward 
a h'ppy realm variously identified ~s eternity &nd uni-
41 
--varsal'-democracy. 0 -· :··· ,_ ......... t~ -
·Shore," the 1867 version ot which includes references to 
I . 
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... 
. > 
\ .., ,. 
the changes in America and in American Dem~cracy brought 
" , 
about by the war. The change manifest in the poem bares 
. 
the change. taking place , in the mind of the poet, a broad-
ening of his· democratic concept to equate with his fore-
mentioned change from nationalism to internationalism. 
:f~ 
Two critics have noted this change evident in the poem: 
"It sets forth the task that •• ·!;es before the Vbound~~ss - - ,fli~ 
·· ·expectant s·oul-t·· ·of·-··the ·states, n· · ·· rtrtll~. r · than· on ·thti:..!!!!!6~:..JL_--·-:-····· ·_·····_· _·· ·_··· .. -;,:-g7:7::{;c.2"1T 
In other words, Whitman is asking .something of America~ 
asking Anlerica to contribute ,.to its development.. Asselineau 
suggests the same: In the 1860 version, Whitman's role was 
"Le role du pol:tte proph~te de la D~moe•rat1e ( c 'est a dire 
~ I \ 
son propre role), [the 1867 version) celebre maintenant 
, ' \ la Deme>cratie dent le prophete est le poete. L !aoeent 
, A 
cette fois est mis sur la Demooratie plutot que sur le 
, 43 poete." 
Whitman's final word poetically in 187.1 on the ex-
pansion of Democracy to a world:wide concept fo\U,ld expres-
sion in "Passage to India" in wbich "he chanted ••• of the 
Q 
f'inal spanning, linking up, ~1d ·welding together .of all 
"44 lands and races ••• 
Jo7ous we to·o launch out un trackless seas, 
Fearless for 1mknown shores on waves of 
·-
.r.-,, .,.,_n .. , .4 • .. - .._... .... ...... ._ .. ... ... 
ecstacy to sail., 
- - --
••••• ft ......................... ,•••••••••••••••• 
How should I ·think, how breathe a sing~e breath., 
'-
- - ... -
t 
I 
-
__ .,._.._, __ . ; ·-······ ~- .... 
how speak ·if out of myseit,, 
.... 
-··· . I could not launch, to those, superior ··uni'-
45 
verses? 
- 44 
During the years following "Passage to India," ex-
pressions, po~_~icall.y, ~f optimism and progress, although 
less concrete and less virile, can still be .found. In 
"Adieu To a Soldier.," 'Nhitman. proclaims .his intention 
'despite the end of. the war or carrying on the·· fight f'qr· · 
Democracy, and in the year, 1871, when France is on her 
knees before the onslaught of a tyrEµ>.t, Whitman offers 
her, "pale symbol of my soul, n fa.1th at that- -moment 
When lol reborn, high o•er the European world, 
(In gladness answering thence, as race afar 
to face, reflecting our-s--G-ou-lumbia,) 
Again they star O France, fair lustrous star, 
In he4i,venly peace, clearer, more bright than 
ever, 
. 46 Shall beam immortal. 
His opt1m1f1-I!, though t~ged w1 th mild scepticism, con-
tinues 1n "S.ong of the Exposition." In the poem, he tells 
the muse of poetry:· ·-"?or- know a better, freshe.;r~_ busier 
sphere, a wide, untried domain awaits, demands you," but 
he seems to doubt what will happen to the lady: "Fear not 
.. ·-···· 
·-o Musei'f t·ruly new-ways and days receive., ~surround-you." ..... ~--
'• -And then as 11· to add some assurance for the muse' s 
coming, he promises: "Practical~ peaceful life~,~th_e_·~~--'--
. I 7P1EI . m 
--· · --.siU 
J 
',H 
-
45 
.. ·- { . 
people's lite, the Peop~e themselves, Lifted. 1llum1n'd, 
· 47 bathed in peace-elate, secure in peace." A feeling 
• 
o~ pathos almost arises out of those lines, a feeling 
seemingly out of keeping with brusque, manly Whitman. In 
1872, "The Mystic Trumpeter" too is reque·sted to summon 
£0-rth tomo-rr-0v1 ts democPaey: · !l!Jew -t-rum.pet-er f-or··· thy c-~o-se·. 
slow belief, give me some vision of the 
e poe s own w_ords 
of disappointme~t in that last line·: "Rouse my slow be-
lief;" his distress carries over to another poem of the 
same year, "Thou Mother With They Equal Brood" in wh.J.ch 
he states: "I'd sow a seed tor thee of endless Nation-
ality."49 
.The critics are not in unison in their appreciation 
of Wb+tman' s ~ptimism and idea or. prqgr_e$s. Fausset re.~ 
marl.rs ~onologically on \Vhi tman' s Democracy 1n much the 
same fashion that we are seeking to do. Keeping in mind 
that examples of working Democracy as found in Whitman's 
work are the basis for this· analysis, let us look briefly. 
at some or Fausset's conclusions. First, he questions 
Whitman's claim that his ideas have no connection with the 
past; secondly, he finds a paradox in the Whitman at 1846 
... _who ~~:he. ~~!~~d ~~~-!~-Am~~icans _to re~in ~alm ~.'! . ._ 
-
......._ .. ,,,... ... ~ -~ -- ..-...-.. . . . . 
- -exult in America's turbulence-; thirdly, ~e agrees with 
Whitman that America was the cradle of a new man in whom 
· __ - -·--·-··------·- . ,_ 
.. '·> 
. '·. 
... 
.•.. ,,• .. r 46 ~ r ..... ____ , ,,.,.,..,,,,.,..,,~1r,1r• " 
'·" .... \ ..... ~, .. ..,, .... '. ·1 
' 
,:' . 
the natural virtues wo'1l.d enjoy·· an unimpeded growth; but 
he felt that Whitman was a humanitarian democrat whose · 
gos·pel of egoism prevented him from seeing the inhumanity 
. . 
of Laissez-faire; lastly, he agrees with Whitman that 
50 Democracy was a jostling, natural, upsurge of human life._ 
At times, Fau_s~et comes r~the~_c_aaually tQ conelusiQns 
which seem to overlook "Democratic Vistas" and '+'he Eighteenth 
·· ·· ·····--·pr·esiaenc ·. ·· 1n which th b · 
·-
· are anything but indicative of blindness to its evils. 
Asselineau, on the contrary, would have us believe 
that.the concept of a democracy "becoming" served Whitman 
, 
as a defence mechanism: "Ce mythe de la Democratie 
~ 
' ' , realizable ••• fut ce qui permit a Whitman d'echapp~r au 
desespoir qui trahissent 1 difi'-'rents moments de aa vie."51 
Various types of Democracy are suggested in Murry•s 
commentary in vhich he states that "it is inherent in this 
[Whitman's] conception of Democracy ••• that it-should never 
'reach finality •••• Its faith will never be finally utter-
·ed •••• Always there will be the need, to urge it onwarq ••• n52 
But Chase feels that "the closest he (Whitman] gets to 
describing what an admirable American society might be is 
his-pleasing but impalpable vision of "some pleasant 
western settlement or town, where a couple of hundred best 
.. , . ,. .......... 
men and woman, of ordinary wo~ldly status, have by luck 
. c~ 
been drawn together. uu--
.· Deapi te contradicting evaluations concerning the 
,.· 
~ i 
;~\f: !.·.i 
} 
.. ) .. ·' 
) 
··~ 
r -. --~--·----~-- -- ··-----------· -- . ----------- --- . 
: ,1 ~: 
' I-
. ' 
. total ,_validi-t,y··ex-·--:-SUC(}:8SS of ·h1s-·opt1mist1c vision o'f a 
. 
. • 
. 
. •• t!> 
' , 
future democr.~cy, \Vhitman has inai~~t~d throughout his. 
life that he was· in touch wJ. th the practical a~pect.s ot 
his Democrati.c Concept. 
., 
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Section b:. The role or government, with a direct 
relationsh~p to democracy and law 
48· 
As for the role·~---olf government in lite, what does Whit-
.man actually m.ean by a democracy? For what elusive utopia 
of Democracy was Whitman optimistically looking forward to? 
What p~rsonal gain, or gain for man,-if there was an overt 
. --···. -- . ...... -----
gain? Canby believes that Whitman is nineteenth century 
America: "Wlµ tman' s Democracy is thus fl heroict presenta-: 
tion of what he actually saw and :felt in his own America. nl 
Asselineau finds a religious basis: "Cette __ foi profond~ en 
~ ~ 
la democratie etait dtailleurs en harmonie aussi bien avec 
A 
son credo Religieu.x personnel qu•avec celui de sea ancestr,s 
2 
quakers." But it remains for one of Whitman's earlier 
I • 
cr,1 tics to smmnar:1.ze his ideas of common man, unfettered 
by men-made cha1.ns: "His. ideal is that each individual 
should be his own law •••• His point (of liberty and equal-
ity] is that all the go;odness available in the community 
at any time to sustain it is what is brought to it by its 
living citizens and enacted in their lives. Virtue cannot 
,, 
be imposed upon the state, but is inherent in 1t,--1nherent, 
< 3 
that is, in the individuals who compose it." Qr in other 
words: morality cannot be legislated. Whitman is asking 
for Je.f1t,rsonian democracy of tree expression, with as 
' ':,.' . 
--
interference; then e.nd only then can the average man 
fre,ly express and create, something whioh has baen 
denied to him. Wh!tman' s journalisticc feelings on these 
. ;:~: 
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I I . t 
matters have been outlinea.- His poetical expression in 
:l.~-~~--~f'.ollow~ the. same channel of expression. Democracy 
is analogous with freedom. 
Not one is dissatisfied, not one is demented 
w1 th the JT18llia of owning things, 
49 
Not one Im.eels to another, nor to his kind that 
·-·. --·--·--- ---
11 ved thousands of years ago, 4 
Man ·is ,to have 
he removes the limits of this self-controlled man: "Be-
~ 
havior lawless as anow-f1akes, words s~mple· as grass, 
. ·, 5 . -
uncomb'd head, laughter, and naivete." What the poet is 
seeking is free-expression in preference to the stifling 
feudalism of the past. [ Whitman avaiti] "cette prtrerence 
/ A 6 pour le desordre vivant plutot que pour l•ordre mort." 
And it .. is "behavior lawless as snow-flakes" that brings 
.. 
forth once again how much of the actual acting-out of 
practical democracy Whitman is concerned with. "I-help 
myself to material and immaterial,/ No guard can shut me 
7 . 
off, no law prevent me" from expressing myself spontane-
ously. Spontaneous expre.ssion is at the heart of Wllitman•s 
concept of government, of law and of democracy. Democ-
racy, for Whi tma.p., is the only possible avenue along 
which the free individual can spontaneously step forth 
~- ........, , .• ;1• - ""· --~- ...... , ·-m.,, ... ~ .. ---
to express himself free t'rom intrusion by government, 
. 
_ . ....., .. 
not hampered nor frightened l?Y me.n~me.de 1 awe, because 
"wonders are always present in the material world as in 
·.if .' 
. ,t 
!, 
. :,_, .. J, 
'l 
,, 
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the spiritual~~.,. ~the -heroic lies within our_'_reach. it •• 
but stretch a f1nger forth to'touch it." 8 
Just -as in "Song of Myself" Wh1 tman chanted his own._ 
doctrine of Jeffersonian Democracy, so in "Song of the 
Broad-Axen in the second edition, he includes the populace 
\~ere the ~!l and women -tb.ink lightly of the laws_, 
VVhere the slave ceases, and the master of slaves 
Where,- the populace rise at once against the 
never-ending audacity of elected persons, 
9 ~ 
Here again, Whitman indicates his belief in an uninhibited, 
practical, acting-out of his democratic concept. He shows 
that be was in touch with the people whose way of life he 
wanted to inspire, and the realistic detail in "Song of 
the Broad-Axe" [proves that] "he knew as a -builder ••• ~hat 
'"10 a working man's day and craft were. Miss Shephard, 
~ however1 declares that this poem is an example of Whit-
man's "pathological emotion.·" As an authority for this 
statement, she quotes Mark Van Doren,- who said: "No de-
mocracy ••• could be founded on that which Whitman proposes," 
that is because 1 t is founded upon "pathological emotion. nll 
Both Miss Shephard and Van Doren .seem to overlook \Vhitman 1 s 
,,,.,r ··--· 
po~tic picture in the,poem of the totality of America's 
' .,,..-_. ... ,JIW - ' .............. --·~ .. --- ., ........... ._. __ ..,., • .,. ....... ~ ' ......... • .... .,., ~' ,.... (/1>" ........ 
· phyeiga1 m~ke-up @.nd "i)f the toil1.ng mass of 1.nd.tviduals 
L 
whose combined a£torts make America the Democracy which 
sees as the answer to the ills of the common man the · 
) . { 
' ~),: .. ,.-II··: 
,, , 
. •.·, ) 
; ~\ 
t 
i 
l 
i 
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,, 
strength and power which flows forth- from the "Shapes 
ot Democracy total ••.• " hewed out by the - "Broad-Axe. n12 
I 
Briggs, on the other hand. thinks that the poem declares 
13 that Americans must "be self-law abiding, self-governed." 
The intensity, in the 1856 edition, on these points 
of practical democracy, freedo~ fl:'o;m 'till.Q .shac.kles of the 
law, and governmental interference, presents itself in 
,-4 
- --- many c:;-r- the poems. Wb.i_tm.a.n!..s_~--L..il.U~-0-J._...,JCJ.eJuo.c~~r----i~!.__--------,.-~~, 
America in "Broad-Axe" is carried directly into "Salut au 
Monde"_ where it takes on an international Qavo~.• In this 
/ 
poem, he "escaped from the confining themes of his per-
sonal life and th~ American nation •••• All are equal in the 
poet·' s universal democracy, "14 and here in 11 Salut au 
Monde" for the first time is the theme which recurs over 
and over again to final fruition in "Passage To India;" 
that is democracy as a world institution. Moreover, the 
\ 
"poem contradicts the theory that after failing to gain 
acceptance at home Whitman developed an international 
15 
sentiment as a compensation." In contradiction to the 
detractors of his democratic concept, Murry believes that 
''· •• all over the world democrats •••• that is. those who I , 
believe that a self-governing society of free and re-
sponsible individuals offers the only way of progress 
, ,..,,,. ~,. -.1.,sa T 4>.>I, ....... , ............... , • ..- ..... ......_ fl ..... 
-- ·~--- •... ,..,........... ....... --·--- _._ , 
towards the Good--have had no difficulty in regarding 
Vfhit;man•s America as the city ot their own soul. 111'0 ·canby .~~ 
centralizes his approbation of the universalitJ of Whit'.; 
r• (\ •.• - •• 
,) 
... ·.· '·' 
•, 
~! .. • ). 
·~ _:j' 
• • 
.. ·.· .. · ..· .·. t:'?'tfi>···. 
. . ·. \·: ;_.; ... ;: ~::~·-':. ::,'; 
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man•s Democratic Concept upon Whitm~ h1ms$lf:· "I believe 
. -
myself that it is not the politicians, not the statesmen, 
not the historians who best· speak for New World Democ-
. 
· 17 
racy, but Walt Whitman." 
Knowing that his chant for liberty and democracy 
·----•2uld_m_eet stiffer resis_t_ance in. those count~!-e.s wheP&--·-·· -
. , 
the fight for the rights of the .comrnon man must batter 
:,__-.:.--4C)WI1-C.en:t-u~!:l-8---G-1~;e.udal erder. Wb.1-tman included 1n 1856 
"To a It1011 'd European Revoluti.onaire" in which he offers 
moral support to those individuals who failed in their 
attempts to establish democracies in Europe during the 
revolution of 1848. Whitman declared himself' the " ••• 
poet of every dauntless rebel the world over; n failure 
\. '•,.' 
means nothing, Whitman counsels; liberty is to be sub-
served, for as long as· man breathes, he. plans for liberty. 
18 
It is inherent in man. The poem classifies Whitman as 
the heir of a tradition, as the "offspring or the French 
Revolution, and of Thomas Jefferson and Tom Paine in · 
Amer\ca. n19 
The short poem, "Transpositions" best suma up how 
strongly Whitman believed in an exchange of positions, in 
a revolution which would replace ruler with ruled. h ON 
strongly he felt about the evils inflicted by law~ and 
~ " . ... .i,Crllli ' • .. f .-:. ";~~-·-i<'f. ·..:1 ~ ~. ' .. ~., A ~- -~ ·, '20 ~ 
about the im.nossi bili ty · o:f le~is1$tinP'. mol"a.li t,r. ~ . - . ~ ~ -
... - -i ~ - ~ ~n~ other poem~ of! the- second eai ti-on, Whi €man .. 
n.i...- .a-1,,. ___ - -"" 
v.r..1:c, v.u.a:uv g v .t. "B- 'D l'UA J u U>V 
-
it{:•f 
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ontar1o I s Sh0re·"·--1111g1i.t be ·assayed as~ the· be,t poetical· 
expression of his democracy. but our interest here rests 
in only cert~in aspect.a of. his· total practical contJept. 
In nay Blue Ontario I s Shores.·" Wh1 tman strikes out at laws 
.and governments that seek "to hold men togethel· ·by paper 
t/ 
and sea1 or J:>_y, conpulsion ••• n because "I am for----~hat 
have never been ~ster• d ••• / For those whom l~w;-;- theories, 
21 
r 
convent1·ons····· cran ·11aver ·maste·r·~-n-···· ··m_<hat the id·· · ·· in_ th_· i 
d,,.,_. ·---,.__,=2"'"""a""""s~==---==------~~rl 
poem are a transposition from the original "1855 Preface" 
22 has been pointed out by ·w111:te T. Weathers,· but the 
recasting of the practical ideas ln the poem show that 
"l 'inspiration democratique de Whitman occupa dans son 
23 
ouvre une place de plus en plus importante." 
Four years later in 1860, Whitman reaffirms· the 
validity of his conclusions that Democracy is the answer 
to man's problems: 
I was looking a long while tor Intentions, 
For a clew ••• 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
. 
It is in Democracy--(the purport and aim of 
all tne past,) 
... 
-fl'• ,• ·lo, 
-
Then after having found it, he offers it to unite the 
. - - - ·- - ~ ·~ - . -
I' . . 
I
;' 
,_· 
' 
l·-·. 
.. · ... · ·. , •·· .. ~ ... , ... · 
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continent: "For you these from me, o Democracy, to sene 
you ma femme 1/ For you., for you I am trilling these 
25 
songs." But in th~ same year., he harshly attacks tbe 
r_eal America in _the po~m "Hand Mirror: n 
~ .. -· 
Hold it---Up- --s--ternly -see- this it sends back, (wllo 
----~---- ··-··· ----------- ------ -- - 1-s i-t-f _ is it- -y-OU-?} 
Outside fair costume. within ashes and filth, 
',,,.,'. '• •,•- •• 0,' ,_ ••' • •---••••••••H••" • ;oo .-;,_. -~ 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Words babble, hearing and touch callous, 
-
. 
No brain, no he4rt left, no magnetism or sex; 
. -
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
= 
Such a result so soon-and .from such a beginning 1 26 
As if to imply that law had created the ugly visage re-
flected in the mirror., Whitman asks in another ·poem of 
"·the 1860 edition: 
(Were you looking to be held together by lawyers? 
Or by an agreement on a paper? o·r by arms? 
Nay, nor the world., nor an7 living thing, will 
so cohere.) 27 
..... "I;';, 
Three ·other poems ot the third edition express how strongly 
he felt about the constrictions created by law and govern-
ment. In "Myself and Mine," he plainly states: "Let others_ 
, _ promulgate the laws, I will make no account of' the laws ••• n 28 
•1 .-,. ................ ......... . , ........... 'D4'..~·9!a4·!:I.Gf ........... -·"1..0 •• ., . . ..fllflllll/l ... - ' .. ~
-· .. ..., ~ - --- -· " . ' - .... .. .. . ... .,. _ ...._ ............ ~~· 
thing but the same ample law, ex.pounded by natural Juagee 
and saviors.,/ As if it might be this thing or ·that thing, 
i:c::, 
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· ac;·ord:f.ng. ·to dec~8i?Iis .~9 · Otit · of that ;ipr8Ssion _Qf .. 
. \ 
• ~ ... J,.., .......... ,-
natural 1aw, \Vhitman··e..xpe'C~S "the :lessening. year by y~ar 
I 
of. venerableness, and of the dicta of of.ticers. statutes, 
,, . .,........_ 
-·--pulpits_. schools. 030 . .J 
Another ~--h-1-s- cr1ti-e4-sms-- of gove!'·nment 1st~ms from 
__ the apa thet_i_c attitude . of ___ those -4-n-i)ewer. In "To The 
Stat~-~,!~~ he asks: "Why reclining, interrogating? Why 
myself! a11d 
Ara those great judges? 1~ that the President?/ Then I 
will sleep awhlle yet, for I see that those States 
s1eep.n31 
His antipathy tor external controls set up by govern-
ment and law grew steadily, as we have seen, t~ough the 
first th.Dee editions •. In fact, "enj;t.86Q~ allant plus 
~ 
' / loin encore, 11 proclame le droit a la revolte · et recom-
"---4- -- .. ---- ____ _:,_.,.:.._ __ .:_ 
man-de la ·desobeissance permanente. 032 But apparently 
the solution to his problems grew out of the war. for his 
later poetry does not deal with these matters. 
" Strangely enough, Bailey holds Whitman responsible 
for the conditfons which be railed against. "If those 
undesirables swarm ••• 1n Aiµerica ••• it is partly Whitman's 
own fault. He ••• must bear the responsibility of.' having 
continua11y assured ignorance that it is the same thing 
' i: . : 'f , . d//1 ::l!f6/IJ·. , • • n :t .:, .. 411!1/111. ... ~ r::!lii1 ·. =.-. ,.1 at rt s:, a ·:1 O .-s. ~ -=.. , ~ ~ ;..-,:·; •: t\':.oi._ ~.,. ~ ·,t ~. ~ Cl 11 l A t1l ft 4~~~~ 
· as lmow1ed~e. and oromised _to confident sciolism that 
~- ~ ... ,r11t. -:--••--..-:.. 
e-··-reward of'.truth Which-is only wonoy-t1iosewho .11s·ten and 
. 33 
labor and think." 
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. ' Canby_ would· have us see Whitman•s ··very ·g,i2'b .. as an 
_ expression of unbridled democracy: "From a ae1t-ereoted 
pulpit .he flaunted his rarik red undershirt ·and maintained J· ., . ., 
that tt wa.a the banner full of life, of democracy, and 
. ... . 
. -~--s1~len be-lrevEfs that "he C in ~is democratic concept) shat-. 
\ ... 
tered outwoPn-melds of -thought,-- re-le-a-s:tn1r-ErnergieEf --tlia.~ · · -- ---
had been inhibited by Puritanism, polite estheticism.,·-and 
ess o he source of his 
1"' . democratic concept, o~ .of it$ effects, he did continue, 
as we have seen,. to express tangibly in his poetry his 
hopes and his fears for democratic expression in the Unite·d 
States and throughout the world, for freedom from govern-
mental interference with the rights .or tpe indi·vidual, and 
for a society unhampered by laws attempting to legislate 
human nature. 
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No concept of democ·rae-y is more expressive or its 
concept do·es Whitman expend greater et-tort. A major por-
\ 
tion of "Song ot: Myself" deals in various forms with his· 
t-o-ta~- ·aee-ep~·anee-- of ·· a1l · -human beings-.· for to Vfu1 tman, 
-· 
"the riches of the world were the men and women in it, 
and all other riches in comparison with them were dross 
1 
and poverty." In fact, Whitman has replaced the ortho-
dox idea of God with a doctrine based upon the innate 
goodness ot the common man, by trying "to teach mankind 
that their redeemer would not come from a being above 
humanity~ but from one like thems·el vea; not exempt from 
their faults, and only differing from them in having a 
richer and more abundant vitali~y ••• a deeper humanitJ 
t -•. 
than ·themselves •••• The gospel of godliness has been tried 
.. 
tor many centuries with very dubious results; let us now 
l n2 give the gospel of manliness atria. So dominant are 
Whitman, ·s feelings about the need f()r religious elements 
in his Democratic Concept that Canby declares that "Whit-
man translated ••• his enthusiasm of the religious emotions 
r------.._ 
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-~ of democracy, but it was a democracy and a religion buil.t UNA2:9 
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upon material,--- built 1wl thout the leaat-,-~moey of the· :r-aith 
ot 1776 an~ of 1812. "American democracy was interested 
in opportunity rather than equalfty."3 
-------------~~---Whitman rec og_niz_e_d _tha __ los s • -He- --NGO§ni z e~ --the-- -greed 
and: the lack of humanitarianism and equality that tlour-
--------------~-~------'---5~~~ 
.... ., ........ 
ished in the United States_ from 1830 onward. He had tried 
school teaching and newsp~per editing as media through · 
. ~ 
--whi-eh---to -re-c.reate the religious fervor- o£ the fir.at -fift7 -
years of the nation, and --because "the democratic idea had 
critics . ., expounders, refiners~;--but no natural voice, tJVhit-
msn wished to be that vo,~ce."4 His natural voice was to 
sound in his poetry, tor "he is the voice or modern de~ 
mocre:c,y •••• To foreign lands who ask him to •derine America, 
her athletic Democracy,' he sends his. poems that they may 
5 discover what it is they want." 
Two poems of the 1855 edition or Leaves or Grass 
speak out against the practice of inequality: "Song or , 
Myself'" and "I Sing the Body Electric." Throughout "Song 
-~ 
of Myself," Whttman ridicules the rejection of' the dis-
figured, the 111, the fallen by~the "supposed" politer 
circ+-e-s o-f s-oeie-ty. "I give the sign et demeeracy.,/ By 
God1 I will accept nothing which all cannot ha·ve ·their 
,,,,, -l t 
counterpart or on the same tenns." At other times, the 
~ • • • "\e,:.,,_ .. • 1M .... d§: . 1~ l' lh til~'"~ ............. ..i..- ... .. ii- ~LI:.. ~,r3.,;_ .. ~,..._,a.,,.,....,.U;r,.;-.. ~ ~ ....... ·- ,. ~ ~< 4 - •.: 
,t1U6 I, e .X.p.1. .. 0 S $ en, .!J._;L.a.ug ,g .&. ,&. -0.0 ''-'UO V • U~Q 4 V J tJu VV W. e .&. CA&U 
~ ... , ... ,,...u·'.f~~ ~, ~ "<'.P~ - r wtn~a- . .s.t tr1.1 b'f.J;e . .of ... t.he ....ifa,r.rs.,, '! Jun -
........... ............... ... ... ............ ~ - ~ ---- - -.-: ... Jo !:! 
as he can stand to see no one excluded, so does he welcome 
,. !-
r r..> .• 
""."~ ~'.0"·-,c. '.," 
~ _. .. •'-'. ·., ·.'·.- < .. . . 
.. - , __ ,.;.._ 
"' .. ,,,.,. 
. ' ................... .... 
,.,,,, ntha~ all the me-n ever born. are also m1 brothers, and ·the 
. . 
women my sisters and '1overs. " ••• tor -"In all people I. see 
mysel~, none more E..nd not one_a barl~y~cor~ less.tt6 _One ___ _ 
---· ·---- ---------.-- ----- -- -----· ------ - --- -- ··----- --·· --· -- - -- ---~-·--- ------- ------.I---···-·---.. . 
cri ti~ feels that "a large part or .·his writing may be re-
- --- . - -- -- ·-- --·· ... ---- ----- - ----- ----- - - - -- ---- - - - -- - - ------- --- ___ .....,.. - - - -- --· --- - 1 
garded as nothing else than a.~ elaboration of this pas- , 
sionate dee-laration [ of equality.''~ But whatever the 
weight of equality on the scale .o~ his total concept, his 
9 
"I;'Jemoct'-acy implies tlie a'bsol.ute equalit·y or heritage pos-
sessed by every man and woman in the good and evil of. this 
life.n8 Q 
In the commemoration of the Alamo, in "Song of My-
self, n Whitman declare-a his feeling for man's inhuman! tJ 
to man: "Tis the tale of the murder in cold blood of four-, 
9 hundred and twelve young men." In declarations of this 
type wll~ch express someth~ng whlch on~ :lal.ows Whitman 
never experienced are manifest one --of the startling as-
pects of the poet .•. · One lmows that his life was an ac-
cumulation of actual experi:ences which did give him 111-
sight and understanding. Nevertheless by 1855, he had 
fought no war, had suffered no slavery; still he was able 
to reproduce the misery ?f-, slavery and or war with great 
pathos. "He has never seen a runaway slave captured, but 
. ' 
._·_.··.::-~.: .•·.·.,.--_·.·_;_:~ .• -.·,_:·._.:!::_::_·:·--··:_._~---_.·.·_ ... ~/-··_ . .:._·._. : f// , ~::; 
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~ ------------· ·--~ ·.:~· .. :: ... \i'.)· ... : : -:..\··.'.,_~: .;;-::.~ 
capable of repreae.u.ti.ug them. ff 1° As 1.eadie M~ cilar-k -- ~~J; 
~.1.;.::;_·_;·,;.i'\.i;'*!~ 
the larger sense--in the glorification of liberty, 
/ 
' u. 
so 
•I. 
...... 
. ' ,~ \ 
fraternity, and equality. · He RJ-eferred to -concern' himself 
chiefly with the spiritua1 or.· inner development of man. 
r · 11 He pre a·rred to sing of_ the oneness and .comradship of man. n 
Being-mant·s re-presentat!ve,·-·n:e v,e1c·omed tliff-prost!tute-, · tn:e_______________ j~;,:~;{:'· : ti?·· 
.,.~~,.,;,:~) \"-': .. - ' .. :,~·; :··' 
. ____________ leper, the b!W,__ the martyr, the__ witch, and by so doing, he t~ft}:;_/}: __ f{:~~ 
displays his bel~!~ in the commonalty- ot mankind. ···~·~~· if!~.} Jt 
tbe·h::i:~:h:s B:::r:~:c::::r::::8::: :::i::~in:e::: _ __, _____ (,......l~li_:·;.,._.t~!;~ii_·.tj 
ot slaves. men and women. represents a' violation of the 1';'\;(i:)'&c:. J\'.-' ! 
indi vidual: 1 s right to freedom; and as such. slavery be- wii:;tt[·i· ; 
.::::: 1~ne of the moat horrible examples ot human degrada~ ~iw:lf:!L . 
13 
"All is eligible to all" Whitman declares in "By 
Blue Ontario's Shore," and throughout, the poem "·dwells ,, .:/? 
on the potential equality of every· citizen in the sight 
.. 
or America herself, an equality based upon the divine soul 
which is 1n reaclt; and also upon Liberty, which is the 
14 
ultimate and essential element of all individual life." 
·s~,::~·,. 
We recall that this poem is the.reply to a request to 
"sing me before you go the song or the throes of De-
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r f· 
l questions again the obsession with equality: "Have you 
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Whitma.n seems to en.joy a -vicarious pl~asure 1n his re-
peated call for equality. The call takes on the aspect 
ot a gauntlet thrown down, not in the hope that it will 
it. Burroughs believed that Whitman's literature "is 
~-~-~-- ~~~t/r · jt~,;. · 
de111ocratic becaul3tLit is fil.led With the spiri.t o£ abso- l',i-
lute human equality and brotherhood, and gives out the · J)!r< _ K';,{ 
. #~{~---· ~"'- ~ _/·:~:_>·~~-~---· .c. 
~---.....-vmosp~he universal, pr!map-y, h~'-es~· .--:.--.--.----~---~ .. ~:r:.""7"::-<~· ... -·~· , .... 
;()/:·:/;· .. 
Whitman finds his joy and his triumph, not in being bet-
ter than other people·or above them, but in being one with 
16 them, and sharing their sins as well as their virtues." 
However, the theme of equality does become entangled with 
Whitman's own feelings about "great men," and his own 
0 17 
need to announce his role in the realm of superior men; 
but his superior men "ne sont n1 les aurhommes de Nietsche, 
I ~ Di les heros de Carly~e .o ••• mais comme lui-meme des 
, 18 
penseurs et des prophetes." 
11 Salut au Monde" casts his egalitarianism to other 
lands by extensively enumerating the countries and peoples 
of the earth,-.. and then in total acceptance of all: "I do 
not prefer others ao very much before you either,/ I do 
not say one word against y-eu, awa~ bacC.k where you stand,/ 
19 (you will come ,forward in due time to my side.)" . 
• ,oe• ,...,,.,..,....._~.,....._ .,-. ·Colll' .,._, . .,.,-. .. - ........ ,:a _.,..,,.. '.,.. .. _ ,,,. oill ~ ~ ""- ~ .. ,,,.~ • "·t···i.__,~.,.--.-.aar. .. .,. ,,. c.tlllll'Jli 
for oneness and unity. 61 will Irlb.ke a song for thaBe 
States that no one St,p;e may under any circumstances be 
;, ~>";);;.::•.: . . . ' : .... ? ·,:·~~(' 
·ttt:~t}.·~-~ . ' 
. t.-.,. ·-···· : .-
,,.. .. ,. 
r . 
..... , .. / - sv.bjected to ~u:rot?.i'.er state," he declares in ~Starting From 
20 
Paumonok," for "He willo •• be the Bard of Democracy, show 
·the eq':1ality of male and :t.'~~ale, teach that no one-thing 
is i,nf'erior to anothez,. "21 In three short poems- o-r the 
....... --.,,>· -- . ----, ; .. ' · --;i.~-c 
third edit1:01i'~-·he does teach th~~' at least at~h1~s~~h~o~u!s~~·e~,----------f0~~~
1 
1· <:- _., ,,. -. ;;::: 
r ::b:::a~::: ::e 1::::::ve:::: ;:::d:: :: ::::/:1::0 :~ -J~( F 
;;..,I_--~--_------_"' ----~--~: _--~_h_e_· -~f_ac e _Q_f the e ar·th ~--~ ..... Or a~s.a.llLhe_ tn ought . tt 01: Equa:J..l..;i.i,-vt~y------~'.~";~::}:·".'7'.:--·,_ --~-· ;:::,,-;;>:,_",-··'-----r~ 
as if it harm , d. me,- giving others the sam0 ~hances n?'\d J)t}. ;?;, · f" : . f.' 
:Q e.i.4.. :'./:.{.,)<·/, . . .... '. .,.· 
!~;.': .. :;,:;.[,. .... '. ,_:: ___ ·.; __ i::_:_-:<.' 
rights as myselt--as if it were not indispensabie to my 
own rights that others possess the same." Or-7et agaiD, 
"Let others praise eminent men •••• ! praise no eminent 
22 
men." Thomas Mann sums up dir~ctly this aspect of Wb.i_t~ 
" man's practical Democracy: I see what Walt VVhitman calls 
"Democracy" is essentially nothing else t~an what we, in 
· -- .. ---- -- --- - · --- 23 
a more old i'ashioned way, call "Humanity."· 
. One poem of the 1871 edition "Song of the Exposition" 
voices his practical concern with equality and h,1mani-
tarianism. He seeks a way "to give it our own identity, 
average, limitless, ·rree," for by so doing~ "None shall 
·be slighted, none but shall here be honor•d, help•d, 
ex.ain~led.n24 Deap1te h1J poetic hQpe for atta111Jnent of 
true equality, he could not avoid .writing a poem., "Ethopia 
. , r.,.. .. .,_., - : ;;,_:~- ...._.._ ·""'- 4111 .._,_..._._...._ - ~ A.,••, -C ._.._. . · -,-,-.,.,. . ,.._,ill'•-• -.m _... ·•-.,.... JZ"W, ·- c~ ' - ----·- ........... ........ 
Saluting the Colors," which displays his awareness of the 
u~itad 
inequality. 26 
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. ~ One of his vary last., PO.El~~, •on, On the same, Ye 
~-.. . , .. ~1..t ..... Jocund Twain,-"- written in"' 1891 .. , ~iD&l_in _his last breath 
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the call for equality: "I chant from it the common bulk, 
-~ the. general average ~horde~w2& --~ - -
... 
Why_ was TNhitman .. completely engrossed with-1w.man-1 tartan .. .. 
. . 
and e_gali tari.a.n queati..ons-? Sehyberg answers, 11For him 
democracy means the social condition that offers the best 
!lift 
?t:J/:.~fr t---~
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alit~es of real individuality. The aim is for a new and 
better race.· That can only occur in a societ~ in which 
no one class is privileged. 1127 Vlhi tman would clear the 
air 0£ everything that inhibits any man from having the 
opportunity to develop himself to· the ,,fullest extent. On 
that premise, he asked for complete equality, he asked 
for complete tolerance, which is precisely what he is 
-· doing throughout his journalism, his poetry and his prose • 
.···-~ 
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--- .. -·-----····--·-Section d:--··s1avery as a poli~ical _and economic · 
. 'problem 
The carry-over. from the journalism to the poetry 
--- --::..· ~~--:=--______:___ __ -c--_~ 
which was so easily traceabl~ --~~ tll~. discussion of_ t~e 
first three points f'o11ows no such evident path in the 
-
analysis ot the slavery issue. But few poems contain 
any 41rect reference ·to slavery, and even when- a refer-
ence can be fotmd, it becomes conspicuous. by · 1ts- bre-vity. 
One can say without· great fear qf contradiction that 
whatever poetic attention Whitman gave to the subject 
concerns 1 tself more wi. th a picture of the slave than 
it does with_ the ~ocio-economic problems arising from 
slavery. The paucity of poetical expression lends weight 
to the conclusion that either Whitman !thimse1f did not find_ 
the subject suitable poetic material or that he chose to 
deal wi'th' it rn prose, which 1s·what·'he did lri The···· 
Eighteenth Presidency. 
The critics too have not discussed slavery' to the 
same de·gree that they have the other aspects of Whitman's 
social thought. 
with the problem. 
mentary. 
One critic, Newton Arvin, came to grips 
We turn to him for most ·of' the com-
Recall that when Whitman worked for the ~rooklpl 
Imll {mt 
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negrQ 1-t the negro's lite as a slave·-·were compared with 
his life. J:n. Africa. Arvin, in an attempt to evaluate or 
"'-
Judge Wh1 tman' s character·, found some manrier of weakness· 
in Whitman in thrit 1'the almos·t ~ndependant being within 
him who shrank f~~om ugly facts and leaned indolently on 
the · workin-gs- of Providenc-e; had some time·s· persuaded ·him .. 
" - --- ---- ------·· ---· --·-·-· 
l that even slavery was not an unmitigated wrong." Arvin 
'I\. 
quite prooab~y overlooked the strong-Tines· 6~ section 33 
of "Song of Mysel.t: n 
I am the hounded slave, I wince at the bite of 
the dogs,· 
Hell and despair are upon me, crack and again 
' 
crabk .. the marksmen, 
I clut-ch the rails of the fence., my g~red ribs, 
2 
thinn' d with the ooze ~r._ llff @~.!!., ... 
Arvin attributes the ·mixture or Whitman's feelings toward 
slav--.ery as a peitsonali ty clash: "He could not yield whole 
areas of his mind to a tyrannous prevailing opinion, and 
he was not a · New York Democ.rat for nothing; n he was neve~ 
freed from the New York slave influence or his forebears. 3 
.f 
'To disprove Arvin is as difficult as to accept his premise. 
~ ........ · ... . 
~--·-·--·--·--·· 
,, ··~ .. 
He loses sight, perhaps, of the life-long battle which 
Whitman fought for nstat,es' Rights" and for the rights of 
..... ~ It ..._. • , •• _y..... ·, . 'J7fJ/'ll/!II ·, .• , .......... ..., . . ... ,.,,.~ ~ ... ~~, ... --. 
- - - -'· --· 
in his drea~ of having the federal interfere 
, 
~with the freedom of the individual states and in the despair 
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which he felt tor the fettered condition of the individual ·,. .... ,· . 
;' 
s~ave • .,, 
, .,., __ ..,.-- 11· 
In keeping with the remarks made at_ the opening of 
- - -· ··-··-·---·----------·----- --
-- . -- . -------- -- - ---- -- -- -------·· --
. ·u, s sec tion-no.t.e ·t.n.e- ~c5ne--or- _ the -verses· -- aboVL=tn.......-..______-.iiw1P-. ....-1--ch------- ~-----~~ 
Whitman pictures -the harsh treatment of the slaves-we 
sh~~~ s~~- th.a-t- be- does not disc-uss in that poem, nor in 
any or the poems but one~ the economic and political is-
Wes involved with slavers which· captured his attenti~ 
in the journalism. Even in the poem "I Sing the Body 
Electric," in which he describes a slave auction in the 
4 
act of selling a man and a woman slave., he projects the 
~ 
coD.Cept far beyond the practical picture of the auctioneer 
a.Ild tht1 slave; but he does not write o:f slavery as an 
issue about to throw the country into war. 
The r~appearance of many of the ideas or the "1855 
Preface," mentioned earlier, in the poems of the 1856 
edition supplies one or the few overt voicings about 
slavery in the poetry. The 'sixth section of ":87 Blue 
Ontario's Shore" should serve to convince anyone or 
Wh1 tnian•_.s feelings: ~Slavery~the murderous, treacherous l 
conspiracy t·o raise it upoµ the ruins of all the· rest,/ 
On and on to the gr-apple with. 1 t-Assassinf "then yo~ 
5 lire or ours be the stake, and respite no more." 
·-
. ., ............. 
__ ,.. __ 
- ·-
. -- - . -
Hare, 
• .. ,..t ...... 
lief that there is something humanely wrong with slavery. 
nae was more ·exercized ovep abstract poiiticai slavery 
'-..... ., ....... 
' -
I 
I 
> ) 
,, , 
... , , ,rt ... , , ... -,~, ... 
. :·· 
' ... ~_: - - -
than the concrete example or racial slavery in li!s oWll 
I 
nation."6 But only in those two verses does he directly 
speak out· in the pgetry against the politic al intrigue 
-~~~::~~~- which -~w~~ett·areund the underlying problem·· o-r slaveY!J! 
_) 
·, 
-the economic o·ne which took its form fn the fight for 
the expansion ot slavery into the new states! 9nce ~g~41, 
Arvin seems to have---o\rerlooked the above pertinent poetic 
quotation, when he~-:Wrote: , 11T9ne raal drive behind . 
Republicanism-the determination to cnash the ,plantation 
power once and for all, and to consolidate ••• the political 
arld economic gains of the War for northern business--was 
no more apparent to Whitman ••• than the essential drive 
7 
that brought on the War had ever been." 
·The poen1 "Our Old Fe1:1illage," first written in 1860 
and revised for the 1881 edition, mentions the life of 
the slave, but once again; the verses picture the con-
tented slave; no reference to the socio-political problems 
of slavery appears: "There are the negroes at work in good 
health, the ground in all directions is ·cover 1 d wi,th "plne 
' 
straw;/ In Tennessee and Kentucky slaves _Qusy in the 
coalings., at, the forge, by the furnace-blaze, or at the 
corn-shucking."8 
Actuall31 there is a continuity of purpose 1~ Whit-
... - ..... -.,;.,.. - ...... ---~.. . ....... ...,.. 
... ............... - ..... ... 
he saw as th$ basi@ of the issue grew out of his concern 
tor equality an,!" its by-product, opport:uni-ty •. T'ne many 
·~ 
. ' 
',1 ·. 
' 
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, .... 
·, 
:, 
·, .. ··:·,:·,·,&~~·--· .·,-' 
e..,,. as· · · 
iitt 
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edi tor1als-refe·rped to in chapter two of ~this thesi~-
which decried the unfairness or pitting White Working labor 
against Black Slave labor establish the basis for Whit- . 
. . i, 
mm1_ts. thinking.. Ha wanted e~qualitJ. --Arvin, · in h!s-- dis-
cussion of Whitman's views on s-lavery., points out: "His 
' ' 
opposi ti-en- te -&.1-av-ery :Was···· e-s--sent i-a-11 y---on the practical 
level--the opposition felt to it in the North ••• by the 
men whv ra:tS'ed corn ana-·nog~, by the worli:e·rs · In· m111· an 
9 mine, by the skilled artisan and-the trade unionists." 
Allen, howeve.r, disagrees with Arvin: "The political power 
of these slave owners was really the crux of the matter. 
Whitman's main target was special privilege ••• the deter-
mination of a small band or Southern aristocrats to ex-
, . 10 
tend the institution to new territories." 
Both critics give :part of the ~swer,. ~d. the tWQ_ 
views present, when put together~ a fair analysis of 
Whitman's view on slavery. He was against unfair com-
petition and favoritism; he was against the spreading 
or slavery to the· new statEts; he feared 1ntru$1on into 
the rights of the ~dividual states by the federal govern-
ment on the matter of slavery. Why he almost completely 
avoided the subject of slavery in Leaves of.Grass can 
~~~.1.~e 2_onjec~~ed as I did earli.er_ t:h,at ith.~ ... « .. •i ... ,. 
.. • ............ 
fore, said 
~t 
he had to say in the prose work, The 
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Eighteenth Presidency. 
. . J. I 
·Perhaps Bailey.ts words .~i.11 ·ot-
f 
fe-r as unmeaningful a conclusion to tl1e problem as any: 
remembered. 
) 
the poet., ot "Whitman~ •• will always be •• as 
the wa~ which killed sJ,aVery. 1111 - --
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·$ect1on e: Union and ,~ihe Individual 
.Whitman•s plea for the ·right ·ot each state to ma·tn-
t.-in its individuality as a member of· the union.· ifl. ~om .. 
parable to his plea ror tlie l'iglle-or eacn pers 
maintain his individuality as a member of society which 
expressing another aspect of Jeffersonian Democracy in 
that ·"The essence of Jefferson~ts tho-ugh-t lies in his tai 
' 
in the integrity of the ind~vidual man. ··on this ·founda-
tion he b~ilt his structure of government and society 
with a minimum or arbitrary controls. His purpose was 
to make the experiment of free government so success£ul 
·that it would be an example to the rest. of the world 
;· . 
. ;1 
and a moral force · in the destiny of mankind. - The prin-
ciples of decentra'iization of authority, agrarian economy, 
• :-•··-·-~· . .:~_:·.-.•·. -. .;.::, ·•· :.~:_._ ... _'.'.'..,; .. - .. --:···-·•-·•-····· - -. ·--- ••- ,··•-·••", •· ·••.- ·- - • • • -· -· .. - -· •• •• •• ·• •-·-·•••- •••·••••• • --··•••·••-•••,.-- • 
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,. 
public education, ·and flexible laws were all by-products 
1 
of the central doctrine of pe~fectability. 0 L1kewise 1 
in "Song of Myself'" Whitman counted on the interplay of 
individuals to make the whole: 
I celebrate myself, and sing myself, 
-
And what I assume you shall assume, 
For every atom belonging te me as good belongs 
Both in $nd out of the tsili16 iiid watching~ and 
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~a nd.ne a word ot the .modern., th«t. Yt>t4 
. . 2 En-Masse. 
result that widely divergent opinions have been published 
in an attempt t-6 understand Whitman's social thought, 
especially on this point of the 1nd1 vi dual and the union. 
/ . 
If we agree with Asselineau that "la liberte individuelle 
~ . 
lui apparait comma la condition-sine qua non de la 
3 ' . ' 
d4mocra tie," we run headlong into Sillen, who points 
L-
out that, "his party attachment in a changed political 
. ' 
situation., he.lps account for a lag in.his thinking about 
. -4 
national problems." Faussett tells us that "the flaw 
in this LVJhitman' a J dream of a natlµ'al democracy was that 
it presupposed a society formed of men and women who re-
mained at this comparatively primitive stage of develop-
ment and engaged in manual tasks. No society ••• can be 
····-' 
•. 
heal thy :which .1~ not; ~9l14ly based µ_pg~ ~~Qh ~~n ~g '!9men~ 
But a society exclua! vely-· compoSl)d of them would be a 
, ..... ' ...... 
._ ~~ .. ,.~ . .,, .... • "•<c~-
-
f• . ..,., ·"'* 
· limited and static ons." But Briggs tells us that "one 
; 
errs who may think that those are songs ef laud~~~n of 
6 
msdiccr1ty er low grade·, equalitJ' op equaliz~tto1t," 
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Whitman "calls men to the reality of themselves., away 
. .7 from the religions of the priests to their own souls.n 
Even as Ymitman. calls men to their own -soubr,--tt-song 
of· the B~oa~-~~e" calla to eve:rJ--QP.~- ___ @_4 ·,t(.) · ~Y<?:ryt:P,ii1g $_~-- _ _ _______ _ 
-----~ne _ d~am:1.c ___ thr~.s~ of.' __ ~~~~g, ____ ~~~ _ concludes __ !i_~~: "The 
list o't all executive deeds and .words just and unjust.,/ 
8 The P-OWer -of personall-ty just or unjust. n · _J'Vh~e_f~o=m=--------....:,_-- _ --=.Ji''· 
arises once again the coni'usi9n about the great person 
who will., by the "power of per-a onal.1 t7," be the- leader• 
IJ!I" 
Assel!neari has also noted this: -"Aussi, bien qu'il pro-
, . "' 
clame 1' egali te de tous les hommes et chante avec ferv~ur 
,... , I ,.. 
l 'homme moyen., ne pe1.1t-il a' empech"e:r de celebrer en meme 
. - 9 
temps les grands homm.~:~ __ ;,," · the dualism of the individual 
l- . ; ..... 
in the mass. In section 5 of the poem, Whitman asks 
- -·-----··-··-~-------~·-·-·------· ·-·· ·---· ••• •• ~ ---· ----- ·- - •••••••••• -~----- -,- .. ---·- - ·- ·;··-· ••••• ••• 
---~-·-- --~- ·- ·- ••• ,. • • - -~ ••• -·-- .':< - • 
tor the place "Where Children are taught to be laws to·\ 
themselves., and to depend on themselves,/ Where equan1Ddi1~~-- ~-4--,-~ 
is illustrated in affairs. 1110 Once accepting the idea of 
the individual in the mass, t~~t is, when finally on~ 
ceases to argue with an idea that seems self-contradictory . 
and- ac~epts it for what -1-t is, Faussett•·s expl~ation -of -
·., 
"Song ot th~ ~:road-~e" t~e,s c,n _me_~~~g; "He gave [;n \ the 
poem] the fullest expression to his belief that all 
~ .. .M:4' ·n:. ~ .·.,r·Y.~ ·-Ls .. ~ """1~1".;.,, ·.~ . .,-..M·r/',,rA.,. '• 'l---r. ..... ...-....... ...~-
reali't'y-·was ---grounded ln simpre----men -and women who bag a-c---
.cepted their natµres and the nature of the physical world 
,I 
_in which. th~y were called upon to act.n11 And if thev -· -
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·acted·niitura11j;-cthat··1s,·not ~.accordiAg-to··"-any-prescrfbed. 
-feudal or legal system, then as '.a m.~ss they would cr~ate. 
Natural ability would come forth in the individual better 
\ . " .,,. 
' ~ . . . 
• )'1 ... ,,"' 
endowed who vo ulcl--bec-ome-; -the "Great: ·-Pe-rs-ona-lity-.-'1-----1.'he-----------·-
.· ·. -~-~L.... ' . . 
_ -~!.£ti_Q_~lt:y-- aris'es, as Allen writes., in that "·Here we fi~d 
. ... 
Walt Whitman* s .. fundamental weakness as a constructive 
social force. And both his ovrn disposition and his social 
theory are res~ponsible tor this :waakne~a. ..... _-_r_,l_--k..,e ...... · _,,Em__.e ..... ra.-1slllJ.-'o ____ :-:--__ ~~ 
he was an uncompromising indiyidualist, both in nature and 
doctr1ne.n12 Poetically, nBy Blue Ontario's Shore" s~tes 
Allen's view: 
.... ~ --····-· ._j _~., • ~-
Underneath all, individuals, 
I s,ear nothing is good to me now that ignores 
individuals, 
The American compact is altoget.her with indi-
viduals, 
! .. _ft:e 
!'he only government is that which makes minutes 
-.' 
of individuals, j 
The whole theory of the universe is directed 
ur;terringly to one single individual-namely 
13 to You. 
Binns, like Allen, restates the theme wi tllo1.1t pla.cing @. 
value judgement: "It (By Blue Ontario's ShoreJ dwells on 
.... ~...... ·.;~ --=-~ ...... I"'-:!':.,.,,. .• &.-.Ct ~ .... ,,,., .. ,1fll!> .... ..... ,r.J/b, ., 
the potential equality of every citi~en in the sight of 
~--
Amer1 ca herself, an equal1 ty based upon ••• liberty, which 
' is the u1timate and essential element .or all individual 
--~~ - ... ,., 
, ... :.' 
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life~~,----- lfiss -Shephard uses this poem _to p~i~t ou~_ .. anothe-r 
aspect of Whitman who she·reels was a charlatan. She con-
cludes that Whitman saw hiniself as a god, and in comment- IH\ 
------~ 
------------------~-
- ---- - ------------~------ --~-----------·------------- -.... ----··--·--
ing upon the poem writes: "He was himself the master a11d 
neede·d no Master·, Emerson, with whom to share the glory. nlS 
Perhaps the · ·oest s~ary or the concept was wr!tteri--oj·- ---- ·- -----------
Clarke: "The care and culture of the individual, his 
.. rs...., 
.' -···-"'··-·-·--·--ap1rftua1·---growth, 1-s ~-----:-the ·tin.al ,~ettd:··:-·~·-·:t•:he . whole vast 
-array and pomp of nature exists to form spiritual indi-
viduals •••• Yet, on the otbe r hand, he sees that the 
spiritual individual is made a reality by the social whole 
of which he is a part •••• The world pours its life into a 
~ man, and he in turn. renders back in new forms the gifts so 
16 bestowed." 
"' 
As the threat o_f. war gr_ew_ mor.e .. lnenacJ.ng., .fhj .. tman '.s . 
concern for the union grew correspondingly. The relation-
ship of individual in the mass became in "Starting From 
Paumonok" the relationship of,state to Union: "I will 
I .. 
make a song for these States that no one State may under 
' 
any circumstances be subjected to another -St~te,/ And I 
will make a song that there shall be comity by day and by 
night between all the States, and between any two of 
17 
tham." . IP, aad'--tion ',W- ".a:tB-rti~g ~om k~n~~" t1kr~ ,..,.. _.....,. I 
_. s~iort poems of the 1860 eel! 1i1on discus.,$ vsr:lou~ e.:pn..cts 
of· the relationship of the Wli.o't\ to the individual. Con-
I tinuing the theme of union forever, "For You O Democracy" 
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unifies the nation from coast to· coasf. ~d internally from 
c1.ty to city: "Come, I will make the continent indis'soluble~ 
••• I will make inseparable cities w1 th their arms about 
18 · ·-~-~ ------- ---· ----- ----- -- ---- -- -- -- - -
each -other• s necks." The ~wo remaining poems ask for 
accomplish the 
main1:;ain_ 1 t .. .__ ____ "To A Pupil". tells the ... ami-e---per-s-enality----~------ ----·---·-
. 19 to accomplish the needed reforms., and. "So i;,ong" calls 
.. . 
tor th&--1-AMviwal te •ue~-up--the. role .of unifilfr which 
··, 20 Whitman, created 1n his book. If such a message seems 
premature, considering that this poem dates from 1860 and 
Whltman dieq _in--1892, we must remember, as mentioned above, 
that Whitman was constantly editing his poetry. ~though 
this poem found its final form in the 1881 edition, it 
was originally conceived in the 1860 edition, and I in-
clude it here to indicate Whitrnan•s great concern for the 
. Union of the States and his hope that his message would 
accomplish the de_sired and be.fore the country would be 
torn in two by war. 
Once the war had broken out, Whitman needed- tot ake 
21 
sides. "Song of' the Banner at Daybr~ak," 1861-62~ 
commits him. . Not for a moment could his decision have 
\...., 
plagued him. He was for the Union, for Lincoln, and 
. 
. , 
against slavery, and as Canby points out: "In the critica1 
-
- <11> ... ....... - -· ...... c -
_ .. _ .... - ~ 
__.,. •• 
patr1otiam waa g~&dual-
.... ~---,-.. ~ 
· ly driving oth~r obaesaione from his 
periences vitalize his relati~ns with common people, and 
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shift empha$1s in his "Leaves" from self-&.&pl'&,s.-ion to a 
· .· .. 22 · 
religion for -democracy." Bailey~ who seems to .forget 
·1 
Whitman's admission of inconsistency., writes: "All genius.· 
has inee>~sistencie~ •••• So here in. these Drumtaps we have 
Wh1 tman returning boldly upon himself. He who had 
r1g.t91J.:leq __ war _as the for_gotten .and superseded theme -e:f 
tlle poets 0£ the old world sounds its trumpet-call ••• f' 
----,-.-.:-i,1..1n~h~i,:1;,S--S·OO~~~ae~~~~r--Hr.i-e-l---:l:n--w.b±ch-J:la!lll"IeT""ERr-m~ra------~TI 
-
-
and Poet join together to sileric·e the tears and prudences 
of the rather by their outbursts of the 'pleasure new and 
23 
ecstatic' of war." 
Even though the war had ended, most of the poems or 
"~~ Taps," 1865, concern themselves with the progress 
of the war •. No pacii'ist in any sense, once ··war had been 
declared, Whitman joyfully sang the thrill of conflict 
..... -.~--· _ .. __ j ___ .. ...,_ ••• ._ •• -· •• _,',. •••• •• 
needed to preserve the wiion: "War& an arm• d race is 
advancingL the welcome for battle, no turning away;/ 
Warl be it weeks, months, or years, an arm'd race is 
advancing to welcome it." Moreover, he Wf;S proud to 
report the action or the armies without stipulating his 
... ·- --
choice of side: "I have lived to behold man burst forth 
and warlike America ri-se." His joy in the conflict e.nd 
in the total war et.fort stemmed from the endorsement w.h.1ch 
·- - ·-
•· ....... 
-
-- - ·-· --to his philosophy:n (For who except myself has ·yet con-
- _,,,n24 ceiv'd what your children en=masae really e1.rci,-· . 
,0.-•· 
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At least two CJ?i. tics believe that the living proof 
; 
.. t --·-· 
'whic:P the war gave to Whitman __ '.s fai,th in the common man 
and to Whitm,an•s belief that a democracy of the common 
-------.--.--------.------:-;-·-ms.n· cou1.d win through wa~ the cro~ng moment for 'Whit-
. 
' 
man. "It .[war] made-tVllitman.~ •• the years of'. the war deep-
:·,, 
' . ? 
---.ened h-1-S whole naturec-.- --~ rath&-r --shallow --eqtia-li-t-arlan ----~---- ------- -
enthusiasm of his earlier life, learnt in the atmosphere 
of newspapers and political pla~tp-rm?r,-d1a no 
disappear •••• But,· under the stress of the awful struggle, 
he learnt to rise above all that into a world of higher 
"5 values."""' And again: "The Civil War exerted a profound 
influence on the life of the poet. It made apparent to 
him his mission as a man and as a writetr." For· the first 
time he realized intensely the meaning of "These States. n26 
Both x~emarks hardly give Whitman the cr!9.,~t he de;3servea, 
and both remarks fail to take 'into consideration the poems 
he published in the .first three editions which we have 
discussed here. Asseline,~u £eels the injustice of this 
oversimplication ot the complexities of Whitma.n1l1· work: 
\ 
"Il se~ait tr~s satisfaisant ••• de pouvoir opposer a 
1 • indi vidualiste mystique des annees 1855 'a 1860 le 
J· ....... . 
~ 
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. ' demeerate fervent de 1 1apres-guerre, dont la conversion a 
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et d • autre part son indi vidualisme persis te jusqu' au 
"27 boµ,t. . 
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it ' One or the steps·. in the exp,an·sion 0£ Whitman's idea. 
' ' 
. of the individual "En-Masse" from the nat1enal to the 
' international·- -s-eene i--whf-ch- riart,a-d-·-wit~_n-salut au -Moride-11 ----··-----· --- · 
and culminated wit~ "P~ssage to India," is expressed in 
the poem ttyears of -the Modern," 1865: 
' ' 
I see not America qnly, not only Liberty• s 
nation but other nations preparing, 
.......... -.............................. . 
I see Freedom, completely arm'd and victorious 
I 
and very haughty, with Law on one side 
and Peace on the other, 
A s_tu._p~?;t~«:>~s triQ ~i1 tss11:lrJ.g forp:t>.. ~_gainst the 
idea of·caste; 28 
The surprising thing about the poem is the rapidity with 
! •',, ,-1 ·, )._~ till 
which Whitman returned t~1j his thinking about American 
democracy after the national conflict had been decided. 
"The Civil War was barely over when Whitman publishe~ this 
"'<poem; CYElars oftb.8. Modern) i~ th~ ,-next few year~l he was 
to be -more and more obsessed with the problem ~ deve-l-op-
ing a spirit of true. u.'lion emong the re"'!'nnited states.c.--a 
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'union and the individual witb ... almos1; the same wording •. 
"Sma~l the T4eme of My Chani" sings: "Nor cease at the 
theme of One' a-Self. I speak the word of the modern, the _ 
word En-Masse."30 4J).d "One's-Self I Sing" uses the same 
the word En-Masse.n31 
./ ' 
One other poem_'of this edition 
1.: 
··-· - ........ - .. ...,, . ) ...... _. 
· ------ --~--~--~he-c.onc.ept be:yond-4he-_:__Un1te.d . State a-.-'"·-In-t--t. H-_.---""'-f'P"'H-N. --------
. ' ..A 
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sage To India.," Whitman writes·: nThe lands to be welded 
together. ; 3i 
Wh.erea·st the 1867 ed.1 t1on suggests internat:tonalism., 
two poems of the 1871 edition are strongly nationalistic, 
indicating perhaps Whitman's despair tor the nation dur-
ing the reco~truction period. In "Song· of the Exposition," 
Whitman celebrat,s the totality" that is America: "All 
thine, 0 sacred ·.Union •••• And here and hence O Union, all 
the work and worlune'n thine1 1/ MO.ue separate from thee-
33 henceforth One only, we and thou." And· lastly in that 
i 
edi t!.on from "Thou Mother With Thy Equal. Brood:" .. "Thou 
varied chain of cli-rr,rent States. yet· one identity only."34 
: . . 
" 1 . 
Whatever we might conclude about t~ applicability 
of Whitman's concept of the "individual .in the union,"· 
we must agree that Whitman was consistent in his beliet 
..,.... ~Ot ,4b, .~ ._; " ... .... -
·- -in the concept, even if he did at times -alter the scope 
which the concept was ·to include. "Every deed baa 
. +· ~ , 
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who acts and on ·society 
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i t·self, " ·. makihg 
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no difference 
if the de.ed is. aoted-·out on the local., i---· .-national or inter•·-. 
national levelo But as llrvin points out, "lf any 
political feeling v1as ·· stronger in lVhi tman than his 
--------------------~------·----·-··-···-··--··· 
devott on .. to _political and._social. 
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t Seot1.oa t: llachinat!ons or pol1tioa 
" 
Although it has been said before 1n this paper, one 
must bear 1n mind the vast experience which Whitman had 
in the field of practical politics not only as an editor 
ot ne~apapers with a partisan view but also as a stmmp-
speal.cer, get~out-the~vote politie-irmo- -At age twe11t7 
five, 0 the future author of Leaves of Grass waa up to his 
$&rs tn---the-popular--poli tic al turmoil of his day. o •• the· 
,-
~, times seemed to him to be the bes~t of times and life about 
,. •·'"' .r~-· i 
him to be an excellent lif'eo~ooTO young V/alt Whitman tbs 
turbulence of democracy in actiono •• was a sublime spec-
tacle, and he threw himself into the fray with a uhole 
heart. nl But the enthusiasm ot youth slowly turned to a 
hatred •t the ma.ch1nat1ons of politics, and tban trea a 
hatred to a fear that the nation would suffer because ot 
.pelit1cal manauveringse In the original version of rtsong 
of Myself,.," Whitman voiced his concern for the political 
tenor of the times: "Great are the plunge~, throes, tri-
uaphs, downfalls or demooracy. 02 But his t'ears did not 
tum hi• away trom democracy. On the contrary, he tells 
· us, 1n the final version of the poem that he is very much 
interested · in pol! ties: "Vlha tever interests the rest 
- -· 
~ •.P ~~,. 
u 
schoolse" 
.... 
We must ra·alize that-~ -.. as that auotat1oQ 
. ~ 
1nolue!ve te1·s having a nuance suggesting plat or cabal 
'' 
,;t:-:,;_ ~·- . . ' . 
-
-,.- --------- -- -
-- - ~ . -· - - --- . 
} 
. ...~ .. 
~ . . : 
. ) 
., 
- ... •!In>· 
; • 1 / 
tor -personal gain. Ove~ -and over ·again. h1r mentions 
politics in conjunction with government, ~ar, schools, 
newspa.pe~so He believed that political intrigue., the 
machinations of politics, invaded ever-, aspect of 
' -· 
American life. "Nine ·tenths of t.he lava passed every 
winter at the Federal Capitol, and all the State Cap-
itols., are not only unneeded laws:) but positive nui• 
82 
sanoes.1> ___ joba~got up for the service of special classes. 
~-------·-·· ·--- .---·-·····-------·-- .... -·-"" ----p--... ·-------- '" ' -~ ' ,..-- - --~~·--..- ......... ·-· 4 
or persons 9 " ha wrote in The Eigg.teenth l:reaidenQ,Z• 
However, his outppoken CEi:ttciam of political intrigue 
1 
in the poetry was not as blatant as it uas in the 
Journalism,! nor, as we sha11 see!} as it was in his prose 
, .,.1 Ji" 
writ1ngso ~,, 
·!.' 
, ., "' t-tlf"'·Hi i. 
• J 
His mo~t important expression about poli ticai mat-
ters in the first ed1t1ou appeared in the 8 1865 Preface, n 
which is discussed in the next -part of this papero As 
I Asselineau wrote: "Devenu po'ate., 11 ne s • etai t pas pour 
,, 
autant retire dans una tour d'ivoireo Il antenda.it, au 
\ 
cont~a1ra, continuer a prendre part aux affa1res de l~,,~'"'--"'.'' 
, 5 
cite,," And we do know that 1-n 1857-58 indicating his , -
i..,-1 
~ . 
awareness of the world of politics, he again took to the 
field of journalism as editor of the ~rooklll! ~imea, the 
political character of which bas already ~en discussed. 
,,,•" 
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.·~ .~ It ..,.. Regardless·or the medium he used to express his political 
feelings, "he knew apao1f!eally 11]·,.at k!nd of work., cl~an 
6 or dirty, kept govermnent going, and a part7 in power.8 
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•song ot the Broad-Axe• 1n the 1856 ,d1t1on enu-
ael'ates tha political evils of the past, and accuses ·1 .. " 1 
', 
a.an-made institutions and" polities·; ot a titling free, · · · 
~emoc~atie expression_o ... He ·d:rr~otlty·-···questions the worth 
I ,. 
. . 
ot politics and man-made institutions: 
--,-------------~ 
What is your mone7-mak=!ng -nowt -Wha-is -ca -1•--
do now? 
.-what· is your ~respectab1·1ttJ now? · 
What are your theology, tuition, aoclet7, 
trad1t1ons 9 atstute-books 9 now? 
Where e.x,s your jibes of being nob'? 
Where are your cavils about the soul nowt 
And then to sever forever the purity of Am.er1can Democ-
racy and the opportunity for all in America. from t~e 
feudalism of the past, he tells us that: 
I sea from the scaffolds the descending ghosts, 
Ghosts of dead lords, uncroon•d ladies, im-
peach•d miniatsra, rejected kings, 
B1vals, traitors, prisoners, disgraced ~hief-
7 
tains and the rest. 
It feudalism is removed, gone will be the mach1nat1ona ot 
politicso 
"By Blue Ontario's Shore" in the same edition speaks 
th~ daat1n 1d co~queror, yet treacherous lip-smiles ever7-
wbere,/ And death and infidelity at every step. )"8 
_.,,. 
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Atter_paJ1ns· scant a1ite11tion. to. pol~t1cs ln the. 
···' : ... 
tiztat,two editions o:t Leaves of GPasa, and after having 
quit permanently his· job as editor in 1858D VJhitman had 
•.. t 
only the ·poetry of 18~0 in whieli to vent hia dislike ot 
current politicso To aay the leasts his feelings were 
strong, his expressions vltriollo. · ·:tn ··the poem "Thougb.ta, 1.-
he starts his ·attack: 
.. 
. -------------- ~- ----------·-
- - ---- --- - • -- - -.- .._ -- ,- - t•· - --·- ----~,--- ~----------.~---.··------.---·-----------··-·· ---- --- - - - - ---- --
Of the President with pale taee :~asking secretl7 
to himself, wh~t ~ll the pao~le aaz at last? 
Ot the frivolous Judge 0 of the corrupt Cgugress-
man, Governor, Mayor-of such as these stand-
ing helpless and exposed, 
- . 
Of the nnunbling and screaming priest. (aoon. aoon 
deserted,) 9 
As Arvin notes, "before the decade [the f1ft1e~ was over, 
Whitman was to extend his contempt for the politics of 
manipulation and evasion to even higher dignitaries than 
Congressmen •••• It was of Buchanan chiefly that VJhitman 
was probably thinking when he wrote: 0 To the States, to 
10 
Identify the 16th, 17th, or 18th Preaidentiad: 0 
scum floating atop of tha watera, 
llho are they as bats and nl;ght-dogs aakant 1D 
the capitol? 
·- •-. .,,,.. 
- -
torrid sunsl 
0 Borth. your arctic tre~zinga&) 
/ 
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AN ·those really CongresameDt/are t~ose the gnat 
· · 11 
Judges? ls t?at the President?" 
Ona _1a. hard put to imagine similarly written and pub-
lished views of today's lamnakerao 
Poetically, Wh1 t!nan has -fini;shed remarking about 
-pol~ticso His later prose expressions, containing extensive 
commentary on the machinations of politics, are placed in 
.• -- siJ.l,rounding of fa:fth tha~ the 'future w1I'l -ao··awaj wltli ____________ _ 
the evil.a of political manipulation and wil1 attain an 
ideal of Democracy ohich he has been lookiD..g for with each 
aunr1aeo Aa Allen points out: "Whitman patiently a.ecepted 
the temp,)rary inequalities and injustices or contemporar7 
·12 American political democracy D ~.- . be~ause "the certain 
;) 
I ' 
. ~ 
mighty future of the Republic o o ocaused temporary political 
excitements to seem a.a specks in the rim of the oheel. He 
believed in moral suasion in governi.ng man, but in the 
present conglomerate condition of our populationD thought 
and. believed that force, and that of the promptest kind, 
was a valuable aid to moral suasion. 013 
Poetically then, Whitman c~rried over the Practical 
i.....,.. ' {:.;,~) 
Aspects of his Democratic Concept from the journalism. 
I have boen striving to ahou that the poatv s thorough 
training as a newspape~ man and as an active politician 
-
him a clear out polit!eel ph1lc.:cph7 which :a: conaictont 
thl'oughout h1a 3:1te. After haviug established what that 
L. 
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__ .,, ., 
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political :ph1losoph.7 was through an anal7sla ot hla 
journalism which. spoke of his po~it1c.al views, ·I have , 
"traced thoso vieus 'aa they arwrged over the years 1n the 
poetryo In addition, I have included a variety of gener-
.al and specific quotations:; gleaned from the critics of 
Whitman, in an attemp:t to show ~he diversity of opiniofl 
wh1o)l ho.a been UJ>it'ten about a subject which allows a 
· wide range ot interpretation. 
Let us. turn nou to the prose writings ot Whitman, 
other than the journalism, atwting with the "1855 Pre-
face," in order to see if the aame characteristics ap-
pear, thereby proving the continuity and consistency of 
hie thoughts on Democrac7 throughout his life • 
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Section A: 111855 Preface" 
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· In returning to the year 1855 to 41scuss those prose. 
· writings other than the journalismg we take a step back-
ward, but the organization of a paper of t..'tiis length us-
ing a chronological appro·ach must ... deal with soma structural 
d1fticult1eso As mentioned a.bove 9 "Democracy is a:vmbolized 
in the poems rather than dlaeussedo·"'l In spite of this, 
I have singled out in tb.a poetry the direct carry-over ot 
Whitman's Practical Aspects rrom the journal~sm to the 
l 
poetry. The tracing o:r the themes from the journalism to 
the essays is less difficult. "We find 1n his great 
poetic programg as expressed in the 1855_Preface. (sic) 
an incorporation and .fresh enunciation or na,irly every·-
poli tieal and ~ocio.l conviction 9f the earlier editorials."2 
From the 111855 Preface" through the remaining prose writings, 
the "politica1 and social convietion" tb.reads its way 
... "": along ~ dlscernable route, and I continue_ to search out 
/ 
the examples of the overt practical aspects to show that 
Whi.tman uas totally aoare of the meaning of his writing 
in whic~ symbolism backed up by experience uas used to 
reproduce more effectively the ~orld of reality which he 
knew much mo~e thoroughly than many critios would have 
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tlle poetry.·. The "1855 Preface,"· D.e El$9teenth .Preslae~f!I- ~ 
and n»smocratic Vistas" grow0 in that order, increasingly 
vitriolic in their e.1cpress1on Qt dis-content with the 
political and aocia.l conditions in the United States • 
Th.a 81855 Preface" by ite strong call for something .new 
"· . 
indicates how seriously the poet felt~that something was 
lacking<'J Ill :J,!he Ei~teenth PreuJidencl and "Damocratic 
Visttl.S,~ an otherwise blea~ pictllre is bri~te~eqrpy an. 
optimistic call to nature., to the soul, to sc·ience and 
to the future. If a generalization can be made, I .feel 
that it is safe to say that the tone of the poetry is 
highly opt:lrn1stic, of the prose w.ith the exception or the 
"1855 Preface," pessimistic with a glow of hope tor the 
tut~r.ie,. 
Summarily, the "1855 ~,.race• proposes· the following 
tour points: America will build anew on the past; America 
offers the greatest promise; From a Democracy in which the 
worth of the individual is appreciated and cultivated and 
' 
in which the 1nd1 vidual • s worth w111 combine with others 
of his kind to produce a constantly maturing process of 
progress will arise a hitherto unknown way of life; The 
tai th needed to inspire the 1nd1 vidual to produce in 
whatever me:nner .suits him will come forth f~om the poet. 
-In examining too "1855 Preface" and too other prose uorka, 
n-----t_.,,._ u--·· .. -·- _ ... _ , ..a 
_.,-...."=='°V~ e=, c'l;t 
concept as outlined at the beginning of this thesis: 
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!he opening paragraph ot the "1865 Preface" opt1m1s-
-11, 
tically looks to the future: "• •• Its tthe pa.s{j action haa 
1, 
. 
descended to the stalwart and wellshaped heir who ap-
3 
proaches o o o a 
On point two, "The Bole"' of Government, with a direct 
relationship to Democracy and Law, 11 Whitman-- returns i to ~s 
,--
call tor fr~edom of expression and the and of µiterference 
·b7 government and law: · [Not- the government as law-giver . 
but the poet as inspire~ "Judges not aa the judge judges 
4 but as the sun falling around a helpless thing, n and the 
4 
"greatest poet does not moralize 9r m~e applications of 
moralsoo•" In order for tha poet to inspire, external 
11m1tat1ons:"laws~ statutes, morals--must be die~arded. 
•' V 
because "the idea of polit~cal liberty is ind1spens1ble • 
• •• Liberty relies upon itself, invites no one, promises 
nothing~ -: • : " \Vhi tman !mow~ that "when the laws of the free 
are grudgingly permitted and laos tor lnfo:aners and blood-
money are sweet to the taste of the people ••• [and tha~ 
" 
when servility by town or state or the federal government 
or any oppression on a large scale or small scale ean be 
tried on without its own punishment following duly" then 
nothing can be produced, tor than no man can be free from 
fear of ~eprisal tor being what he is: an individual. 
~ " ,.. 1/11.J 
' 
Dever aekuoiiledging any lessons but 1 t1 01m," is tree to 
-
apoutaneousl1 c~eate. As ve have &een repeatedly, iinitman'• 
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concefli f~ the rtgtrl; to spontaneous expre-ntoq. or=more 
e~actly, the need for spontanaou3 expression _.as a pre-
requisite for productivity is constant. His doctrine 
asks for J.t again here, and the question arises as to what 
type ot environment will allow r~ea expression. Whitman's 
answer is that "nothing is finer than silent de.fiance 
advancing from new forms fraeooooTh8 cleanest_expression 
·i. 
ls that lihieh --finds no sphere worthy c,f itself and makes 
one." Yet there is a basic something all about us which 
offers a form in ohich to work 11' only we look for 1 t: 
"lhe vital. laws enclose all ••• they ire sufficient for an1 
5 
case and for all cases." 
America, as the land in which to practice humanitarian-
ism and egality, supplies \\'hitme.n with a laboratoryo He"· 
tells us :in the third paragraph of the "Prefacen how the , 
·• people ot: America by nature are democratic: "The United 
States is ••• best ••• always most, in the common people ••• 
the air they [the peoplaj have of persons who never knew 
6 
how it felt to stand in the presence of superiorso 11 On 
occasion, he remarks upon some aspect of his concept of 
egality which seems to extend beyond the limits of his 
material. Ho11~ver one tries to f'it such statements to 
some logical sequene>e, one concludes the p~ojact tar trom 
tbJ.s type is this: "There ia tba t indescribable freshness 
and unconsciousness about an ill.iterate person that humbles 
.. 
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· and JllOCkS the pOW,e~ of the noblest expressive genius. 1117 
,j·•·<"'"·-.I; 
The validity of the statement cannot be refuted. But one 
has difficulty conceiving how Whitman intended to utilize 
this "indescribable freshness." Perhaps it is a Whitman 
humor. 
Repeatedly in the 0 1855 Pretaca," he establ1shet the 
equality of man ·in the e7es of authority and from man to 
man: "no ma.no •• shall be degraded for igporaiica ~or weakness 
or sin. o o .one part does not need to be thrue.t above 
another;" and on the personal level, he writes: '1take o~f 
your hat to nothing knorm or unknown or to any man or 
nmnbsr ·of meno o o oComa to us on equal terms, Only then 
can you understand us, We ere no better than you.••" 
Follow these dictates and what I say will come to pass, 
Whitman is saying, for "The American bard ~s leadei:) shall 
/ . 
. -
delineate no class or personsoeo&nd not be for the eastern 
states more than the western or northern states more then 
the southern. 0 The result will be Wequal friendship aDd 
8 
calling no man mastero" 
Slav~ry receives little attention 1D the n1as5 ~~~- · 
' > 
tace, 0 but one remark 1n the essay indicates the direction 
toward which 'IJhi tman • s thinking we.s aimed and sugg~sts 
the editorials in the Timas which fo~eoast the end of 
.. "" . ·~ --.-:. ~-, .,,.... ~ .... ... ."'!) ' ieg • ..,._,,,. , .. i ~ 
slavery: "slavery and the tremulous spreading of bands to 
n@v@r o@~3e till it ceases or the speaking ot tongues and 
, 
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the mQv1ng ot lips cease.!' 
• 
Possibly the core.of the essa7 is centered 1n the 
relationship of ths union and the indi vtdual. Emphs.sia 
1a placed upon the role of the poet who must not only 
stand out9 but must -also be at one w1 th the mass: "The 
• I 
greatest poeto. o oia indi.vidual.-0 .• ~the others are as good 
as he, only he seas it· and thei do note ••• The great 
-·master has: nothing to do with mi.raeles. Be sees health 
tor b1mself in being one of the mass •••• The master lmows 
that he is unapeakably great and that all are unspeakablJ 
great ••• n The identity of the union and the individual 
and the productivity which results are the concluding 
note of the assay: "An individual is as superb as a 
nation when he has the qualities which make a superb 
nation." The end-product of thi.s fterplay or the indi• 
v14ual in the mass means that "A nerOfder shall arise 
[ 
and they shall be the priests of man, and every man shall 
10 be his own priest." 
Early in the essay in evaluating the tenor ot the 
nation were it under the inspired guidance ot the poet, 
Whitman shows no indication of bis later ~1.rul.ent attack' 
on pol1t1os and politicians: "The Al,nerican bards [as 
leaders] shall be •••• wi thout monopoly or secresyooohungry 
. ~ 'tt:k- ,.. 111ff • • - • 4.... • J~ • •.:,. n.a· 
tor equals •• o o They shall not be careful of riches and 
pr1vilegee oo" But a tew pages l.eter, when his thoughts 
, tum to the actual state of things, his disgust previews 
. . 444 
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the intensity. ot his attack in the later essays: "the· 
> 
swarms of cringers, suckers, doughtaces, lice of pol1t1oa, 
plaooers of s1y involutions for their own pre.ferment to 
oity ~ffice~ or state legislatures or the judiciary or 
congress or_ the preiJ"i·dency"'ooothe toss and pallor of years 
of money makingoooand all their stifling deceits and 
·;· ·-v; 
~ 
underhanded dodgingso o oor shameless stuffing mile others 
•, - 11 starve •.. [are] the great fraud upon modern civilization ••• " 
As Allen points out, according to Whitman, "the geniua 
ot the United States resides most in its comrnon people •••• 
to WhitmanoooSUCh [waa), truths, and he wanted it expressed 
on the highest levels of art. o .as a vital influence in 
forming a citizenry worthy of the land and natural re-
sources. 012 A1l,.en fundamentally Summarizes what the "1855 
Preface" states, but for our purposes, we must again note, 
as the quotations above indicate, that behind his sweeping 
generalizations and theories of democracy stands a solid 
wall of practical experience and an intimate knowledg• ot 
the contemporary political and social situation. 
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. se~ti.oii B: ftle Eighteenth Presidenc7 
·-
The generally optimiatio tone of the "1855 Preface" 
.. ·,. 
becomes in ~e Eighteenth Pres1danc,r but a year later an 
· indictment of the American poli tica.l systemo The char-
, 
acter of the essay is one of bitter anger, which- explains 
. 
perhaps why Whitman never published it during his life,_ . 
at lee.st as far as is presently lmowno Not until l926 
. 
. 
was it made lm.own to the .world 0 and then 1D a French 
; 
translation. Despite h~s not publishing it, Whitman haa 
given us a pertinent view of contemporary politics as he 
saw them, and he has thereby made more understandable his 
own cure tor\the political misdemeanors of the dayo 
Whitman wrote 'The Eighteenth Presidency• 1n 1856, he 
"After 
made, so far as we lmow11 no .further effort to participate 
actively in po11t1cal controversy •••• hia political con-
victions changed little throughout the remainder of his 
life, but he was henceforth ambitious to be the poet1ca1 
1 
rather than po1it1cal spokesman of his time and people. n 
Canby t!.rites that "it (The Ei~teenth Pre.~+denc_x] is 
an outburst aga~nst all parties and particularly against 
the method of choosing presidential ,candidateae ~Vhitman 
2 ls fed up with practica1 pplitics." However, Vihitmsn 
continued to b~ 9 as I have indicated through.out this 
.... .:r• 
. ~. ,.,u 
. •.-• .~ ·::.~ 
..... paper, active'ly interested in politics, and he did express 
1D the poetry t;.b.eae same hopes for ,and dislike:i of American 
" 
Democracy; but 1.n The Eighteenth Presidency, "Whitman's 
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lilln tliesYa ls that )U'ld&r the present ·corrupt party s7$~em 
1D the United States, government has ceased to be repre-
sentativeD and the idea1s of the foundling fathers. have 
·. ... 3 
not been achieved. n All six points of our analysis find 
expression in the essay,. again indicating the .unity of 
lhitman•a thoughtJ' tor even in a tract which has as much 
direction as this one, he was not able to see Democracy 
as anything less than a totalityo 
0 
In this essay, filled with despair at the existing 
foul ,tate of national affairs, Whitman carries on in the 
vein of "nineteenth century optimism and the idea ot 
progress:." "The young fellows must prepare to do credit 
4 
to this destinyo o o 11 of the future incorporation of the 
common man into the machinery of government. "A new 
0 race c,opiously appears w1 th ree.o:ldif tread •••• American 
5 young men •••• [whonif America sends ••• in good time ••• n 
Whitman, despairing of the WQ,.rk ot the elder statesmen, 
.. 
looks with hope to the young, for as he points out: "Good 
'6 
faith is irresistible among man ••• " But his enthusiasm 
extends beyond the people to a belief that merely living 
in America in the mid-nineteenth' century assures pro-
gre~s: "the friendlier,vaster, more vital modern spirit, 
hardly yet arrived at definite proportions, or to the 
; ~ 
knowledge cit itself" will have the mastery' r '"[bacausctl -
1n the whole wor1d •••• [(sic) The horizon rises, 1t divides 
.... 
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I perceiye, for -a more auguaf drama than &DJ' ot the. ·past.•iJ 
We recall that in "Salut au Monda" which appeared· 1n the 
same yea:rf) 1856:,. ·\Vhitmsn poetically had started to spread 
·.·-·; Ms doctrine of Democracy tov1a.rd a scope of internat1orial-
1smJ so 1 t is here. "In·· 1}he extra.ordinary la.at pai .. agraph 
of his bi-oads1_gf3 •- The Ei5hteenth Praaidenc1[, [t1~ th J t;h~ 
approach of an 1nternat1onalis~ that would have its base 
among the enfranchised and liberated masses of the whole 
worldoo ~ e [li~ was passing over into the planetary-minded 
. 9 
Whitman of the later stage." 
No leas in evidence than "Optimism and,Prograsan is 
the idea of "Government and Law;" Whitman• s dislike ot 
governmental interference is voiced in a direct accusa-
tion: 11 o o .all is dro~ed and desperate that the government 
, ·· has had to do with ••• n10 And in a discussion of the 
Federal Constitution, he is angry that any method be 
used to deny the 1nal1enable rights granted under th& con-
stitution: " ••• no laws passed by anr goyarnment--[he 
refers to any partiou1ar elected admi~strat1ox9-could 
,_ 
be considered to alienate or take away those b9rn rights ••• " 
Be turns then to outline what the role of government is: 
~ true government is much simpler than is supposed, and 
aDStains from much more. Nine tenths of the laws passecl 
every 'f?inter a.t the F€ld.4rsl. aapi tol, and all. th~ State 
Capitols, a.re not only unneeded l.aws; ·out positive "n.ui- ·· 
sanoes, jobs got up for tha asrv1ee of special classes or 
, . 
J'· 
·-
... -.-:t;.~, 
7 
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,'.·\ 
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- persons •••• !he· whole ADJerican gove~ent is --1 tsel! aimpl:f . 
.... ' .. 
a -compact with each individual of the thir·ty m1·111ons ot .,r:-·· 
persons now inhabitants of These Statesooowithout except-
ing one single individualo o• and i-d thout making ignominious 
l"' 
distinctionso •• thus it is equal. 11 ..1. Here is manifest 
_ J;hat_ despi t~ -~xtreme disappointment' with the .way 10f things, 
--···-····--··- ·-··· --
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_: ~ - . 
•sa toi en la democ·ratie est demeuree intacte. n12 
The opening paragraph of. 1th_~----:ea~ __ !_1 ~akes·up the·third 
point, 0 Humanitarian and Egalitarian Questions." Whereas 
formerly the social structure of a nation consisted of 
King, nobles and the masses, "the first and second classes 
/ 
are unknown to the theorJ' ot government or Thes-e- -s·tates; 
the likes of the class rated third on the old programme 
••• areoootO all intents and purposes, the American nation, 
the peopleo 1113 On this question, tfui tman is most critical 
ot the character of the two presidential candidates of 
the 18S6 election: 11It is clear trom all these two men 
(Buchanan and PJ.llmoreJ say an~ do, that their hearts 
have not been touched in the least bJ the :tlowing fir~ 
' 14 
or lmmani tarianism of the. n,w worldo •• n But once aga!n, . 
peeking through his bleak 4espair, a final note of hope 
comes forth: "Never was. justice so mighty •a. injustice; 
never did the idea of equality erect itself so haJghtJ 
~ .. ~d un~~ipromising amid inaquail ty ·as today. "lS ·C, - -
haps# in most simple terms, the philosophy which governs 
hi.a thinking on the matter of slavery: 1'1-1&.&1 ean not hold 
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p:ropert7 1n man, n16 ~ and he l'eturns to his conce·rn fo1.• the 
ti 
unfair competition of slave labor versus white labor: 
"!l'he national tendency tows.rd _populattllg; ·the territorie1 
·full of free work-paopleoooa tendency vital to the lite 
and thrift of the masses of the citizens., is violently 
put baclt uncle~ the- feet of slavery, and against the r.ree· -
people the m.aete~s~/of th~ slaves are everywhere held up 
' . 
by the President, b7 the red-hand. In fifteen of The 
·), 
States the three hundred and fi.fty thousand masters keep 
dQWll the true peopl8ooo9XC1Uding them from politics and 
from office 9 and punishing by the lash.9 by tar and f eabhera, 
binding fast to rafts on the rivers or trees in the woods, 
and sometimes by death, all attempts ·to discuss the evils 
of sla~ery in its relations to the whites." But Whitman•a 
loyalty to the Constitution, and his fGar that the Union 
migb.t be h&rmad force him to write a fee lines further: 
"Slavery is adopted as an American institution9 superiol', 
national, eonstitutionalt right in itaalf9 and under no 
17 
circumstances to take e.ny less than ft?eedom takes.~ .. 
lltbougb 1ater 1n· the essay when his demand for a united 
movement a~ainst slavery by. the masses of white workers 
attains the tona of a bare chal1enge to do something, 
m.eche.nice. fLTIJ!!ers; boatmen; manu.facturere, and all work@ 
' ' ! \• . 
people of the South, the same as the North& you are either 
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Jto abolish slavery, or ~ t will-_ abolish you. "18 
' , 
The :1.nterpls.y ot union and individual, that la, the 
union or the massea producing the individual who 1D turn 
produc·as the masaD ·undertakes a specific job in this 
· ·- essay: "I say no body of men are fit to ma~e Presidents, 
. ·- - ......... -· .... ·- ·-·· .......... --··-··-·-··--· ·------··--······-···· ·-·---·-····· ... , . --·-·· .. ··-· 
Judges, and ~!lerala" unless they themselves supply the 
--~ . 
beat spec~ens of the .sanL~f) and th.at supplying one ·or 
two such specimens illuminates the whole body for a 
- 19 
thousand yea.rs o" \rfu.1 tman' a plea for a ·11ew race of 
leaders whom he beokons forth from the workers is based 
upon the understanding that the present crop of corrupt 
politicrans can only produce a crop which will be as vile 
as it is,, a crop interested only 1n pers~nal gain, even 
~11,,. 
at the cost ot union, a price impossible to pay: "from 
unnamed by-places where devilish disunion is hatched at 
.. - 20 -
midnight o O Whi t~s answer to tha problem is a 
tarn111ar one: "Platforms are of no accounto Th.a right 
1 thi g21 man s every ngo And the right man can work 111 
the framet7ork outlined for him by_ tJif>_ constitution: "The 
Federal Constitution is a perfect and entire thing, an -
edifice put togethar, not for the accomodation of a few 
personss but for the ohole human raceooooita~architecture 
_wbole~tt il$r-a tact' W'nitffls-'U:is plan tor ~he 1nd1.v!d.uia1,_ 
,I - • , ·- &"61/llr - .... - ,.. .... - 'S ... -· "Lo, ........ --· ._. ....... ..... ---. ....-r 
•
- _._a_.._ - --" - - --~b,c;.-- ~"' .1,;1-... u-.a -- .P-, 1--- ,_~ - pAt:t~TW" •• U a~,r 1iu.1i8S e:\2:5 lW:J~ · lii'.f."'D v-J. V&.11'7 UJ.V.U. .A..._,.._ V•o .&.LI.D -- v.i.-u ..,...., 
one ot These States is perfect mi~tress -of itself; and 
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each additional State the same. When States organize 
themselvoa, .the federal govermnent withdrawseoeand onl7 
in behalf of them can it interfere in The Stataao" Whit-
man further clarifies ths relationship: ·v,A" cornerostone 
of the organic compacts of America is that a State is 
perfect mistress of itself o o o oVJhen that is taken away, 
22 
this Union is dissolvedo" Accordingly then, the tree~· 
dom and the security which the individual has in the 
United States have cFeated an environment perfect for-
the average man: ~Never was the representative man more 
23 energetic, more like a god, than todayo" 
By far the (strongest note which Wh1 tman strikes in 
\ 
( .__ 
this essay is the discordant one which·echoes the 
machinations of politics and politicians: "At prasent, 
the personnel of the government of these thirty millions, 
11:l executive and elsewhere:, is drawn from limber-tongued 
lawyers, very fluent but enipty0 feeble old men, profes-
sional politicians, dandies, dyspeptics ••• 024 And the 
result is that "At present, we are environed with non-
sense under the name of respectability. Everywhere 
' Q 
lowers that stifling atmosphere that makes all the mil-
lions of farmers aud mechanics of These States the help-
less supple-jacks ot a comparatively tew politicians •••• 
. "1lf ~ - ~~,v P.> .. y,._.. ... p P • ,. ,.,,.,_. .. ~·• ·• 
. - . . .. - . __ .. - . / ........... ~. •.. ... . .. .. - . ... . -· -.... ~ .,. ... . . . ... . -... ~ . . . .... . . . . 
811!811 caucuses of the po11ticiana, or appointed as 
rewards tor e1ectioneer1ng; anq all consign themselves 
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to peit-aonal and part1 in.terests ••.• 1 . Whitm.an•s mild man-~-
ner of dealing w:l th the. si tua.tion does not last long. 
As he warms to hi.s subject, his invective warms corres-
pondingly: "The berthsp the Presidency included, are 
bought, sold, electioneered for, prostituted. and tilled 
with prostituteao In the North and East, swarms of 
dough-faces 9 off~ce-verminD kept-editors, clerks, at-
taches of the ten thousand officers and their- parti~s. 
aware of nothing further than the drip and soil ot 
politics-ignorant ot princi~les, the true glory ot man.• 
Whitman ''continues his tirade in much the same vein but 
( 
changes his accusations from the North to the South, and 
he concludes his remarks on the South with: "Their 
cherished secret scheme is to dissolve the union or these 
States." There ~s nothing gained in repeating his ex-
----
coriations, but one sentence is worth repeating if onlJ 
tor its ugliness: "The President eats dirt <and exrement) 
(sic) for h1~ daily meals, (likes 1 t ,) (sic) and tries to 
force it on The Stateso" Overlooking similar passages 
in the t~act,· and there are a few, I turn to Whitman• s 
. hope which again comes through to add a beam ot brightness 
to a bleak picture: "The young genius of America is not 
going to be emasculated and strangled just as 1t· arrives 
,,. <alll "'!"A• .- .... ~ -~' '~ ~ ,·,~-
toward manly age o It shall live, and yet baf'fle the 
politieianu aud ~ha W•ro6 
· 25 
masters of 1laves .• 
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The Eighteenth Presidepcz has enjoyed more critical 
attention than the 81855 Pretace, 0 and as we have remarked 
in the, comments on the other works, the opinions aboµt ,, 
this work tend also to be contradictory., Arvin feels that 
The Eighteenth Presidencx shows that n1t l!'~ght have meant 
, ,, that' 'Whitman uas beginning t-o :understand the real Grme-
t1.on of parties in a merely political democracy. 026 But 
Allen, on the other hand, takes an opposing stand: "How-
ever admirable Whitman's idealism, [in 185~ he still did. 
not have even a rudimentary understanding of practical 
27 politieso" Respecting these opinions becomes a little 
difficult if one recalls the experience which Whitman 
had as a practical poll tician and the numerous edi toriala 
which he wrote on the wide variety of political subjects 
which we have touched upon. Although I quoted him before. 
I think Canby• s remark applies here as well-. He wrote: 
"He knew specifically what kind of work, clean or dirty, 
28 
kept government going~ ana a party in powero 11 If any 
of the remarks about The.Eis!3:teenth Presidency is true, 
the most interesting is that by Allen in that it echoes 
the problem whic~ Wordsworth and Masefield had met in 
.... •I 
their futile attempts to speak to the common men: "To 
~ 
dress 'The Eighteenth .rresidencyi and he would have 
liked nothing better than to write poems tor them to read. 
but here he showed himself as blind to their true mentalit7 
;, 
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a1 hewaa tad.liar with their character and habits. 
Except. for. the _feeling of ha.v1iig __ d1scovared buried 
treasure
1
, one· comas away from The Ei~tee:nth Preaidencz 
with lJttle new .o:£ the· Whitman phiiosophyo It is, in. my 
l 
:J . 
opinion, more of an ~naight· into· the character of the 
author~ .not .. bl]'..W.8.1'- of 11-t.erar-¥- .stJle-:-O~--poli-t..ieal phi-..- .. 
losophy9 but Jn·ao far that his organization of the essay l ' 
i 
-
with its question and an.suer format suggesting an objective 
l -, . 
I 
oalm belies the strong emotional qual.ity of the language. 
As to an evaluation of the content, The E1SP,teenth 
Presidencz might be Ha very useful primer on the theocy 
of democratic goverrm.ant, how that theory was being 
' frustrated and·perverted, and how they might yet achieve 
the democrat1cgovernment envisioned by the founding 
fathers. 830 
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Section C: "Damocrat1c Vistas" 
" . 
"Democ_ratic Vistas~-" Whitman's major prose work, 1a 
markedly· different from the , journalism and the poetrJ; 
although in( some manner it hearkens back to the "1855 
\,. 
Preface, tt it differs in that in his other literary ef• 
fort_s_JYhit.m..Em blo~kerl off ve:r1Ql.la areaa of eo~ce:r~, re-
marked· upon them., and eitha1., ·ignored a suggestion for 
so1v1ng the problem.a. or dealt v11th them in a manner which 
allowed the reader freedom of 1~terpretation. · Here; he· 
outlines a three point plan, outlined under the heading 
Union and the Individual, which he bal.1eves~w111 bring 
the United States to a recognition of the evils uhieh b.e 
... ·- ·- ··--,.. ~ 
knQws exist and which he feels will correct the problems •. 
Th.1.s does not mean that he is a practicing politician·. 
o.f:tering a practical party platform by which to cure the 
political and social ills ot a nation, even though he was 
completely aware of the problems plagueing the United 
Stateso In "Democratic Vistaa, 0 he is a poeto He is a 
theologian preaching, cajoling, asking America to take 
stock account, offering to help as a guide, counselor, 
but reminding tpat the cure is in the hands of the I 
.Americans themselves, as the individual in the mass, the 
. • 'I" • # ....... ~ ... 
the political and social thinking that actually lay be-
neath Leaves 1a net :uitod. 
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to lend a helping hand to our democratic leaders.•2 So 
reports Schyberg_ from his own anq a countryman's point ~ 
of vieo/) and no _reader of "DamocFatie Vistas" can really 
argue uith either the fi~st or sec~nd atatemanto All the 
. • . I 
. ,_I 
Practical Aspects of VJhitman•s Democratic Concept, gleaned 
from the jouma.liam and the poetry, even that of the 
, · economic factor of slavery transposed· into the problem 
ot labors a.re set forth in "Demcc~(ltic Vistas on But· 
r-:.. 
intermingled with his co~~"ern for the troubles ot ·-the 
,, 
United States, Whitman has written a solution, which is, 
however, not on the practical, but on the spiritual level; 
that is why it will lend no helping hand to democratic 
leaders in the sense of an operating plano 
Following the six major points listed above so as to 
~d1cate that his expressed concern in 18~1 was the same 
as it was in 1842, I feel obliged to add some elements 
of his metaphysical thought to my practical analysis to 
ahowothe relationship of the tangible to the abstract, 
tor therein lias the change between this essay and the 
journalism and the poetry. The attention which he paid 
in his other wri tL--igs to the evils of America, as he saw 
them, is as clear cut as ever in "Democratic Vistas." 
l "He ha~J certain dol.ll>,ts .... flOt onlJy about the . po11 tical 
~ ...... ,:. ~ .... <.<'I! ~..:. • .• ..ia> 
--mach1nerf but,"alao about the social and economic uorkinga 
" glitter of the new prosperity as clearly as anyone saw 
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them, but~Damocratio Vistas.indicates to us that he saw 
other things tOOooo~On the strength of such facts, the 
author ot Democratic Vista~ decided, with a reluctance 
that does not have to ·ba underlined, that •in its social 
aapee·ts' democracy in the new world. was at that stage 
3 
• an almost complete failtt.t-e ' 9 n 
On the opening page, the essay states the first majo~ 
theme, nineteenth century optimism and the idea of progress: 
-8 The g11eatest lessons also in the New World [arej politic1 
'• 
and progress~ ••• America ••• counts ••• tor her justification 
and success (tor who, as yet, dare claim success?) almost 
4 
ent:1.rely on the futureo" There is sound reasoning in 
Wh1 tma.~• a call to the future, as he, e. few pages later, 
asks America to examine her internal dirficulties: "We 
had best look our times and lands searchingly in the face •••• 
· ·Bever was there, perhaps, more hollowness at heart •••• 
Genuine belief seems to have left us. The underlying 
principles of the States are not honestly believ•d in ••• 
nor is humanity itself believ•d in." His criticism is 
not limited to faith in self. ~e expands his attack to 
all the products which a nation of peoples represents: 
~ ~ 
" ••• our New World democracy ••• is, so tar, an almost com~ 
plete failure L~ its social aspects, and in really grand 
= 
rel:lgi_Q\18: mryr.al,, liteFat>y and aesthetic results on Fol-
lowing a pattern which wa noted pr~viously of starting with 
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points bi.a ~ttack: "Confess that to severe eyes, using 
the mora1 microscope upon humanity, a sort of dry and 
flat Se.hara appears, thes0 cities, crowded with petty 
grotesques, mo.lformations, phantoms" playing meaningless 
antics;" he goes on to a harsher 1nv~·ct1ve against 
society, youtho tawdry displays of sex, and painted 
women "with a range of manners. or rather lack ot man-
5 ners •• oprobably the meanest to be·seen in the wor14.• 
That grim picture notwithstanding, Whitman 11saw 
democracy not as a dated fact but as a dynamic process 
of becoming0 whereby the society would progressively 
improve and purify itself; in which individuals were 
constantly tasted, exercized, and stimulated to grow 
- 6 stronger and better in the struggle." The combination 
of the end1ess future and endless unity of the people 
forms part _ot Whitman's social thinking at this· time: 
"Grand., common stock& to ma tl10 accomplish•d and con-
vincing growth, prophetic or the future." 7 
One of the major problems facing government regard-
......... _., 
less of type is that of a-uccession. Familial. or selec"ted--~~~-
succession has produced more bad than good rulers by 
tar. Whitman recognized the problem, and to this dif-
t1cul ty tae 1 ng Am.erica:=-the,_~ .. ~ae.k .o.( ggo'! .. lee.dQr~h1p-Atter sDI' ,,;,·..- ;1 ~ -
-
-- . disposes ••• • 1 t clears th@ stage ot eaeh and any mortal 
ahr-ed •••• Bu~ the ieople.ever remain, tendencies continue, 
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and all id1ocrat1c tralisfe~a 1n unbroken chain go 9~. • 8 · 
Perhaps there is one way ot asaUl'ing regularity in govern-
ment, and if there could be a continuum, or Democracy at a; 
given standard, it would come out of Whitme.n•a idealized 
Democracy~ for as he states: "I knou nothing grander, bet-
ter exere~se, better digestion, more positive proof ot 
the past, the triumphant result ot faith in human-kind, 
9 than a we1l•contested American national electiono" Be-
cause even if the present~1s bad, the future can always 
ofter impro~ement o 
Just how !mowing VJhi tman was of the potential of the 
United States, how much he was in touch w1 th the actual 
state ot things is manifest in this statement near the end 
of 
1
th& essay: nLong ere 'the second centennial arrives, 
there will be some forty to fifty great states, among them 
Canada and Cubao When the present century closes. our 
population will be sixty or seventy millions. The Pacific 
will be ours, and the At1antie mainly ours. The:re will 
be daily electric communication with every part ot the 
globe, nlO for "the frui tioa ef democracy, (.pn aught like a 
grand sca1e~ resides altogether in the futureonll 
The tlutae points of part two, Government, Democrac7 
and Law9 are so intently handled in "r~moor-atic Vistas" 
~a look at them singly to note 
how well they blend _to to~ a part ot Whitman's ideafor 
Democracy. 
... ,... .... ~ .. 
-
l 
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Babette Deu.tsch writes that •the war ••• confirmed his 
faith in tt1e democratic idea. He pl.ayed that theme with 
~ 
his "Drum-Taps. n He env1aloned it :ln his • Democratic 
Vistas• • n12 Wh1 tman sustains the £1rst part of Miss 
Deutsch's statement: "The movements of the late Secesaa 
a1on War, and their results o o oshow that popular democracy~ 
whatever its faults and dang~rs, pract1cal1y justifies it-
.. • l, ,. (Ut()' , . ~ 
.. 13 
self. • • But in the essay in discus~ing Government and 
its role, );le ~a not only vis1.onaey, he is a1so extremely 
practical and directly in touch with the actual state of 
things: 
We believe the u1ter1or object of political and all 
other government (having. of course, provided for 
the police, the safety of 111'e 9 property, and for 
the basic statute and common law, and their adminis-
tration9 always in first order) s to be among the 
rest, not merely to rule~ to repress disorder 9 etc. 
· but to develop, to open up to cultivation, to en-
courage the possibilities of a.11 beneficent and 
manly outcroppage, and of that aspiration for in-dependence, and the pride and self-r•aspact latent 
in all characterso. o .I say the mission of government, hencefo:rth, in civilized lands, is not repression 
alone, and not authority alona., not even of law., 
nor by that favori·ta standard of the eminent ivriter, 
the rule of the best men., the born heroes and cap-
tains of the race (as if such ever, or one time out 
ot: a hundred, get into the big places., elective or 
dynastic)- but hi.gher than the highest a;rbi trary 
rule, to train conimunitias th.rough all their grades, 
beginning with individual.a and ending there again, 
to rule themselvesol4 
,, 
-- -- - -
£unctions of government num.aroua prooleme pl.aguod .America 
0 
- . -
-
clarifies once again his tta"lderatanding that the existing 
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methoda,were not solvillg the difficulties. 11He revealed 
[in °Damocratic Vistas"] a franker recognition of the evils ' 
with which Democracy had to wrestle than hitherto.n~5 As 
Canby points out, "\'lhat a Democracy loses in eftio!ancy 
ot plan., it makes up in right direction9 enduranca9 and . ', . 
v1 tali ty o nlS VJ'hi tmen knew too that, in the accomplishment 
ot self-rule, human nature being what it is, and of thiJs 
,, 
ii 
Wh1 tman was apprised:, a wide V~1:'ie;:ty of difficulties JQ.Ust 
arise. Nevertheless, he believed 1n Democracy: •• o"good or, 
bad, rights or no rights, the democratic formula is the 
onl7 safe and preservative one for coming timeso We endow 
the masses With the suffrageooofor community's sakeo" 17 
Finally, first enumerating the basic tenets of the govern-
ment of this democracy, he steps beyond ~hat to propose the 
result: "t~e States are ••• to achieve the equal franchise. I 
' an elective government-to inaugurate the respectability of 
labor, and become a nation of practical operat1ves 0 law-
abiding, orderly, and well-offooooBut they not only do not 
exhaust the progressive conception, but rather arise, ". 
J 
teeming with it, aa the mediums ot deeper, higher 
18 progress." 
"Democratic Vistas 1s ••• a permanent sta~ement, not 
I 
I 
only of the id0al ·of liberal demoer~ey!', b~! of !~~-- fund.a- ·-· _ #.f'C'a '~ 
-..-... ~ 1!".A •b "-• ~ 19 
-~n~~, ~P"~~in1n_cift whieh if' it ViClatGS,,· lt &6=.i:h~e tu be. 12 ~- ........ r--- ..... ...., ... .: ... .., • . 
Whitman's accomplishment in the essay is that whereas 1n 
his journalism. and poet17 he outlined either the evil or 
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the eve, without binding them closely together, here he 
' parallels the two constantly, so that there· 1a ·a unity ot 
effort n~t found elsewhere 1D his work. For example. he 
writes: 0 Democra.cy grows rankly up the th1ckastD noxious, 
deadliest.plants and fruits of all-brings worse and worse 
invaders-needs newer, larger9 stronger, keener compansa-
•f . 20 :tiona and compallara. 0 But he has told us in the essa7 
that "dezuocracyoo1.alone ••• ever seeks t-o bind all nations, 
all menooe•democrac7 •••• 1s the best ••• fornrJlater, (sic) 
general caller-forth, trainer, for the million, not for 
,;,... ... :~ 
grand material personalities only, but for immortal souls.• 
Democracy is more than a un1fier 9 more than a creative 
element; "Democracy too is law, and of the strictest, 
amplest kindo"21 
The question DOif arises: What kind ot law? Aa •• 
recall. man made laws have been a sore point with Whitman 
throughout his writingso He constantly appeals to natural 
law, and in fact writes that ( 0 1ndependence is] Freedom 
from all laws or bonds except those of one's own being. 
22 control•d (sic) by the universal ones." What are the 
universal onea? ["What] really balances and conserves 
the social and political wor1d ls not so much legislatiop, 
Pnl1 ntlll _ - ---11 
-- ~ .. 
eternal intultional sans~, in humantty: of fQ:trneeej 
manliness, decorum, etc. Indeed, this perennial regula-
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2& g.ua non to democracy." _ 
··,_ .. ,.,,,.•~n. • • .---,\c~. 
In the same sense that Whitman aeea the relationship 
.of the 1nd1 vidual to the mass s, whether in respect to , · 
huma~ beings., "These S~atea, u or nations, so he seas' the. 
individual- as a lau contributing to the total, or uni• 
)" 
' ' 
ver~al law-: "The pJWpose of ~-~~ocraey ••• is •• oto 11.lustrate 
••• ~his doetrine .. or theory that man·, properly train'd in 
sanest, highest freedom, may ·and must become a law, and· 
series of laws, unto himself» surrounding and providing 
for, not on1y his own parsonal control, but all his rela-
24 tlons to other individuals, and to the Stateo" In that 
statement, \Vhitman makes probably his strongest appeal 
tor controll.ing laws in the usual sense of the word. He 
has changed his doctrine to the extent t~t he is qualif7-
1ng tho individual who, "properly trained in sanest, high-
est freedom$" shall.be both the controller and the con-
trolled, but in effect, he is silently excluding the 
individual who is only to be controlled:, that is. he 
would do away with those who seek only the safety ot law. 
·,II\ As Aa,aelineau states: "Avec l•age ••• 11 deviant de plus en 
plus conservateur~ - Sans renoncer ~ 1 11deal de sa jeunesse, 
11 tend a mettra 1' accent non plus sur la liberta a tout 
0~ 
Pri,r mft" A ~·~ l"·o~r ........ n-" u• ~ m::;-v;:_tQ~S.t'_ ·d-Om18StJ~at1JJ.m ·- .. ~, ~... -~~ '. . t--'i/1--. . .;; 7' ,ti,._~ -
seems to· coincide w1 th his concern to,r the political and 
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social evils of the reconstruction period. Be believes 
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that democracy will supply the. · man needed to carr1 on the 
forward .. move~ant of the countey within the framework:, now 
of law: "Law is the unshakable order of the ·universe for-· 
.ever; and the -law over all, 0 a.nd law ot lawsD 1s· the law 
of succesaionsoooountil the individual or community show 
due signs o •• a.a not to endanger the State, the c·onditlon 
of authoritative tutelage may continue, and self-govern-
. . 26 / 11l8nt must abide 1 ts time." 
Whitman's incorporation ot the doctrine of ~..atur~tJ 
into his philosophy of faith in the inherent goodness of 
the masses, maturity through instruction and experience, 
1. 
suggests a validity to Bailey• s observation that "his ex-
periences at Washington. where he had seen official de-
mocracy at work; his experiences in the hosp1ta1s ••• and, 
' perhaps, most ot all, his profound disgust at the results 
of "equality" as seen in negro political dominance in 
Washington alections.oohad forced b:lm to realize ••• tlat the 
concrete reality of democracy seldom corresponds with the 
27 
vision of it seen by its prophets.n Regardless ot 
Bailey's attempts to find a negative quality 1n Whitma_n•s 
adjustment to a changed world, changed in actuality and 
changed in that ha he.a grot1n older and ~as more experience 
to call upon., the matters of uh1unani~~ria.nism ~d ~ga}itJ" ... 
• .- ··"~ 4"'2t-~ 
--
In the journalism and the poetry, Whi~men propoeed 
iili acceptance of all peoples on the basis ot the inherent 
..... 
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equality ot all human beings that is' human beings are 
equal bacau~e they are human beingso Even as he adjust•: 
. . 
ed his interpretations of law in man's life, so he made 
alterations in his evaluation of the masso He points up 
two thoughts: first that _ in _the midst of roughness lies 
the gem, secondly that impurities are found in any strain. 
"He had come tQ fear that equal! ty was producing vulgari t7 . 
and timidity!) and that a •sort of dry and flat, Sahara• 
was appearing in the midst of what really should be a 
28 
various and energetic societyo" He sought t~ explain 
his more conservative look at the mass: 11 oooman 6 viewed. 
in the lump, displeases, and is a constant puzz1e and 
affront to the merely educated classesoo•~the People are 
a 
ungrammatical. untidy, and their s:l.ns gaunt and 111 bred • 
••• but~ know nothing more rare ••• than a tit scientific 
estimate and reverent appreciation of the People-of their 
me9:surelass wee.1th of latent po\ver and capacity. o •• I my• 
self see clearly enough the crudei, defective streaks in 
all strata of the common people ••• the ignorant 0 the 
credulous, the unfit and uncouth~ the incapable, and the 
very low and poor. n The important . . thing for us here is 
' . to recognize that he lmew the problems existed, was aware 
-!"'~--- -
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aa ._ common aggregate ·of living identities·, affording 111 
each a separate and complete subject tor freedo~, worldly 
thrift and happiness g and a fair chance .f 01" growth9 and 
tor protection in citizenship:, etco, must, to the political 
extent of the suff:rage or vote; if no further, be placed, 
in each and in the whole, on one broad. primarJ, u.uiversal, 
. 29 
common platform." 
In the essay, he establishes a new standard for 
equality. His earlier position was best summarized by de 
Se11ngcourt: "In his immediate communion with his fellow-
men, with him.self, with nature and the Spirit of all, he 
believed his experience to transcend the death of tlB 
· 30 body; he ~ad the intuition of an immortal life •••• the 
belief in personal immortality, the belief that the indi-
vidual soul is a centre of continuous and illimitable 
grovlth, necessitates refusal to accept the final sub-
ordination of one soul to another and cannot be content 
with any organization ot society in which such subordina-
tion ia 1nvolved.n3l Whitman's proposal 1n "Democratic 
Vistas" tor equality is the rnind of the individual, who 
menta1ly can aspire to whatever equality he chooses: 
n ••• all the· objective grandeurs of the world, for high.eat 
pur:pq.;~~, .JlGld tt.~::;;a:;l:v:;; 1~ ~nt? depend. oo m~t~1ty ... _ 
/ 
alone. Here, Alld here cn17, all _p_alancaa, all ~est~.!- JI.or __ 
the mind, which alone builds the permanent edifice, _ haught-
ily b"ilds it to itself." The change is slight, but 
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whereas 1n the first, one is equal because one is, in 
the second, although his equal~ty remains, one has the 
ability t:Tithin himself to individualize- himself through 
his own mind: "the wise know that they do 'not bscoma 
. 32 
real. ·till touch.Ad b~· emotions9 the m1ndo 11 · Never, how-
ever, doos Whitman forget the great difficulty that. 
material fraedopi can bring ab·out: "Pride. competition, 
se~regation, visciowt willfulness, .and licence. beyond 
33 
example, brood already upon us." 
Whitman's interest in the slavery question centered 
1D the problem of unfair labor competition, and in one ot 
the first editions of · "Democratic Vistas, n he had more to -
say about labor as a social and political problem than 
J! ,., .• 
he did in the later editions which he edited and re-
edited tor the Complete Works. published in 1876, 1882. 
His lalowledge_ of labor conditions in post-war America 
made b~m realize that in many respects a form of labor 
slavery had been substituted for actual pre-war planta-
tion slavery. "Even today, Cthere 1EU amid these whirls, 
incredible flippancy ••• added to the plentiful meanness 
and vulgarity of the ostensible massea--that problem, 
the labor question, beginning to open like a yawning gulf, 
~an1d1~ ~id~nin~ -~-~- ~a~ 034 ' uo----~ ~~- 1-~arua•-
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h'"l:sewlet1g~ of th~ .vrohlem we~ tr.~u~h m.'h'r~ vehe!!!e~tly ex-
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pre~sed in an earlier edition ot °-Democratic Vistas:" 
nThe labor question.-The immense prob~~m ot the relation, 
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adjustment. conflict, between Labor and its status and 
pay, on the one side, and the Capital of employers on 
11'1 
the other aide-looming up over The.se States like an omin-
ous. limitless, murky cloud •• • the many thousands of decent 
world.ng peopleoooliving bf daily toiloeothe chaotic con-
. 35 
fusion of l.a.bor in the Southern. States o. on Arvin points, 
out that "on· .Vialt \Vhitman the potential gravity of this 
sharper and sharper- conflict [the labor problem] was by· 
no means lost. Was this a nec_essary. or, at any rate, ill 
republican America a promising sequel to a war that had 
presumably been fought in the interests not or a single 
class but an inclusive democratic union? Whitman could 
1 
~ot believe 1 t was •••• He or course made no claim in that 
"36 
context to ottering ~ solution of the problem ••• 
The role ot the "great personality." or the "poet," 
who will rise from the masses to 1nd1vidual1t7 and in 
' 
turn inspire the masses forms, in· "Democratic Vistas." 
a major part of .the content under the name of "personal-
ism. n 11 ••• what finally and only is to make our Western 
world a nationality superior to any hitherto known ••• must 
be ••• perfect personalities and sociologies ••• expressing 
~ J . 
·.__.,,-P, 37 
democracy and the modern." But first, Whitman re-
·-......_.._.... ..- -
4"" - •• 
States •••• the genuine union ••• is to be ••• the fervid and 
tremendous I1iea, melting everything else with resistless 
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heat, and solving all lesser and definite diatinctt. ona in 
' vast, indefinite, spiritual. emotional power38 •••• [the, 
individual and the mass] I ha~e no doubt myself that the 
two will merge.fl39 ·The thame 9 one in many9 many in one • 
", is the same as it bad been, but as t:namocrat1c Vistas" 
unfolds~ a new plan for relating the individual to the 
masa emerges. 
His new methodtbr uniticat~ion ls three~fold: (1) a 
40 science of healthy. average personalis.m17 (2) a primal 
41 moral element, the simple, unsophisticated conscience, 
(3) a native expression-spirit created by native American. 
42 authorsD poets, personalities. Even though from this 
point references will be made concerning some ot the meta-
physical aspects of Whitman's thinking, our main inter-
eat 1a·to outline the continuity ot his thought so as to 
show that he supported his metaphysical concepts with 
practical experience and with an understanding of the 
problems which raced the country. 
The ~majo~ stepping stone to the doctrine of nper-
~ 
aonalism": rests on his desc.r1ption or the 1ndiv1du~l: 
"it remains to bring fol'Vlardo •• the idea of that Something 
a man iso,, .s·tanding a.part from all else 9 divine in his.·· 
" 
a..,d a wom~: in hers, sole and untouchable by 
. -
of authority; or an:, rule der1vsd from pre• 
cedent •••• The·radiation ot this t~uth ••• has been the 
43 pol1t1eal geues1a and life or America.n FTom this 
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"Something a man 1.s" will come ·#Orth n ••.a science.• .of 
healthy average personalism, on original-universal gttounds, 
~ 
the object of t'Jhich should be to raise up and supply 
through· the States a copious race of superb American men 
and woman~ cheerful, religious, ~sad of any yet lm.own;" 
And .from the superb race of men· and women will come n ••• 
over this continent, an 1d1ocracy ot uni versa11,JJ1, which.- . 
.,. ..... ,--· .•·.,.-;.: true child ot America;·w111 ·bring jo:y to ~ts mother, re-
turning to her own spirit» recruiting myriads or· offspring, 
able, na.ttiral, percept! ve 9 tolerant". devout believers 1n 44 her, America ••• 0 To tha problem of political succession, 
Whitman has adapted the science of propogation. As Fausset 
has pointed out, "He [Whitman] stressed •• • the necessity 
. . 
ot • grander individualities than ever• to counter the 
tendency of democracy to reduce everything to a dead 
46 level." His disillusiomnent with the post war world 
forced him to believe tba t "the real danger to democracy 
was a fa11ure to produce in the masses men and women worth 
preserving. worth governing, able to defend themselves, 
, 46 · able :to govern themselves." But, as we have seen, this 
concept is the 
his life: "Sur 
, 
- . -n•a pas change 
~-
same one 
ce point 
~ 1a·,1. 1n 
-"., ... 
that we have traced throughout 
[individualism~ o •• son opinion 
L ~ ideal de~~yre pour u~lui le.. _ 
·· libre I -··' • - "'· J,. du~§lowa~nt d& la pe::sow:..:..1.ie ae e.r~aquu e~re •~ 
11 deolore la standardization que aemble imposer la 
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aociete moderns de plus en plus complexe et de plus en, 
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plus artiticielle.•47 
, · i'he major difference between his old and new coJJp&Pt 
•. 
of 1nd1 vidualism is that Whitman has changed his method · 
of incorporating the union and the individual from a 
~ 
totally metaphysical one to one which seeks to combine 
metaphysics with the active part1cipatlon ot an in-
spiring 1ea'der. If ,Whitman had propos_ed onlJ the inspired 
leader as the force needed to unify a people to greatness, 
his doctrine would not have been unique. nor Whitman•a. 
Napoleon and Alexander, to mention two, had mesmerized 
their ro1lowera into a fever heat of accomplishm.ant. 
However 9 they differ from vVhitman in that they offered 
materie.1 reward as 1Dap1ration. Whitman went further. 
He offered as reward 'heaven on earth 1n a political and 
social sensea Heaven on earth was to Whitman: equality. 
From equality grew e:ny and everything that any man could 
want. If wealth9 prestige, freedom, liberty, respect 
or whatever was one's aim# it was available, because out 
of equality grew opportunit7, out of opportunity, grew 
equality. Chase feels that Whitman asked too much of his 
doctrine of personal!sm: "Not having anything like so 
clear SU1 intuition of society or of history as he has of 
.... t.~ ~ 
"persona11sm" not only discovers end asserts the personal; 
1 t also, 111 · spme unspecified realm of being, "fuses" men 
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into •aol1da1'1ty." Here, Chase hae overlooked the 
- ' second part of Whitman•s three point solution: "the 
simple, unaophistieat~d Conscienceo 11 Chase's "un-
specified realm pf being" and "society assist" are· out-
lined in 11Damoeratic Vistas:" " ••• :ror the future per-
aonality of America, I must not fall~ again and ever, to 
pronounce m..yse~_f on one, pi-obably the lea.st attended te . 
-
- ---- ·-..----·---· ' 
, .I ', 
in modern timeSooooI mean the simple, unsophisticated 
Conscience, the primary moral alemen t." Wh1 tman has ex-
panded his personalism f~om the individual to the nper-
sonality of America;" two questions involved with his 
call for expansion must be answered: First, in what 
manner 1s the mass and the 1nd1 vidual to be related?·_ 
secondly, by what means can the relationship be brought 
about so as to reap a national benefit? To the first 
questiong Whitman replies that " ••• the vertebration of 
the mernly and womanly personalism ot our Western World, 
can only be. and is,· indeed, to be (I hope), [sic) its· 
all penetrating Re11g1ousnesso The ripeness of Religion 
is doubtless to be looked for in this field ot 1nd1vidual-
1ty •• ooRaligionooois a pa.rt of the identified soul •••• 
· Personaliam. fuses t}Us, and favors it •••• only in the per-
ma1 trl.8 aplritualit7 or religion positively come forth 
49-
at all." In aumrua.r-y then, W'aitman uould have nt~e 
'' Great Personality" fusing all individuals into a mass 
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•/ 
threugh,.the nsim.ple,- unsophisticated Conscience, the 
primary moral element," the totality of this amounting 
to a r.eligione The difference between the concept here 
,·. '· 
,,'"?·;· 
and in the journalism and poetry is, as ue shall sea, 
that he 1s·a bit more specific in his attempts to outline 
the "great paraonality•s" qualifications, his work and 
his resulto Nothing has changed in the basic concept 
borrowed directly from the Quaker meeting where the idea.a 
of the worth of the individual, the contribution to the 
meeting by the individual, the resulting loss of the 
individual self into the union, from which comes greater 
gain, were all brought about by the silent continuum of 
nature. God and man. 'Fhc, answer to the second question 
brings us to the third po1n~ ot his mocli.fied doctrine 
which grows out ot the first two: Native American Ex-
pression. 
"!t' 
As we noted, Whitman establishes the worth of the 
• 
individual who is part of the v.ni versal conscience: "Not 
••• only individualism, which isolates •••• there is another 
halt, which is adhesiveness 'Or love, that fuses, ties, 
50 
and aggregates." And binding with love or adhesiveness, 
Whitman ties once again his two familiar forms: 1ndiv1dua1a 
with the mass and the states with the Uniono "This idea 
0 .., _... -* .... •c ~ i\t1J- ~ ~ ~ r.J> c~ 'i.C ·.:!I· ~ ~ 
of perfect individualism it is indeed that deep~at tinge, 
and gives character to the idea of the aggragate •• t).As 
it is to give the best vitality and freedom to the righta 
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ot the States ••• that we insist on the 1dent1ty"··o1' the · 
f) 
~ Union at all haza.rds. 1151 From the "vitality and freedom• 
ot America will emerge "the poet of the modemoooothe 
central point in any nation ••• 1a its national literature • 
••• a great original literature is surely to become the 
justification and reliance (in some respects the sole 
reliance of American democracy)ooGogreat literature 
penetrates au, .. give-a hue to al!, shapes aggregates and 
"' 
indi vidual.s • and, after subtle ways, with irresistible 
power, constructs, sustains, demolishes at w111 •••• has 
become the only general means of morally influenc1/i) the 
( 
worldo•••literature dominateSoooShapea the character Of 
ch.,.1rch and school." "The Priest departs, the divine 
52 literatus comes. The means by whicb. the "great per-
sonality" can propagate his religion is "native American 
11 terature: n "a 11 terature underlying life ••• teaching and 
j;raining men ••• the most precious of its results, achiev-
ing the entire redemption of women ••• is what is needed.n53 
Whi.tman is not specifying what the literature be made ot. 
His literature shall be an instrument to instill faitH 
in the mas"se$ who read it. Be has somehow removed him• 
self as the proposed author. Allen suggests: "In, Demo-
~ -cratic Vistasoe~he still called for such a poet Las in 
... ~ ·-~-o.~ . .:=,:: 
-~ c;..:,:i. •• ·:-:::i, . 
-~ ~· ~ 
the 1855 Prefaes1 D or- at lea.st aueh a revitalized demo-
cratie literature, but he did not~himself lay claim to 
any accomplishment of his idea1.n54 
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"These generalities, [those tound in "Democratic 
V1stas0 ·prescribing the efforts of the literatus and 
literature] helped out at times by rhetoric, d1d not 1n 
tact convey very much •••• His whole claim that •above all 
previous landsg a great original literature is surely to 
become the . juati:fication ,alld relianceo. o of American De-
mocracy', cras at least questionable 0-1155 So comments 
Fausset .. on \'Yhitman 's philosophi,e approach to America, a 
commentary which' suggests that the author was unaware of 
what Wh..1.tman was attempting to do. I am of the opinion 
that one must approach Whitman either totally .from t-he 
practical or progressively from the pract:fcal to the 
metaphysicalo It is possible to gain a complete picture 
. ! 
. ~ from the practical, as we have seen •. or i.:t is possible 
to progress from the practical t~ the metaphysical; but 
it is extremely difficult 1r not impossible to recognize 
the metaphysical and then regress\ to the practical. There 
is a natural movement from material to ethereal. "I think 
that some thine; or the peculiar quality of tha •metaphysical' 
mind is due to this fact of its not being finally committe~ 
t~ any one world. Instead, it could hold them all in a 
' 
loose synthesis together, yielding itself', as only a mind 
in free poi§e can; to the passion of detecting Analog1.ea 
~ - ..--,. ~ -, ~ •• -· .• _,,.. ·~,..,..._ .. -• ··" , .... -r ~ ;,·,,~ ........... ..;., . .r .. ,.-n --~ , • ___ .._.... .. _f ,~·. ,..'"""~- ~ ..... -- J!• ,'11':"1 -tl.--·- .... ,---·· Oo -...,.-;-
and corresponde.nces between themo" If we follow Whit-
·man • s Democracy from his absolute knowledge of its material, 
every day existence, we can r!se with h_tm. to a mete.physical 
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.state 1n which the evils cannot exist. All that he is 
ask1n$ is that a method··-,be found to transport the indi-
vidual who is the mass from beyond the material, but be· 
recognizes that one must start from the material. Conae-
qutlntly., it one attempts to disregard the material and 
to criticize the projected result which rises to the 
mete.p~ysica.l from the mn:ter·ial, as ·does Fau.saet, and as r. 
. ' ,, .. i . . ! ~ 
did Ch~·se, then one ia of one world, and the free re--
lationship of: tangible to ethereal is lost in the demand 
tor material result. 
Critically, this aspect ot "Demo~ratic Vistas" holds 
the attention of many writers. Binns writes that ''Whit-
man agreed with Carlyle as to the infinite value to the 
race of great meno ••• It is .tor the creation of great 
personalities that Democracy exists."57 But Chase be-
lieves, as did Burroughs, that nnemocratic Vistas is a 
kind of American version ot .Arnold's Culture and Anarch7," 
[and it is close] to the general run· of nineteenth century 
Anglo-Saxon social prophesy."58 Fausset, however, feels 
' l 
i it to be an old saw: 11As the prospective saviour of de-
ll 
mocracy ••• he placed •the divine litera~us• •••• But his 
efforts to define the qualities of the 111teratus• ot the 
tuture, upon whom he had laid so great a responsibility, 
W~?f> rib lttOi•~ ·i"ucces·u1~ut··filian ·1:n nfs-- orlginai"" ·Preface" to.-~· 0 
.. 
-The "machinations of po11·t1cs 0 captured just as much 
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attention 1n 18'11 aa the7 had previously, and aa BaileJ 
points out, "those who .find politics· a bor.e get no con•· 
cessions OI- compQnsa:tions frcun .Whitmano Ha and his 
"average ma.nu stare very close at you from every page.060 
True, politics do stare at you from every page, but there 
, la compensation, lf only to learn that there ls another 
way to approach the "machinations of politicso~ Eslpecial1y 
tor the present day reader0 the ~arning Whitman outlines 
on the subject is applicable: "o o o I oould a1arm and cau-
tiono o o the preva:1.ling delusion that the establishment of 
tree polit'1eal institutions, and plentiful intellectual 
smartness, with general good order, phys1ca1 plenty. 1n-
·dustry etc o. o .do o:r themselves. determine and yield to 
our experiment of democracy the f'rui tage of' success • Wi,th 
such advantagesooosociety, in these States, is ca.nJ-cer 1d, 
crude, auparstitious and rotten. Political ••• society 11, 
61 
and privateoooSOCiety is also.a ~ spite Of SUCh iD• 
al ght into the shallowness which pol1 tical maneuvering 
~an create, Whitman was accused by Bailey ~f being namong 
the most political of poets," who did not understand the 
art of politicso 62 But Canby0 keeping in m:Lnd the jourrial-
1sm years, suggests that U7h1tman 1 s Damocrac~ "is the 
bima@li a profa,sion~l i.n tb~ 
1
a.rt and science or pi1bl.tio 
• 
opinioD .. ui t [\llhl tmsn I s Democracrj ls not vi.aionu· .Y. 1163 
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Whitman bares his lmowledge ot ·the inner workings ot the 
political system in the essay: "Tha-~ot.ficial services of 
America, national, state and· municipal, 1.n all their 
branches and departments~ except the judiciary, are 
satll.J'ated in corruption, ·bribery9 falsehood, mal.adm1n1stra-
. · · tion; and the judiciary is taintado 0 64 - Outspoken expres-
sion, such as that, ean only come from a man who 1nt~tel7 ~ 
knew the stat·e and condition of the ·of fices he wr1 tes 
about, for "dem~crat1e idealism seemed to be dead •• •• [and] 
Washington was the center of democratic degradation. n65 
In the style of this essay, VYhitmanss observations. 
warnings, accusations and suggestions mingle with his 
understanding of the benefits which .America was enjoying: 
"It is the fashion among dillettants and fops (perhaps :I 
myself am not guiltless), to decry the whole tormulatioD 
of the active politics of America, as beyond redemption •••• 
See you that you do not fall into this erroro America, 
it may be 9 is doing very well upon the uhole, notwith-
standing these antics ot the parties and their leaders, 
these half-brain'd norn1nees, and many ignorant ballots. 
and many elected failures and blatherers. It is the 
dillettantsD and all who ehirk tb .. eir duty, who are not 
But what be :le a;t~~ting to do is to in-
~_.. r, .. :, 
. ,. V .•4 ,, 
., . • • "' "' ')• l"l ·- ·AJ..,. 
..... ~ ·-~ 
spire th~ i~Q.tvtdual to enter politics, so that it might 
be taken over by those interested in good government and 
not 1il personal ga'ln: n ••• ! adv1• .> yo~ to enter more 
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strongly yet into politics •••• Diaengage yourse1t· from 
partieaoo·o·oconvey yourself implicitly to no party, nor· 
IUDm1t blindly.to· their dictators, but steadily hold 
7our&elf judge and m~ster over all of them. 066 
nnemocratic Vistas" touches upon all or Wh1 tman • a 
Democratic Concepts·aa outlined for the basis of dis-
., .. /,. .. 
cussion in this paper, but as an essay, it doaa much more 
·.t t . 
'fr.· .. 
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. ·""·~,.~,, ........ -o,= .. ~ .,~-,liiii·"·touch~·-··upon· "the.m~ ··- :.Iii~· th Is··· pape°i.where·· ...... the ... ac·c·e'ii't~"i~.~~~·~·-~~ .. ~~~---:-~----~= 
upon the tangible expression ef the actual workings of 
democracy as he conceived democracy to be, no real at-
tempt to coordinate the practical and the metaphysical 
has been made, although some reference to the metaphysical 
has been included for purposes of clarificationo Canby 
in Walt VJhitman, An P.JD.erican offers a summary of the 
eaaay which accents the practical, but the best overall 
analysio of the themes and ideas is to be tound in Louise 
Pound's introduction to her book: Walt Whitman, Specimen 
67 
Days, Democratic Vistas and Other Prosao 
"His vision of democracy as the guardian of person-
ality, the nurse of individual growth, seems overcontident 
until one discovers how much more he If;new of the danger 
and diseases of democracy than even the ablest of his 
cr1t1cso 068 His overt expressions about the dangers and 
1n "Democratic Vist;aa," and as ha.a been seen, they were 
easily ident1riable, if not always easily explainable. 
" 
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Bijt tor the worth ot the pr.act1cal a1pecta 
J.' 
- - -
of Wh1 tman' a 
thoughts his own words on the matter best serve to sum-· 
mar1ze: "The elevating and ethorealizing ideas of the 
nnJrnovm. and of unreal~ty must be, brought forward with 
~-----~~ 
-llD.d- -o-.t'-~ea-J:ity,---and-,it least as great as their parents$ n69 
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Section D: A Backward Glance o•er Travel'd Roads and 
· wl th wait Whitmiii In ~ciiiiiden · 
• I 
Following the u:r1t1ng\of "Damocratie Vistas," Whitman 
• 
,r I ,•.,..:,;._,J. 
. ~ 
"\ Q i 
_·published other p~oae works 9 among· them SI?ecimen Da;f,q and 
' Collect, which adds ,no new light to the ane.lysiso How-
. \ .. 
ever, in "A Backward Glance o • er Travel' d _ Roads 9 H 1884, 
Whitman repeats his views on some of the topics discussed 
·"·"'·"~-·--"''-"""-"=--""'~~~~·%•=··""'j.~--•-~~~~t~,.Ra»~r.a,~-- BO .... a ... tbe tL .. ~a.1~--,c~8-=-~~~1~---·t~~---··~4!l~~-~W-~oi?==:-~-"~=~---- ~=r.==-~-=~~-=~-~ 
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his thinld.ngo 
In attempt~g to relate Whitman• s work to his era, I 
labelled the first aspect of his democratic co110ept. "nine-. 
teenth century optim.j.sm and the idea of progress. 8 Whit-
man identifies himself with the century and with the 
United Sta.tes in his own words: 11 ! lmow very well thail 
my "Leavro" eould not possibly have emerged or been 
fashion'd or completed, from any other era than the latter 
half of the Nineteenth Century, nor any other land than 
. democratic America., and from the absolute triumph of the 
1 Mati~nal Union arms." And as evidenceo of nineteenth 
century optimism, he asks again for "native American in-
dividuality o o o certain to coma •• o oAmeriean in.di viduali ty ••• 
[is t~ counterpoise to the leveling tendencies of De· 
2 
mocracy. 0 
·--
h1• awa:reneB~ that ell 1s not as it should be~ Here~ he 
touches on point two~ Democracy: "Democracy has been ao 
•. ~1 
,. ' 
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retarded and jeopardized by powerful peraonal1 ties. .t 
r its first. instincts are fain to clip, conform, bring 1D. 
'' 3 straggl~rs, and reduce everything to a dead level." 
As to egality, the theme is expressed as stro~ly as 
ever: "the New World needsooothe democratic average and 
A. 
u· basic equal! ty o o o ., He tells us that "i1or . .grounds tor 
•Leaves of Grass•, as a poem, I abandon•d~the conventional 
theme.s ••• ,[and took u~ the broadest average of humenity ••• • 5 
SlavarJ, either directly or as a labQr problem9 "finds 
no expression in °A Backward Glance:> n bu~ "union and the 
individual" is ·still a major part of the post•s interest: 
"Think of the United States to-day-the facts or the thirt7-
eight o~ forty empires solder•d in one-sixty or seventy. 
' 
' ~ millions of equ~ls ••• of which we ·are inseparable part.al" 
-And again ha asks tor "a great aggregate Nation.~. thl'ough 
the forming or myriads ot tu1ly develop•d and enclosing 
7 
ind! vi duals o n 
Avoiciigg the 0m.a.chinat1ons of politics," Whitman sums 
up the whole idea of his material-ethereal relationship: 
"While ~·I cannot understand it o,r argue it out. I fully be-
lieve in a clue and purpose in Nature, entire and several; 
and that invisible spiritual results. just as real and 
' definite as the visible,'· event1.1ate all concrete life and 
_._·~· • _... ,-.1 efd'la , fl.... ,. ~~~""' ~ -~· ,.,... ·~ ~.~ • .. ,._ ~ ~ .Jlfl'11 ....... ~ ~ .... • •r,;.;;,,.,.. t ,.~ ,..;""'4 ..... ' all materialism, through Tim.eon The close relationship 
of the two, material and spiritual as Whitman aa~ them, 
fol'DlS the basis for thia, 1earQb for the material through-
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out his writings. One pa.rt of hie WQl'k remains to be 
Jurveyed: The converaat1ona.w1thBorace Traubel and othen 
in Camden. 
In turning now to this last form. of ~tman•s literary 
expression, I want to point out that only a representative 
selection of ~he conversations for each of the six points 
appears he~eo The purpose for ta.king up a, few examples 
of his thougb.t as expressed 1n these con.varsat:[ons which 
took pl.ace in 1888 is to anchor the.· other end of the line 
which started with the journalism of the New York Aurora 
1n 1842, and to show that the six points ram.ain a concern .. 
an1 a part of his personality and philosophy to the closing 
days of his life. 
Summarizing h1a· role ln the nineteenth centul'J, Whit-
man said: "I take all the old forila and faiths and remake 
~em in conform! ty w1 th the modern spirit o o o 119 because 
"thankful aa we ha.-ve a right to be and should be to the 
past our business is ahead with what is to com..~.nlO The 
reason he gave is that "we 've got a hell of a lot to leam 
yet before we•~a a real democracy: we've gone beyond all 
the others, veey tar beyond some, but we're far from 
having yet achieved our dream: we'll do it, arter a hell 
as further indication that he feared the actual state 
o~ ... ~inge, he voiced hie deep concern tor the element of 
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ta1 th needed to progress: "l wish the people believed 1n· 
themselves as much as I believe 1n tham·o n12 In an at.. · 
tempt to explain his doctrine of "optimism and p_rogress, n 
Whitman expl~inad: n1 em an evolutionist a not 1n the 
/ 13 first place a revolutionnaireo 11 And ha bore this out 4?ffl' G ZTl'IS 
in another expression of. optimism: 11The American is being 
made but is not madaooooHe uill come - Qllr American
0
nl4 
' 
The intrusion by government and law into the freedom· 
and liberty of the individual, drew forth soma of Whitman•a 
most vehement tirades in his later years o Mothing hi ta 
more true to the core of his thought than subjection of 
the individual by man made lawa; generalizing at first, 
he ~oon specified his criticism: "I am for getting all 
- 15 
the walls down - all of them •••• Going to law is like 
a. 
16 · going --to hell." More specifically, he turned to the 
world of business: "The spirit 0£ the tariff is malevolent: 
it flies in the face of all American ideals: I hate it 
root and branch."17 And9 direetly0 he told ohy: "I am 
for .free trade because I am for anything which will break 
down barriers between peoples: I want to see the countries 
all wide open. 018 · In line with his fee1ings of law were 
r 
those on censorship: "I hate all censorah1p9 big and 
little: I'd rather have everything rotten than have every-
. ·~ ~r .f' ·~ .. ~··• ~.~ ·~"'#I 
thing hypocritical and purite.nieals if that was the 
"19 &l~er~ativooooeiid diamias all monitorag guardians,' 
And aaain he dealai-ed: "Oenaoi-,1'rlp.;,., ,it• a all bad; !.ll 
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nong. a1.'1 corrupt. It reduces a fe.llow to a c1pher.n20 
Bia knowledge of men and 1ns-t1tut1ons torcad him to hit 
out against law because it -r·aprese11tad- in the long run 
-- -·, 
an undermining of his plan: "I look ahead seeing tor 
America a bad ,dayoeoin whichthis policy, this restriction, 
this attempt to draw a line against free speech, free 
printing, free assembly, will become a weapon ot menac, 
His .commentary on morals had the ~am.a quality as it 
·~,~ did in his journalism:· "Men are so because ·they are so •••• 
C 22 salvation can•t be legislat~d. 11 And then pin-pointing 
hia attack: "The morals of the churches: they might be 
0 
m~rals if they were not something else o o o ohow Jesus and 
-the churches have got divorced; how the institution-has 
23 destroyed the ap1rito" Nevertheless, a trace or the· 
conservatism which I commented upon earlier came out as 
we~l: nTeaching morals: they should be taught-yet also 
not taught: sometimes I say one shouldn't teach morals 
to anybody; when 1·see the harm that morals do I almost 
bate seeing people good: then there's another side to it: 
then I see how necessary it is that we should have a code, 
live with it, die fo~ it.n24 
As· to government, he was still totally Jeffersonian: 
"I ... -£~ r:.tl~ -!o;r,~an17bott,=r~:f3 ·wct.t<Jtt:·:~libme ,.rule:· ~'~·''"'~ . 
aa po~sible: as much goodwill, as much fraternitJ, as 
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possible.• "I can't set limits even 1t'· 0there should 
be limits: ot course we can•t t.1.tl as we please-eveey man 
can•t do aa ha pleases: but short of tha~ why· sho~dn•t · 
liberty preva11?026 
The ideals of equal1tar1an1sm and humanitarianism 
<) grew out of his hatred for the hierarchical system of 
clas~-~-~, ~d 1 t was against that system that: ·he had been ,., 
·~:;!(, 
fighting throughout his lifeo His later years ware no 
•· 
exception: 11Wa all hate the idea of the king, the empor-
2~ 1 er · •••• The whole lady-gent eman-lackey-courtier-businese 
is s1ck1shD outrageous, disgusting: I spit it all out-the 
last vestige of it: counts~ emperors, cardinals: they are 
28 the sn>bilit1c rot of our civilizationo" ·. In place ot 
a structured class-systemD he proposed American Democ-
racy: "We ought to invite the world through. a.n open door-
, 
all men-yes, even the cr1m1_pala •••• are men always to go 
~ 
on clawing each otheroooostealing, warring9 having a class 
n29 
., i;o exclude and a class axcludado o o Than he explained 
wh7 America should open its doors: "All that man needs 
to be good is ... the chance. History has so far been busy-
1nstitut1ons, rulers, have been busy-denying him that 
30 chanceo 8 Constant with his plea for opportunity, for 
equality, was his awareness that th.a contemporary C·Onca 
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creating a war, eveey man against ·eveeyman: the whole 
r 
. Wl'etched business falsely keyed by money ideals, money 
31 politics, money religions, money men. 0 His accusations 
included the men or his own ciass 9 but as usuals-ha ended 
with faith in the future and in the individual as a 
radical: "&n.Qng radicals as among the others there are 
..,1,,.u• 
"~,.. ~ . hoggisbnessaa, narrot1nesses~ inhumanities. which at times 
- :, 
-··, .. T 
·:' .. , ... 
almost scare me for the future-for ~he future belcngs-·"to·r· -~- ·--------------------
the rad~cal anq I want to see him do good things with 
1t.n32 When he I*e1terated his plan for equality, he 
returned as well to his . .faith in the mass: "Do you know, 
my philosophy sees a place and a time for everybody •••• 
all of us are parties to the same ba1,gain: the worse, the 
best, the middling-all parties to the same bargain.n33 
Whitman's vision or the problems or labor manifest; 
at this c1osing era of his life not only continued to 
recall the colored and white employment difficulties 
which passed on fFom the slave days, but also to foresee 
the readjustment which the entire nation was about to 
experience in the employer-employee relationship. In a 
discussion about the negro and the south, he said: "We 
al.ready conquered •• oothe South ••• and why should we (· · 
. ' 
"'" -~' 
had 
rub it in?. As to the negro quastiOilooooThe negro will [l ' •_·•~~~fl,. '\ _. ,. • - ~ -·,·-•~ 
--~-~ ~ .,-~~ A-. ::·:~~---~-34·~···~: ••~~·-~•-.,·~·••••,·-~ ,-•.-·-----<»•-·1!7. get his a.ua l¥.Yffi ~h~ negr()-!.rOm !lO on ...... wwe ,Hie 
........ .... ..... 
"interest in the iabor question cantered in his basic 
concern for the h11man1 tarian treatment of people: 8 '.rhe 
.~ 
··•·· ;j' 
l 
·'!-· ... 
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--labor question •••• It is getting to be a live question-some. 
day will be the live ·quostionethen somebody will ··have to 
/ 
' J 
look out-especially tha bodies· with big fortunes wrung 
' 
from the sweat L'ld blood. of the pooro .,as_ And as · pr.oQf 
that ha never really offered practical solutions to social 
and· political problems in· the usual sense ot the word, he 
stated his undarata.nding0 his concern, but in no manner did 
he. suggest a panacea: "There is work in the -,1orld: there 
'"-'· 
are people to dO·· the work: we c~•t get people· and work 
together •••• Every day we read long accounts of people with-
out .. tiork •••• There's something rotten in Amerieao n36 
', Whitman emphasized the mass, the total, the wholeito 
a much g1r0ater extent in these conversations than formerly. 
Previously9 as we have seen, the individual waa at the 
center s\U'rounded by the mass. Be was still there, but 
one does not really see him in these quotations~ whether 
in relation to man or to the states: "Not the negrooo•• 
the negro uas not the chief thing: the chief thing was to 
stick together. The South was technical1y right and 
humanly wrong. 037 And in expressing his concern tor the 
Union of the states: 11 It seemed to me the great question 
tor the new administration to tackle would be. how to 
bring the South back into the Union-bring it back SJm-
. ' ~ .- .. .. . . .- ' . . ' . 
. , -· .. - ...,.,., pathetically, emotionally9 spiritually~not marel~ as a 
' 
-~ -..... :..io,.. ., ,~ •• i. u,o ................ ..,.,~.-~---..cl"lfo, ......... • • ';.•.::: ;;;;. ~ ~--....-· ........ - .... ~ ... ., ..... ahare.!ncil:-iieir-of' ·po!iiical. aggrega.tason-·- On this matter 
' . 
as with others, his optim.ism came forth: "Why not·t It 
,• ~··, •,' ' 
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As ,1ne~1ta;t,le n,Q.haq Canada and Mexico would be included 
in ,the U~_~ed. States of America eventually. 039. · · 
. I 
i1 .... I'' 
For humanity too, his empbasla now. was on the masa: 
•1 am not a witness for saviours-exceptional men: for the 
nobility-no: I am a witness for tha average man9 the 
. 40 '• 
whole aoooI must insist upon the massesooothey are our 
41 best, they are preservative" And lastlyD he even 1i1• 
··. {----,---~~---· .... -~--,- -
eluded himself in the idea of · the --immargence into the mass: 
!I am not to be known as a piece of something but as a 
total1tvAn42 ~ t 1 
., '*' Bu., he bas c metaphysical. theme remained: 
0 I believe in !mortality, and by that I mean !dentity •••• 
Logic does vary little for me o n43 
Daring one of tha discussions, Whitman was told about 
the "machinations of pol.1t1cs" as they existed 1n Canada. 
Bis reply in making a ct.r4>arison with the United States 
indicated his awareness of the situation: "Corruption? •••• 
we are ·not to be taught on that score o o o o I have always : 
supposed we were veteran adepts at the businesso 044 Still 
~ 
he felt that the people themselves ware the ca.use of the 
dishonesties: "How contemptible is the ~nthusiasm of the 
average voter-his sad, sickening, distressing ~alk ot •my 
l h 1 n4S man.•oaoOur politics need a big 1ft to some big er pane ••• 
But uhan pressed to ofter a corrective mea.sura for tJ}.a 
rt<: 1 
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philosophy:, and the kay to the entire -plan·: of this pap•r 
lies therein: 0What do I want with· practical politics? .. ,~;~:(:,·] 
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' 
Mqat of all the practical politics I see &n'J11'here is 
practical villainy •• e .I am not l~·oking to politics to 
renovate politics •••• The best politics that could happen 
for our r~public'would ba ~he abolition of pol1ties.n46 
His optimi~m remained, and he still believed that th~ road 
~J 1 • 
to Democracy crould be hUilt not on the fact but on the'. 
idea, the faith: "Tell your people that the most hopeful 
. . .... ~-11 ____ ,,_,.......... . ' . ' 
sign of the tilmis is the growing number of man the land 
through who are not pledged to the programs of the old 
parties ••• who are waiting or working tor the new idea ••• n4'7 
?low, at the end of this survey, what can one say to 
· justify this effort? Has something worthwhile been un-
covered? Yes, must be the answe_r. With minor var1at-1ona. 
Whitman has been consistent in his attitude and applica .. 
tion of the six points outlined 1n this thes1so That 
alone would justify the search. In addition, one can 
conclude therefrom that if one is consistent in one field 
of endeavor, probably, one is consistent in other fields.· 
:c\ For those who feel that Whitman's poetr1 is a thrown-
tog~th~r bunch ot words, the continuity of his "practical 
.. democracy" serves aa a reminder to take a long look at 
Leaves of Grass; possibly the inconsistency and contusion 
points do run ~hrough the book with amazing regularity. 
For those who feel that his political thinking represents . 
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the impractie~ mu~ings . Qt a mrstie., -the -insights into 
the totality that -us.a th.a United States o.f the nineteenth" 
century come forth too ·ortsn to be denied9 1n this respect. 
Whitman. ia- a contempo~a.Fy history booko 
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Chapter V: Whitman•a Democrac7 in the Classroom 
' 
_ Throughout this paper, an 1nt__entionai but not concerted 
effort has bean made to point out- the contradiction of 
interpretations and opinions of Whitman's work by literary 
scholars and cr1ticso The objective ot this has not been 
to discred~t-·them; it has been ·done to point up the dif-
ficulty which the a.v~~irage high· school teacher experleneelJ 
while attempting to teach "Song of Myself," "Brooklyn 
Ferry9 " "I Sing the Body Electric," to mention .a few poems~ 
Most teachers have had no study of Whitman other than that 
which turns up in a two semester survey course· of American 
literature, or perhaps that which an English education 
major ~gh.t have studied in a lecture course or in a. 
seminar dealing with Whitm...ttn and three or four other n,.ne-
teenth century literary figuraso Generalized SUI'vey coursea 
ofter little help to the teacher and do not reduce nor 
resolve the confusion which arises when one proposes to 
boJa and girls between the ages of 15 and 18 during :r1 ve 
one hour class meetings such terms as: transcendentalism, 
metaphysical, ebbmand-flow, identity, common soul, world 
ln tlllX~ etc. 
remark: "Beautiful poetry." On the examinatiQn, the usual 
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·: 1dent1f1cat1on question .is: 8Who wrote: • o Capta1nl My 
Captain&" As far back- as 1889, Whitman himself commente_d 
on the situation: n1t•s My Captain again: always My 
Captain: the school readers have got along as far as that: 
1 MJ God& When uill they listen· to me for uhole and good?" 
By experience~ it has 'been discovered that the six 
points outlined in this paper offer an excellent medium 
'\-~--.... 
through which to presexit· ·vJb.1 tman 'a. poetry. 
In two senior high school classes taught by the 88JJ18 
teacher 1n the same schools, a selection of Whitman• s poems 
was presentedo To the first class, the scholarly terms 
mentioned above were used to explain the poetry, but only 
after the pupils were instructed in the dictionary mel.B-
ings or the terms. To the second class,_ the same poems 
were first presented by explaining the six practical as-
pects outlined in -this papero After speaking of the poems 
in relation to the six points, the same poems were dis-
cussed using a comparison between the six points and the 
metaphysical, the scholarly terms. Then, both c1asses 
were tested by an essay type question-. The difference in 
understanding was so marked that the results can only be 
graded as: class one knew nothing; class two had a good 
.n , . -, 
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comprehension of the poems o But more gratifying was the ... ,,. ...... ~~- -~~,,.~~-~~ms-~-~ .. ~ ... • ... ,a.i,.c,.-.. , ... , .... -.~ .. ~ ,,,_ .. ..-.--.. ~.~ -~ 
re~ult of~ l~t~r ee~~: q~e~tion given to the 2eeond 
class in which ~hey were asked to discus&, in light ot 
th~ teaching, tour poems ot_Whitman with which-they were 
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not familiar. Once again the resul.ta were grat1ty1ng. 
True. ~here was misreading, but e~en the misreading 1nd1-. 
01~ed an ability to apply the comprehension of tangible 
material t-o ne.t1 material and to ai'rive at an acceptable. 
justifia}?le explanat1ono The basic method is as follows·: 
'Phe six point-a f1rst appeared on the blackboard with 
~-.... 
no other explanation., that'. is, they were not related to 
Whitman nor to poetry., The pupils were asked to study 
=· 
the terms for five minutes and then to write a few re-
marks'on a piece· of pa.per as to what.the terms meant to . j 
them.o Two alterations were made in the terminologies for 
this first mee~ing. Number one was limited to "Optimism 
and :the Idea of Progress;" number four was altered to 
"Labor as a Political and Economic Problem." · The first 
change was made because many pupils could not usably dif-
ferentiate "nineteenth" from "twentieth" century, the 
second to implant a word familiar to them as part of their ;.I 
· life but ·r-ree from the romantic association which slavery 
and the Civil War have for most young Americans. 
The second step was to collect the papers, from which 
were selected those meanings which best suited the con-
cepts as found in Whitman" but instead of the teacher ex-
···-.-.. 
- . -
. 
who had written them. The rest of the class ch.fl.llenged 
the author of the opinion, thereb~ bringing iurther light 
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on the matt,:)r. The purpose ot this part o~ the .proceQure 
p • 
. 
was to force the pupil ~o see the matters in light;. or hia 
. 
on e·~erience and in the light of those of his peers. 
1 After the topic had bee,n talked out:, and it became 
evident that the students .p.ad formulated some concept of 
. ·- .... --~-~ 
the idea. in their. ni.inds, the . common opinion was plac-ed 
against~ compared with some line or lines of one of the 
/, poems. Most successfully exploited. tor this part of the ,,,,,, 
'"C 
presanttt1on .were poems of a few 11nes which have a unity 
ot thought. From a tangible explanation of one or two 
11nes, the entire poem could then be .. made to take on mean-
ing. Immediately thereafter. an identical line in a 
larger poem was found, the 1dent1f1oat1on of which .. served 
as a kind of anchor point from. which to search for more 
. -~ tangible explanations. Bare is an example of the method. 
Bear in mind that up to this point. no mention of the 
metaphysical has taken place. 
I choose for my example the point which brought torth 
the most trouble, but which because of its controversial 
quality. permitted the most heated arguments among the 
pupils. This point, too, brings to m.tnd the one quar1t1-
a 
cation for this presentationo Under- no circumstance 
judgement on · the thought 
or on the poetr:vo The adolescent mind picks up the \ 
~ 
sl1ghte3t pro-~r oon-criticism on the part of the teacher, 
- .. t ,-,,, ... 
e1id tor t;ha pupils who ~eek onl1 a 111qrk1 and not an 
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understanding, the manifestation of favor or .disfavor for 
the thought . or the poem bj the teacher ruins the idea. I . 
... 
~ 
. 
realize ·that th.i's is almost impossible to do, but with a 
little 'introspection, the control can be exercized at 
4 • 
least until tha pupils have formulated some ideas of their 
011n. 'Then, any kind of a lively discussion can and should 
take place. The point used here as an ,example is: "The 
.. ~- Role of Government With a Direct Relationship to Democracy 
and Law. 
\ ,t.., 
The responses to this were centered in two areas of 
"Law:" Driver's licence and beer drinking. (r thought it 
interesting that most if not all teenagers see the use of 
/ 
alcohol in terms of beer drinking~ After a lengthy dis-
cussion in which the pro• s and con's of the rights to 
•,. 
drive and to drink were examined, some tangible aspects 
of the situations were brought to the ayes of the pupils. 
Fi~st, a study of class movement was made in the halls of 
the schoolo No lines fo1:~ walking were ordered, no rate 
of walking speed was demanded, no concern for group 
cooperation va~ looked tor. The olasa-members noted how 
· difficult it was to move without some form of order. 
Secondly, they took a quick look at some photographs of 
auto accidents resulting from drinkingo The obsarvaticn 
' . ~~-i~.,-"• "" l ..... .,.. ...... •t;i,,,.. • ,. __ ... ~ ........ ,,.~·.st''S~ -·- .. - .. 
of the halls and the ;,ictures ware viau1,3.l ~iq~'!' Th~n, 
ID8.king sure to avoid a value judgement, the teacher 
:!.?ltroduced a 11ne from the poem: "Over the car4age Rose 
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Prophetic. A Voice:" ·ncwera you looking to be held together 
' . . 
by lawyer.1~t )/ Or by an .agreement on a papert or by arms?/ 
·. ·2 
Hay, nor the world, ,nor any living thing, will so cohere.)" 
The comparison between the confusion in tl1e hall and walk-
ing in lines was suggested to indicate the presence of law 
or nor lawo 
... ! Then, taking the words "h~lrd· t·ogethern ·and "agreement.,•· 
the teacher explained the ·-~,aning of a written 1a.w\ or , 
c. 
agreement drawn up by a "law/yer" .or "law/maker. 0 Tlus 
was then related to the role of the driver's licence, to 
point out that having a driver's licence had nothing to do 
with the actuality of driving or ot-ona•s driving: ability. 
In turn, the confusion of foot traffic in the hall, every-
one• a licence to wal~~ preoccupation whlle walking or 
driving, etc. were discussed. The number of po·ss1bilit1es 
is unlimited once the transfer has been made, by the 
teacher and by tba pupilso Remaining still in the area 
--of traffic and driving, the words 11or to arms" were re-
lat$d to policemen, traffic regulations, stop lights and 
stop streets, and then to drunken driving~ drivers and 
pedestrianso There is no·need to .turther indicate the 
practical application. 
. ;. Once the tangible note in the poem was accepted: the 
~----~"'· · li • -----t;~~he; m;;:d bae~~d !rt.the Po~-;··t~-·UA;~ravio~~·t;o 
r
. i)· i - ·· ., . · · ·· lines in -whiCh Qpp8.ar the f'oilowi ng Words : "Ti8., band, 
11.I U· hoops of 11-on; pa;rtne·~s." these were immecliately 1d@nt!.fi-
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able with: •Held together, &gl'eement. cohere. •--Incidently, 
this was a good place to teach the word "cohereo"·-In the 
same lines the wordEJ' "Love and lovers" identified easily 
with the words '"comrades$ Equality, lovers and Liberty, n 
,, 
. 
' " found in lines six and seven from the .~;n-d. Now, by :re-
turning to the. beginning of the poem·: ~a ·-,~l.:pgling' out 
[~!11ony:ms, "Freedom, affection, frien~i~ n a framav,ork of 
~aning took fo~o These worda could now~be grouped: 
· ~J~_berty, equal~'ty; lQtr~~G. 8 _p.artners, comrade:5,9_ .frlendaJ _ _-__:_ ______________________ .... · . .-; ------------· - -~ - - -----
,tie, band; holds cohere; affection, lovao With this 
grouping of words., the pupil has a basis for comparison . 
and begins to feel soma sense of familiarity with the poem. 
Two things resulted: "Lovers, n despite some tittering, 
could be presented as \1'hitman meant it in the poem; the 
1 ••• difference between control by law on the one hand, and 
order through love on the other became recognizable and 
discussable o For example, the second ,_line or . the poem: 
"Be not dishaarten 1d, affection shall solve the problems 
ot freedom yat,/ Those who· love each other shall become 
1nvino1bleo" To the romantically inclined teen-ager 9 as 
idealistic about love as it is possible to be, this con-
cept burst like the light or day. Thay were delighted with 
.. ~-
~Sona oi" the Motile!' 
. . 
--.-
' 
ot All, you shall yet be victorious" presented no problem 
when related first as state·s to the union., second~y as 
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citizens to state, and with the help ot the names of the 
states in lines 10 and 11, the poem fell completely into 
··t.... line and cou1d easily _be related to tht\ title. 
Explaining that the important worcJ. in the title ia 
•prophetic,'' the tea.char, by relating "prophetic" to 
' prophet and God, addresses this to an audience that is 
aware of the difference between law and love, lawyers and 
cQ1Drades, agreements on paper and affection.· Through the 
framework of ref erenc·e which the pupil him.self has con-
structed, _the relationship of material to metaphysical 
1ntermingl~s ~d flows in both direotions aa it should. 
The result is that the abstract terms which completely 
l , ... ., baffled the fir~t cla.s"s· have become for the second under• 
... 
atandable not through dictionary definitions but through 
a personal experience. Moreover, the terms can now be 
-·converted not only to· ether poems by Whitman, but to any 
poetry • 
L 
At this point, the teacher is free to move .to any 
,;-;,t. 
poem that he feels continues the theme then being intro-
duced.- In the discussion at band, the poem "Song of the 
/ 
Broad-A.xe0 has a lllie/- which t1t·s directly into the slot 
ot thought: 0 Whera children are taught to be laws to 
.. 
th'e:mselves 9 and to depend on theiillie!vl!)s~"3 Thia quotation ; • 
..• ,.,._ --- ., ..... --.· .• , 'S'.t. ,.,, -~ .;g ~.... --- - . ·-- ,, '"""' "" -- ~ _ .. .,... • ..-...-~ ....... ..,.~--el .. ................ ~--.. ·.-: .... _':·'·'' . ......... ~ . •t-. m!'>,I: ··-...-~~.~ ........... ~ ~., ......... 4~ -t~ ·- ~~ 
-not onl1 ear:;.-eied ~he theme of "law, g bu~ 1 t gave tl;le . __ :~:-:i .. 1a 
. 
i,upila a chance to oe the one thing they are at that time 
0 of life, that is fiercely proud of their independence 
,. 
---~ ~--·· ·- .. - -
,· 
' 
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which they can control and use to ~at advantage despite . 
parental warning to the contrary, ·so they think. TlJ.e 
II) 
toliowing line--sec·t1on 5, line·· 17--contalns, m.he word 
"equanimity," which has tor a first cousin "equality," 
which appeared in the other poem and which was readily 
e.xplainableo establishing tharsby a continuityo Another 
line !n section 5~ line 14, offered a perfect analogy tor 
the matter of external versus internal law, bringing back 
the pupils to the. matter of driver's licence and driving 
ability: "Where outside authority enters always after the 
·· ---- precedence of inside authority," ~ pe rfec't--matapnysice.l 
statement of the concept of man-made laws versus natural 
law. In this manner, the teacher moves through the sec-
.. 
tion of the p·oem or through the poem itself relating the 
tangible to the metaphysical, always remainiDg however · 
within the areas which the pupils have just worked through. 
Having already touched upon the higher concepts without 
actually singling them out as such, the teacher can now 
construct some parallel material and metaphysical relation-
ships: camaraderie to replace law, love to replace 
,camaraderie, a sequence making the process explainable, 
especia1.lly in such lines as: "Vtlhera men and woman think 
. 
. ::.- 'f 
' 
. ' 
i 
:·1, I 
0 
........ ._ .. -v• r=. ... , ... ~.~ !t::1 ~~ .. , · ..... ,r. ....... - ·-•<Jo •' -• ""'r't' "'~"~ ... i.,,_. v1J~.·~~,.,,.c.1~· ·4!';..... ~··,~r•'·-·-~~ .,.,.""""' .. "" .......... .., ....... U•'l'!IJI,. 
• ~'C:'·'j . . .. Now, the entire poem should be assigned for home work. ::; 
;~~:~; 
notes wri 1,~en on the poem in tile ligb.t. oi i;ne aay' s teach-
ing of the poem to be banded 1n the next -day. 
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next da7•a ol.aaa, another- ot the six concepts should be 
worked through in the same manner, the teacher having 
more time .for preparat1·on in view of the original inter-
pretations Vlhich the pupils had written. 
This method does not propose to be a cure-all for 
teaching Whi tm~. but 1 t has held up wa11 under fire. Most 
,· 
important is the .tact that it gives Whitman's poetry a 
fair consideration in an area, where it is now being 
shunted aside or rejected completely, in an area where 
his doctrine of faith and work sorely needs ·to be not _ 
0D11 presented but heavily accented. 
In conclusion, then. t~s thesis has carried out 
the original two-fold plan: (i) From h1.s own writings 
show that Whitm.an was actually aware of and concerned with 
ti 
practical democ'racy throu!rW-out hia life., (2) Indicate that 
through an analysis of his writings on the practical as-
pects ot democracy, the intangible aspects of his meta-
physical thought on democracy can be understood. 
' ' 
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